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INTRODUCTION

A NOTE FROM THE PUBLISHER: Just as this book was going

to press in March of 2015, Glock announced the G43, a new, single-

stack 9mm. For author Robb Manning’s exclusive review of the

G43, please go to http://www.gundigest.com/glock-reference

When Glock pistols burst onto the scene, very few pistols on the

market could do what the Glock did: excel out of the box.

The debate about polymer is over, or at least it should be. Polymer

is the material of the era, and test after test has shown it to be as

strong and as durable as metal in many applications. About the only

thing metal is better at is being subjected to the high pressures

associated with a cartridge being fired. Yes, most metals have a

higher melting point, but polymer has a far higher melting point

than what your skin can stand, even through a glove, and the

firearm has to be held in order to be fired.

I still hear people say, “steel or nothing” in regard to their choice

in firearms. Hey, I love all firearms whether they are made of

polymer, alloy, steel or whatever. To each their own. I have steel

handguns in my safe, and I love to shoot them. Some I might even

carry on occasion. But to say steel guns are better than polymer

guns is like saying the all-metal cars of yesteryear are better than

the mostly plastic cars of today. We can all get nostalgic for old cars,

and I think they’re great, but as for reliability, safety and function,

they can’t compete with today’s cars. They’re not even in the same

http://www.gundigest.com/glock-reference


league. I’ve seen crash tests comparing old metal cars to new ones

and it throws conventional thinking out the window.

It’s the same way with guns, all-metal handguns are great, but

when it comes to out-of-the-box reliability, safety and function,

polymer handguns have them beat. I’m sure this will torque some

people off, and I’m going to preface it by saying I’m a John Moses

Browning devotee and love the 1911 handgun. If you want a great

shooting range pistol and maybe even a competition gun, the 1911 is

fine. If you want a fighting gun, buy a Glock.

I’m quite sure Browning would agree if he were still alive. He was

a genius firearm designer whose innovations were ahead of their

time. Which is why if he were still alive he would be designing

polymer pistols.

I’ve heard some people argue that the only reason companies

make polymer guns is to save money. While polymer certainly is

cheaper to produce than metal, the polymer used to make handguns

has many qualities that are superior to metal. I know this is

sacrilege, and those same people wouldn’t admit it, but it is true.

For one, a polymer frame absorbs recoil better. It just does. This

makes for better handling, especially in follow up shots. Second, it

allows for more rounds to be crammed into the magazines that are

fed into the grips. The walls of a polymer grip are much thinner

compared to the metal frame with plastic grips attached to it. Third,

it’s lighter, which makes for more comfortable carry - especially if

you carry all day every day.

One top of that, if polymer is cheaper to produce and some of

those savings get passed on to me, that’s even better. If Glock were

an all-metal handgun with the same features that it has now, it



would easily be an $800 to $1000 gun. One only need look at the

SIG line of metal pistols versus their polymer pistol to back this

claim. If one compares out-of-the-box reliability and function of a

Glock to that of the various 1911s on the market, who knows what

the price would be? I’ve owned 1911s, and I’ve been around them,

and up until recently, you couldn’t get one for a reasonable price

with the reliability of a Glock. Eats through anything? Hardly.

Maybe most hardball/FMJ, but getting one to feed reliably with

hollowpoints wasn’t something you would come by cheaply.

I bought my first handgun back in 1993, a Government Model

1911, for $320 at the Base Exchange on Marine Corps Base (MCB)

29 Palms. Aside from crappy magazines, it ate hardball ammunition

like it was going out of style, but I don’t think I ever could get one

full magazine of hollowpoints to feed through it. With that

handgun, my method of carry was a hollowpoint in the chamber

with the rest of the magazine filled with hardball. I knew the first

round would do some damage, and the follow-up rounds would at

least feed reliably. In the last few years I’ve spent a lot of time with

Ruger’s SR1911, and have been very impressed at how reliably it

feeds all sorts of ammunition. Still, at around $800 - and Ruger has

a reputation for being very reasonably priced - it’s far more

expensive than a Glock, and it’s still not quite as reliable. Most 1911s

are priced at well above a thousand dollars and they’re nowhere

near as reliable as a Glock.

Over the course of this book, I have fired every model that Glock

makes, except the G18 and G17L. Most models I have fired in both

Gen4 and Gen3, and in the Short Frame models where offered. I

have fired a lot of Glocks. And I’ve fired a lot of ammo through



them, over 1000 rounds. Most of that ammunition has been from

Federal, because that’s what I prefer, but I have used ammo from all

major manufacturers, plus some really good small manufacturers.

My point in mentioning all of this is that after putting a lot of ammo

through a whole bunch of Glock pistols, I have concluded that you

can pull any Glock out of its box, put any brand or type of the

appropriate caliber into it, and it will fire every time you pull the

trigger. And it will last a long time, regardless of how you treat it.

I never thought I would say this, and I wouldn’t say this about

any other pistol on the market: I could pull a Glock out of the box,

load it, and carry it for personal protection without even test firing.

That’s how much confidence I have in Glock pistols. Now, I

wouldn’t necessarily do that if I didn’t have to, it’s always better to

shoot any handgun before relying on it for protection. But if I had

to, I would feel comfortable doing it.



CHAPTER 1:

GLOCK TIMELINE

TIMELINE:



1963: Glock KG is founded by Gaston Glock. In Austria (as well

as other German-speaking countries), KG is the

abbreviation for Kommanditgesellschaft, or limited

partnership. Gaston is a chemical engineer specializing in

plastics and thermal molding. The company makes a

variety of odds and ends, such as shower curtain rods,

hinges, and door knobs.

1970s: Glock KG starts designing and producing miscellaneous

products for the Austrian military, such as practice

grenade shells, field knives and machine gun belt links.

The field knives are still being made to this day in two

models; one with saw (Model 81) and one without (Model

78).

1980: Glock receives a formal invitation from the Austrian

Army to develop a new pistol for the Austrian Army, and

compete in the field trials for selection.

1980: Glock KG is reformed into Glock G.m.b.H, which is the

abbreviation for Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung,

which means Company with Limited Liability, or what in

America is called an LLC, or Limited Liability Company.

This is the most common type of business in Austria and

other German speaking countries.

1981: Gaston Glock assembles a group of engineers to develop

the new pistol. Weeks later a prototype is complete. The

Model 81 Field Knife with saw goes into production.

1982: The Glock pistol competes in a rigorous battery of tests,

and it distances itself from the other entrants. Glock

comes in first, and is awarded the contract.

1983: Glock delivers the first order of G17 pistols to the

Austrian Army. The Glock E-Tool also goes into

development, and is still being made to this day.

1984: The Norwegian Army adopts the G17, and that same year

deliveries begin.



1985: Export marketing is greatly expanded. Several companies

vie for importation rights into the US. Glock instead

chooses to form its own import entity, Glock USA.

1986: The G17 is accepted for import into the US. It’s a hit in

both the US law enforcement and civilian market.

1987: Glock develops the G18 select-fire pistol for use in

Austrian Special Forces and anti-terrorism units. A

second Austrian factory is opened in Ferlach.

1988: Production begins on the G19 and G17L.

1989: Second Generation frames are released. Glock hits the

350,000 pistols sold mark, with nearly half (150,000

units) being sold to US law enforcement agencies. Glock

pistols are now being used by entities within 45 different

countries.

1990: Production on the G20 and G21 gets bumped out of the

way, so that production of the G22 and G23 can

commence. Later that year, the G20 goes into production,

and by the end of the year the G21 also goes into

production. Both pistols are large-frame Glocks and offer

two calibers that pack a lot of punch - one new, the

10mm, and one old, the .45 ACP.

1991: The Captured Recoil Spring is released.

1994: Production begins on the G24 and G24C.

1995: Production begins on the G25 .380. Not available to

civilians within American shores, it would leave American

consumers clamoring for a Glock in .380 for nearly 20

years. This is also the year of the sub-compact, as the G26

and G27 go into production. They would become

affectionately known as “Baby Glocks.”

1996: Production begins on the G28, another .380 that won’t

make it to the U.S., at least not for consumers. The G17T

is also released, a training pistol which shoots marking



and target cartridges. Six years after the full size 10mm

and .45 ACP pistols go into production, production starts

on the subcompact G29 and G30.

1997: Gen3 frames go into production, also known as FGR

frames (Finger Groove, Rail).

1998: Production begins on the .357 SIG pistols, the G31, G32,

and G33. Two pistols, made for competition, are also

released; the G34 and G35. (The G31 and G32 are also

offered in compensated models.)

1999: Glock hits the two million pistols sold mark. The G36

goes into production, as does another training pistol, the

G17T AC.

2000: Glock unveils its new headquarters in Deutsch-Wagram.

2001: Glock starts production on some pistols that incorporate

an integral lock, for states that require such a device.

2002: Glock jumps into the tactical light/laser market, with

various models available. The three-pin G17 goes into

production.

2003: Glock introduces a new cartridge, the .45 G.A.P., and

starts production on the G37. The G19 three-pin is

released.

2005: Production begins on the two other .45 GAP pistols, the

G38, and G39.

2006: Glock USA hits its twentieth anniversary.

2007: Glock begins production of the Short Frame (SF) variants

of their large frame pistols — the G20, G29, G21 and G30.

Glock also hits the mark of 5,000,000 pistols sold

worldwide.

2009: Glock begins production of the Gen4 pistols, called the

Rough Texture Frames (RTF).

2010: Glock introduces and begins shipping on Gen4 pistols,



starting with the most popular law enforcement models:

G17, G19, G26, G22, G23, G27, G31, G35, and G37.

2011: Glock USA marks 25 years.

2014: Glock introduces and starts shipping on the G41 and G42.

2015: Glock introduces the G40 Gen4 in the MOS (Modular

Optic System) configuration, as well as expanding the

MOS line to include the G34, G35, and G41. Glock also

introduces the G43, a single-stack 9mm, something

consumers have been requesting for years.



CHAPTER 2:

GLOCK SAFETY

MECHANISMS

In order to fully understand the Glock, you must know how it

functions and how the safety system operates. The Glock’s

introduction was revolutionary - for the first time there was a

handgun that was completely safe, in the sense that it absolutely

could not fire a chambered round unless the trigger was

intentionally pulled. It cannot fire from being bumped. It cannot

fire from being dropped. It has been dropped from six feet, and it

has been dropped from six stories. It has even been dropped from

hundreds of feet out of a helicopter. It has been tied to the back of a

truck and dragged down a gravel road. All of these were done with a

round in the chamber (generally a cartridge with no bullet, just the

primer), and never has it fired.

In fact, the striker (firing pin) is almost completely encapsulated

and simply cannot touch the primer of the cartridge unless the

trigger is pulled. Even if there was no striker block preventing it

from striking the primer, it would still be physically impossible for

the striker to bump the firing pin because the striker spring is at

rest - not under tension - and can never be cocked unless the trigger

is pulled. As soon as the trigger is released and allowed to move

forward it is uncocked.



The first and most obvious thing about the Glock, is that it has no

manual external thumb safety as did nearly all semi-automatic

pistols prior to its introduction. This intimidates many people who

are new to shooting, and even those who have been shooting for a

long time but are unfamiliar with Glocks. I was leery when I first

became interested in carrying a Glock. I’ve been around guns my

entire adult life, and spent a considerable amount of time carrying

one. But the sidearm I carried was a Beretta M9, and that’s the type

of operating system I was used to - a safety/decocker SA/DA pistol.

My first introduction to a striker-fired pistol was a Ruger SR9,

which has a thumb safety. When I finally decided to purchase a

Glock, it was still not something that I felt comfortable carrying. So

I put it to my own test. I handled it as much as possible and I

carried it as much as possible, with no round in the chamber. As

advertised, it never fired on that empty chamber. I started carrying

it with a round in the chamber, and to my surprise, I found that I

was more comfortable carrying it than I had been other handguns.

With handguns such as my 1911 being carried with the hammer

cocked and the safety on, the thought of that safety being

accidentally bumped in the holster, leaving it cocked and ready to

fire was unnerving. I found myself constantly checking to see if the

safety was on. I don’t worry about that with a Glock - I know what

condition it’s in, and I know it’s safe and cannot fire unless I pull it

out of the holster, stick my finger in the trigger guard, and pull the

trigger to the rear.



Most notable about a Glock…the absence of a manual thumb safety. This is both a selling

point to some, and a detractor for others.

If you fall into this boat - interested in a Glock, but unsure about

the lack of manual safety - don’t be. Get some instruction, some

range time, specifically “Glock-time,” and you’ll soon find your fears

are all for naught.

I now own eight Glocks - a Gen1, Gen2, Gen3, and five Gen4s -

and have fired every model of Glock offered in the US market,

except for the G17L. I’ve even fired every variant that is offered;

Gen4, Gen3 and SF. Yet with all of those Glock pistols, not once has

one negligently discharged. And they won’t. They are designed to be

safe, hence the name; Safe Action Pistol.

The key to safety with firearms - all firearms, not just Glocks - is

training. I would never hand a firearm to a person without knowing



their level of training. If you’re handling a Glock, you must have

trigger awareness. You should know where your finger is at all

times, and it should absolutely not be inside the trigger guard

unless you are going to intentionally pull the trigger to the rear. The

best place for your trigger finger is pointed straight ahead, alongside

the frame, almost parallel with the bore. This is stressed in nearly

every type of firearms training there is. If you keep your finger off

the trigger - one of the ten commandments of firearms safety - the

lack of manual thumb safety is a moot point.

Probably the two most dangerous parts of firearms handling are

unholstering and holstering. Negligent discharges while

unholstering typically occur as the handgun leaves the holster and

the trigger finger is not in proper position and the trigger is pulled.

Some blame the holster in this, as it has occurred almost exclusively

with holsters that require pressing a button or lever to release the

handgun. The individual would press the button or lever with the tip

of their finger, thus leaving their finger in a hook-shape, and as the

pistol clears the holster the hooked finger enters the trigger guard.

The answer is to leave the finger straight and press the button or

lever with the underside of the finger, not the tip.



With proper training, Glock pistols are just as safe if not safer than other pistols. If you

follow the commandments of safe shooting — chiefly, keep your finger off the trigger until

ready to fire — there is no excuse for negligent discharge.



Train to properly clear your shirt from the mouth of the holster when re-holstering your

pistol, this will prevent the shirt from entering the trigger guard and snagging the trigger.

Also, take your time, there’s no need to rush the re-holster.

The other time of risk is re-holstering your Glock. If the shirt is

not properly cleared from the mouth of the holster, as the handgun

enters the holster part of the shirt could enter the trigger guard, and

become trapped between the trigger and holster, and as the Glock is

pressed into the holster the shirt would press the trigger. The

answer to this is to properly clear your shirt from the mouth of the

holster by pulling it far enough away. This is an issue of training.

Also, in a non-stress situation, there’s nothing wrong with feeling

the mouth of the holster, as you re-holster, to ensure there’s

nothing to snag. Just take your time re-holstering. This is real life,

not a Hollywood western, there’s no need to rush the re-holster.



So if it doesn’t have a manual safety, what does it have? It has an

automatic safety system consisting of three separate, passive

mechanical safeties that come together to form the Glock “Safe

Action” system. It is the purest safety available - in order to fire, one

must deliberately stick a finger in the trigger and pull it to the rear.

SAFETY DEVICES

TRIGGER SAFETY

This is one of the first things people notice, after the lack of manual

safety. It’s one of the things that made the Glock famous when it

first hit the scene. It consists of a lever incorporated into the trigger,

and is, essentially, a trigger for the trigger. In its state of rest, it

physically blocks the trigger from being pulled rearward. The trigger

safety must be pulled to the rear at the same time as the trigger to

disengage the safety and allow the gun to fire. If the trigger safety is

not depressed, the trigger cannot be pulled to the rear, thus the

weapon cannot be fired. It prevents unintentional firing as a result

of being dropped or sideways pressure.



The trigger safety prevents the trigger from being pulled all the way to the rear. Notice

I’m pushing on the trigger, but not the trigger safety.

Here I’m pressing the trigger safety, and it has cleared the trigger.

FIRING PIN SAFETY

The firing pin safety is a spring-loaded cylinder that in its

untouched state presses into the firing pin channel, blocking the

firing pin and preventing it from being able to touch a cartridge

primer. The firing pin safety is disengaged by the trigger bar as the

trigger and trigger safety are pulled to the rear. It prevents

unintentional firing due to firing pin inertia.



Top view of the firing pin safety at rest. It completely blocks the firing pin from moving

forward and striking the primer.

The firing pin safety at rest. The trigger bar is also at rest, and is not touching the firing

pin safety



The trigger has been pulled all the way to the rear, moving the trigger bar back, which

pressed the firing pin safety up and out of the way, so that the firing pin may move

forward to fire the gun.



The firing pin safety is up and out of the way, and the firing pin has moved forward to

strike the primer.

DROP SAFETY

In order for the Glock to fire, the rear of the trigger bar must drop

down, engaging the connector, thus releasing the striker. It looks

like a step molded into the trigger mechanism housing - think of it

as a drop safety - and prevents the trigger bar from dropping until

the trigger is pulled rearward to a specific point. As the trigger bar

moves rearward, the cruciform-shaped arm comes of the step and

drops down. This is where you get the trigger break. The striker

cannot be released until the trigger gets to that point.



This is the trigger mechanism housing engaged (at rest) in the safe position. The trigger is

forward. The trigger bar cruciform rests on the step, which prevents it from releasing

down. The arrow points to the cruciform, in the safe position.

Here the trigger has been pulled all the way to the rear, and the trigger bar cruciform has

moved all the way to the rear, passed the step, and drops down so the striker is released.



Here is another view of the cruciform all the way to the rear, where it dropped down. The

arrow shows the “step” where the cruciform rests when the trigger is forward, in the safe

position.

The firing pin lug (A) is resting on the rear of the trigger bar cruciform (B). The drop

safety is engaged, in the safe position. Once the trigger is pulled, the cruciform will drop

down out of the way of the firing pin lug, and the firing pin will snap forward, firing the

Glock. You can also see the trigger spring (C) connected to the trigger bar cruciform leg

(D).



CHAPTER 3:

PARTS IS PARTS

If you were alive from 1983 to 1984 you might remember a Wendy’s

marketing campaign called “Parts is Parts.” In these popular

commercials, a customer ordering food at a competitor’s

nondescript fast-food chain is told their chicken sandwich is made

from parts of chickens. The customer asks, “Which parts?” to which

the man behind the counter responds, “Parts is Parts.”

The point is, it doesn’t matter which parts of the chicken you use,

because parts is parts. Though in the commercial Wendy’s pokes

fun at this, for non-food goods such as Glock pistols, this is a smart

business practice. I doubt Gaston would have seen that commercial

air in Austria, but you would think he had, because that’s one of the

brilliant manufacturing methods used by his company: make as

many parts interchangeable between models as possible.

This interchangeability of parts is one of the hallmarks of Glock.

For ease of manufacturing, the parts are standardized across the

largest possible array of models. There are of course going to be

some differences, but you can bet that whenever a new model is

being developed, if it can use the same part as other models, Glock

will use it. It’s important, because anytime you minimize the

number of parts in your company’s inventory it streamlines the

manufacturing process. Glock is also very consistent about



uniformity of parts - if you have ten different G22s, you can

completely disassemble all 34 parts (there are actually more than 34

parts, more on that later), put each part in its own bin, mix the parts

up, reassemble the ten G22s with the mixed up parts, and all parts

will fit perfectly, and all handguns will perform perfectly. There is

zero percent hand fitting needed.

That simplicity is part of the beauty of Glock. Everything about it

is as simple as it possible. This is a boon for everyone. It’s great for

Glock, because it makes manufacture as simple and cost effective as

possible. It’s good for the end user, because the fewer parts there

are, the fewer parts there are to break, and the more reliable the

firearm. Plus it’s good for everyone in the entire supply chain, from

Glock to armorers to the end user, because as parts do wear or

break, fewer parts makes it easier to get the part and fix it.

Furthermore, if a part is added to one model as an improvement -

such as the locking block pin as a third pin to the G22 - it is often

added to all models for standardization.

Aside from the few parts that are not interchangeable, an armorer

can have a tackle box tray full of parts and when it comes time to fix

a Glock, just grab the required part, swap it out, and send the

customer on his or her way.

It’s important to note there are some parts that are listed as not

interchangeable, and it’s not because they wouldn’t fit, it’s because

you just shouldn’t swap them out. The perfect example are the

compensated models, such as the 17C. It’s not that you couldn’t

swap out the barrel of a 17C with a 17, but it would be completely

unsafe to do so. You never want a compensated barrel on a non-

compensated slide.



Glock officially lists 34 parts in their pistol, but this isn’t really an

accurate number. First off, it lists the rear sight, front sight and

screw as one part (#16, #16a, #16b respectively). It’s not really one

part, but in inventory they are sold together and can’t be purchased

separately. Second, the magazine floor plate and magazine insert are

listed as one part (#32 and #32a respectively). This would make it

37 separate parts. Some people argue that the spring cup (#8) is two

parts, but I disagree - it’s one part with two halves.

Also take into account the trigger with trigger bar is listed as one

part (#26), but in reality it’s an assembly that’s comprised of four

parts: trigger, trigger safety, trigger safety pin and trigger bar. This

trigger assembly will never come as separate parts, and is

considered a permanent assembly, so Glock labels it as one part. But

if you did consider it as four separate parts, this would put the total

number of parts at 40. Forty doesn’t sound as good as 34, but it’s

still an incredibly low number of parts.

To put this into context, you have to compare it to the number of

parts other popular sidearms were comprised of in the era that the

Glock was designed. The beloved 1911 Government Model has 52

parts. The Beretta 92F has 62 parts. In law enforcement, the

firearms the Glock 17 replaced had even more parts. The Smith &

Wesson J Frame revolvers have between 86 and 90 parts. Smith &

Wesson semi-autos - the Series 39, 59 and 69 - had 99 parts.

When the schematics of these firearms are held next to the one

for the Glock, the simplicity of the Glock makes one question why

these other designs require so many parts? Perhaps as

manufacturers raced to outdo each other, their answer to “can we



make it better?” was to add more parts. Parts led to more parts, and

soon there were handguns that had 99 parts.

Exploded View of a G17 Gen1.

I look at older models, such as the Colt Single Action Army with

47 parts - a respectable number - and see how over time, as one

safety mechanism is added here, another added there, those parts

add up, and five decades later you have a revolver with 70 parts.

When I was just a little guy, I remember riding in my stepdad’s

1974 Chevy Suburban. I would stand on the floor of the second row -

this was before seat belts were mandatory - with my head peeking

up over the front row bench seats. I don’t know why this sticks in

my head, but I remember at the bottom of his odometer was a label

he had made that read, “KISS” (If you were alive back then you



probably remember the gun-type label makers; you had to rotate a

disk of letters until the one you wanted was centered on the tape

and you would squeeze the handle and the letter would be

imprinted onto the tape). I looked at this sticker for a long time

before finally asking what it meant. “Keep It Simple Stupid,” he told

me. It was a reminder that no matter how complicated a situation

can get, keep it simple.

Since Gaston Glock spoke little English at the time he developed

the Glock 17, I doubt if he had heard of KISS, but maybe the

Austrians have something similar in German, perhaps this; Halten

Sie es einfach blöd. Either way, the Glock design exemplifies the

KISS principle, not just in the pistol itself, but the entire

manufacturing philosophy. It just makes sense to use the same part

in as many models as you can.

BARRELS

Glock barrels are hammer forged, a process in which a mandrel

consisting of the reverse image of the rifling is inserted into an

oversized, bored-out barrel, and both are inserted into a hammer-

forging machine. Rotary hammers forge the barrel around the

mandrel until it reaches the proper diameter, and the rifling is

formed.



Glock barrels are cold hammer forged in a machine like this one being used for rifle

barrels. (Photo Courtesy of Gunblast.com)

A rifle barrel being cold hammer forged, just like a Glock barrel. The arrows point to the

four hammers that surround the barrel (The hammer at the four o’clock position is out of

view from this angle). (Photo Courtesy of Gunblast.com)

The rifling is rounded polygonal, and is either hexagonal or

octagonal, depending on the model. Conventional rifling uses lands

and grooves. There is debate as to which is better, and advocates on

either side will tell you their way is better. Sound arguments have

been made by both sides.

The advocates for polygonal rifling will argue that there is a better

bullet-to-barrel fit, making for a better gas seal. This leads to higher

and more uniform velocities, as well as less bullet deformity. Better

http://gunblast.com/


accuracy is also a consideration, though I’ve fired some really

accurate handguns that have conventional rifling.

For me, the best argument is that polygonal rifling is less

aggressive, so when a bullet travels over the rifling there is less wear

on the rifling, leading to longer barrel life. There’s also less area for

powder and jacket residue to build up, making it easier to clean. The

one downside is that you cannot shoot un-jacketed lead bullets,

which is the cheapest way to shoot, especially for reloaders.



Conventional rifling (left) versus polygonal rifling (right). Note the more aggressive,

squared-off rifling that is conventional, whereas the polygonal rifling is smoother and

rounded-off. Which is better? It’s an age-old debate.

I don’t shoot cast bullets out of my semi-autos so I don’t have

personal experience in this issue. From what I’ve read, though, the

issue is that the polygonal rifling creates a better seal than

conventional rifling, which means that less gas escapes, so the lead

gets hotter and leaves behind more residue. Plus, polygonal rifling



creates greater surface area on the bullet, also leaving behind more

residue.

Despite the standardization that Glock has, there are some

optional parts that deviate from this, such as the New York trigger.

The New York Police Department for the most part went directly

from revolver to Glock. An eight-pound revolver trigger to a 5.5

pound Glock trigger. New officers adapted quickly, but officers who

had been using revolvers for years had a steep learning curve, and

that led to some problems with negligent discharge. So the NYPD

wanted a heavier trigger, and since the NYPD is such a large

department, Glock complied. Hence, the NY trigger was born. It

makes the Glock trigger feel more like a revolver trigger.

At the armorer’s course I got to install and manipulate a New

York trigger spring. The instructor told us that parts will sometimes

“get up and walk away” by the end of class, but they’ve never had a

NY trigger come up missing. In fact, they once had an extra one

turned in at the end of the class. I guess someone had an extra and

didn’t want it. I can honestly say I wouldn’t wish the NY trigger

upon my greatest enemy. For those who complain about the

standard Glock trigger, try running a NY trigger in your Glock. It

makes the factory 5.5-pound trigger feel like a custom aftermarket

trigger.

It comes in two different models; the NY1 trigger spring is olive

green with a silver spring, and adds three pounds to the overall

trigger pull weight. The NY2 trigger is orange colored with a black

spring, and adds five pounds to the overall trigger pull weight.



NY Trigger 1 (left), and NY Trigger 2. The greatest travesty perpetrated on Glock

shooters.

A couple notes on the NY trigger; first, never install either NY

trigger with the eight-pound connector (marked with a “+”). Second,

when installing the NY trigger spring, make sure the connector fits

snug in the trigger mechanism housing. If it doesn’t fit tightly, the

housing and/or the connector must be replaced to make sure it does

fit snug. Fortunately, the NY trigger isn’t something Glock inflicts

upon the general population - it’s something for law enforcement

only. However, if you really wanted one, they can be found online,

but why would you want to?



The 3.5 pound connector has a minus sign on it, like this one. The 8-pound connector has

plus sign, and the standard 5.5-pound connector has nothing.

Another option is the connector. Standard Glock handguns ship

with 5.5-pound connectors, but 4.5-pound (marked with a “-“) and

8-pound (marked with a “+”) connectors are also available, though

you’ll have to be an armorer to get one directly from Glock. During

the printing of the 2002 armorer’s manual, there is a reference to a

3.5-pound connector. That connector was closer to a 4.5-pound pull

than a 3.5-pound pull, so it was renamed 4.5-pound connector, but

it is the same connector.

Slide Stop Lever, Standard (Top) and Extended.

Glock also lists three different firing pin springs, the standard

spring, a 28 Newton spring colored red, and a 31 Newton spring



colored blue. Only the standard spring is available for the US

market. Glock also offers four different magazine catches: A

standard, an extended, an ambidextrous, and an oval spring. You’ve

most likely never seen an oval spring, those are also not available

for the US market.

One optional part more familiar to most people is the slide stop

lever, which comes in two models; the standard and the extended.

The extended has a little nubby on it, which makes quite a bit of

difference in being able to release the slide, especially while gloved.

Since I live in a climate in which I wear gloves about half the year,

I’m a big fan of the extended lever.

Another option that you will never see unless you’re a member of

an elite water-born tactical unit, is the Maritime Spring Cup. You’ll

need a special letter from your unit commander for a set of these,

because they can be potentially dangerous in the hands of the

uniformed. Dangerous as in, “lose your hearing for life, hospital, or

even death for the user “ type danger. Internet commandos will tell

you a set of these cups will allow you to shoot under water. That’s a

big no-no, and if one would be so inclined to do so, please re-read

the preceding sentence. What it is for, however, is to allow the firing

pin to function at full speed, with the firing pin channel filled with

water, after the gun has been submerged, not while submerged.

That’s it.



Maritime spring cups on the right, standard on the left. Despite what your friends on the

Internet say, do not fire your handgun under water.

Firing a pistol underwater while the user is submerged can lead to

damage to internal organs, and potentially death, so don’t do it. For

those of us who don’t train or conduct amphibious landings on a

day-to-day basis, the conventional spring cups work just fine.

Sights are the area that Glock offers the most options. Sights can

be had in polymer (rear sights can be adjustable or non-adjustable),

steel, luminescent (steel), or self-luminescent dot (steel). Polymer

sights are fine, and they function. They’re okay for light housework.

If it’s a duty gun, or if your life could potentially depend upon

placing accurate shots on target, get the steel sights. Steel is a lot

tougher, and won’t be damaged near as easy. This is important not

only for accurate shooting, but also if you’re ever in danger and have

an injured hand or arm, and need to use the sight to charge the

slide.

Standard polymer sights.



Standard steel sights. If your Glock gets knocked about quite a bit, switch to these.

Polymer adjustable sights. Great for competition, but not very rugged.

MH3 luminous night sights are made of steel and very rugged. They work great night or

day.



Another Glock luminous night sight option. Great for day…

…or night.

For low light conditions, I’m a big fan of the self-luminescent dot

sights. They’re brighter and don’t require you to “charge” the sight

with a light source beforehand. Since a lot of violent encounters

happen at night, whether outside or inside the home, I recommend

the night sights.

PARTS UPGRADE

If you own or purchase an older Glock made prior to 1992, it could

be subject to a parts upgrade, which if returned to Glock will be

done free of charge. It only affects models up to and including the



G23. Everything after that was made after 1992 and comes with the

upgraded parts. The upgrade includes new firing pin, extractor,

firing pin safety, spring-loaded bearing and trigger bar. To tell if

your Glock can use an upgrade, look at the serial numbers’

alphabetical prefix. The applicable prefix will be up to and including

the following serial number ranges:

Glock 17: up to and including XG

Glock 19: up to and including XK

Glock 20: up to and including WX

Glock 21: up to and including XM

Glock 22: up to and including YB

Glock 23: up to and including SL

If your Glock has a three-letter prefix, it already has the upgraded

parts system. Additionally, for G21 pistols, all pistols prior to serial

number ALD can be sent in for slide modifications, where the right

rear edge of the ejection port is cut to a 15-degree angle, and the

pickup rail is reduced.

Also in 1995, Glock started to change the angle of the ejection

port back face, and the extractors. The angle of earlier Glocks was

90 degrees (to the bore axis), but the change would cut the ejection

port rear face back by 15 degrees. Due to the new angle, the

extractor face would also have to be cut by 15 degrees. The change

started with the G19, due to a malfunction that was caused by an

empty case getting caught up between the barrel hood and the slide

as it was coming into battery. The fix was the 15-degree angle, as

well as a change to the barrel hood. Eventually the change trickled

down to all models.



The 15-degree angle, started with Gen3 (bottom). Gen2 is on top.

This affects models with the following serial numbers:

Glock 17: up to and including BKK

Glock 17L: up to and including BMD

Glock 19: up to and including XK

Glock 20: up to and including WX

Glock 21: up to and including XM

Glock 22: up to and including YB

Glock 23: up to and including SL

Glock 24/24C: up to and including BMT

Glock 26: up to and including BMX

Glock 27: up to and including BMY

If your serial number comes after these, you have the 15-degree cut.

Or, you could just look at your ejector port and see if the rear face

runs parallel to the breech or if it’s cut at an angle.



CHAPTER 4:

IT’S A GENERATIONAL

THING

You’ve no doubt heard discussion about the four different

generations of Glock, starting with the Gen1 and ending with the

current Gen4 models. Only the Gen4 is designated as such on the

slide; previous generations weren’t officially marked, even though

they’ve been referenced by generation. This has led to a lot of

confusion among those who aren’t Glockophiles. Time to clear up

some of that confusion.

Glock has had a shift in regard to its distinction between the

various Glock generations. It’s a little peculiar, but they are no

longer recognizing Gen1, 2 or 3 pistols. Until recently if you talked

to a Glock salesperson about the current production lineup, there

was Gen3 or Gen4. Now there is only a Gen4 pistol, and “previous

generations.” So to call a pistol Gen1, Gen2, or Gen3 isn’t in keeping

with the “official” Glock policy. Honestly, I think this is kind of silly.

Having a Gen4 and labeling it as such is acknowledging that there

are three previous generations of pistols, and if there are three

previous generations of pistols, it’s natural to define what those

generations are. I will do so in this book, even if Glock won’t,

because I need to differentiate between the generations.



Something else to bear in mind is that the changes made to mark

each new generation of Glock are not the only changes made to the

various models. Generally, each change to a new generation is

marked by a change in the external, physical appearance - most

specifically to the frame - while along the way changes have been

made internally that do not mark a change in generation.

Sometimes these internal changes are more important than the

external changes that do mark a new generation. For example, the

addition of a third takedown pin to improve strength is more

important structurally than is the change in Gen1 to Gen2 grip

texture. But the change in grip texture is more easily noticed, and is

what marked the new generation. It makes sense, since it’s the

external changes to the frame we notice most, as the frame is the

interface through which we handle the handgun. Even though an

internal change might be more important to the operation of the

pistol, we don’t notice the addition of a pin, or a change to one of

the parts. But what we notice immediately is how the grip feels in

our hand, or whether we can put a flashlight on it.

FIRST GENERATION: 1982-1989

When I was first given the assignment for this book, one of the first

things I realized was that I had never fired a Gen1 Glock, and had

only fired a Gen2 once - back in 1994. I knew that was something I

wanted to do for the book, so I set out to acquire one of each. I

quickly learned that the market is filled with Gen3 and Gen4 pistols

for sale, but the first two generations were a little harder to find.



Proof markings on the slide.

This earlier Glock took a lot of work to track down. I found very

few, and the ones I did were asking what I thought was too much -

$750 to $850. I didn’t really know much about Gen1 Glocks, so I

headed to some forums to find out about pricing. Everyone agreed -

the Gen1 Glocks are becoming hard to find, and even rare. But this

was followed with advice on where different people would draw the

line on cost. Some wouldn’t pay more than $550, some drew the

line at $600, and others said they wouldn’t pay over $700. The free

market was disagreeing with them though, as the $750 Glocks are

selling on the auction websites.

I finally found one, just as I wanted it - stock sights, with box and

manual - listed for $550. I made a bid that would take me up to

$650 if need be. About an hour later I found another listing, this

one for $600, so I bid on that one as well. I figured, as hot as these

things are becoming, with bids on two, I’d still be lucky to get just

one. And even if I did win both, they would be a good investment. I

lost the second auction, but won the first - for $590. I was happy

with that, and happy with the condition. It has a born-on date of

1988, and with some cleaning it’s in very good condition.



Theories abound on why there is a Gen1 shortage, but here’s the

skinny, right from Glock; there were just never that many of them

sold in the US. Only about 25,000 Glock G17 Gen1s were ever sold

here. If there is one Glock that is collectible and appreciating

quickly, it’s this one. If you find one for a good price, buy it now

while you can.

Proof markings on barrel (serial number is just to the left, but has been blurred per owner

request).



The Gen1 pebble grip texture.



Exploded View of a G17 Gen1.

As popular as the Glock was from the very start, there was one

thing that shooters saw as a drawback: with wet hands, be it water,

sweat, blood, etc, the grips became very slippery and hard to hold on

to. As a result, an improved grip was one of the primary upgrades

that led to the Gen2.

I really like the feel of the Gen1 while shooting; it feels very nice

in the hand. It’s comfortable, controllable, and in general it is a

pleasure to shoot. I had a buddy with me when I first fired it, a

novice shooter with limited experience. I first had him shoot a 9mm

in one of Glock’s main competitors, and then the Gen1 G17. He

loved the Gen1, and didn’t care for the other one as much. He said

the grips on the Glock were better, and it was more enjoyable to



shoot. So after nearly three decades, even Gen1 Glocks are still a

match for current competitor’s guns.

SECOND GENERATION: 1989-1997

The benefits of the Glock are apparent, and can be summarized by

the statement “every time you pull the trigger it fires.” Still, many

point out the Glock’s “ugly brick” appearance. However, as polymer

pistols have become the norm, most have gotten accustomed to the

look, and in fact have learned to appreciate its simple beauty.

However, there are others - mostly the “I’ll only carry wood and

steel guns” type - who can’t get past the looks. Most people couldn’t

imagine this “hunk of plastic” ever becoming a collector’s item. But

in fact, it has.

It took me just a couple of weeks to lock onto a Gen2, and the one

I found was in excellent condition with manual and box. I paid $450

for it. It’s not uncommon to find them online for $500 to $600,

depending on the condition and how early they were made. That’s

more than they were new, and as much as a Gen3, which you can

still buy new on the shelves. These prices certainly won’t go down,

and as more people see the Glock as something to collect, the prices

will most likely go up.

The beauty of the Glock is that people have always bought them

to use and shoot. Given their reputation as being nearly impossible

to break, some even buy them to neglect. As in, “Hey, I’m going to

throw this Glock in the back of my truck and drive around for a few

thousand miles, only taking it out when I need it.” So even though



you can buy an old Glock to collect, you can still shoot it, it’s not a

safe queen.

I well remember the time I saw and shot my first Glock. Back in

1994 I was plinking with a Marine buddy of mine. He had his

Taurus PT92, and I had my Auto-Ordnance Government Model

1911. He said, “Hey check this out. This is one of those new Glocks.”

He then reached under his Jeep steering wheel, and with the

unmistakable sound of velcro ripping apart, he pulled out a pistol. I

had no idea what he was talking about, but the pistol he showed me

was one ugly gun. “This is one of those new plastic pistol,” he said.

It dawned on me that I had heard about the airport metal detector

controversy, and he explained to me how that was all a load of bunk.

He handed me the pistol, pointing out that he had a strip of velcro

attached to the length of the slide. He said, “Yeah, I was talking with

an MP (Military Police) the other day, and he asked me why I had

velcro on the slide of my gun. I told him because it sticks to stuff.”

My buddy then demonstrated how he kept it under the dashboard.



Exploded view of a G17 Gen2

I found it peculiar, because I would never think of sticking velcro

to the side of my prized 1911. We had a good chuckle about it, then

we loaded it and started to plink at cans. His demonstration is a

great example of the prevailing attitude toward the Glock, even back

then. It’s not a safe queen to be babied; it’s a rugged workhorse that

makes an excellent go-to gun. It’s a gun to have by your side, even if

it means sticking velcro to it. At the time I was enamored with the

1911 and anything .45, so I didn’t pay much attention to the 9mm

G17, but looking back I wish I had.

My Gen2, which has a born-on date of February 1992, is a

pleasure to shoot. It feels and handles a lot like a Gen3 - which is to

say nicely - it just doesn’t have a front accessory rail. For a lot of



people, myself included, that’s not a big deal. I don’t need an

accessory rail on every handgun I own, and to be honest, with the

exception of two handguns that I use for specific purposes, I rarely

ever use it. I know in today’s throwaway society where technology

can be new and then obsolete within the same calendar year, we

have a tendency to think that if something isn’t the latest and

greatest we need to upgrade. However, with Glock pistols, there is

no such thing as obsolete - a Gen1 works as well as a Gen2, which

works as well as a Gen3, which works as well as a Gen4. There have

been changes in details - newer ones have better grips, or an

accessory rail, or better magazines, or whatever. But the bottom line

is if you pick up a Glock, load it, then pull the trigger, it’s going to

fire no matter what generation it is.

There were several changes made from the Gen1 to the Gen2,

some more apparent than others. Not all changes were done at the

same time; the major changes that occurred with each generation

were first made to the G17, but some models made the change

before the G17 (for instance, the G22 added the third pin before the

change was made to all models). Most look at the release of the new

grip style as the difference between Gen1 and Gen2, but in reality

changes were ongoing, and Glock changed things as the need arose.



The major modification is to the grip. A more distinct pattern was molded in to give it a

“grip panel” look, like a conventional steel handgun. Checkering was also added to the

front grip and back. Note the lack of finger grooves on the front of the grip, which started

with the third generation.

The most apparent change is the grip texture, and the pattern in

which it’s applied. It doesn’t just encircle the whole grip, it’s been

molded to represent side panels, like those found in a traditional

metal pistol with screw-on grip panels. Then checkering was added

to the front of the grip and the backstrap. The texture on the front of

the trigger guard was also changed. All of this was done to improve

purchase, especially with wet hands. This texture and checkering

pattern is continued in Gen3.



The other major change is the slide spring, which was made

captive. This is one of my favorite changes, as it’s one less part to

launch and lose. In fact, I view the captive slide spring as one of the

important changes to semi-auto handgun design. This is such a vast

improvement it always surprises me when I see a handgun with a

non-captive spring.

Slide spring comparison, Gen1 (top) is two piece, Gen2 is captured.



Firing pin safety, Gen2 (left) compared to Gen1. Very similar, but look at the base where

the spring is seated. (This Gen1 part falls under the 1992 parts upgrade, but has not been

upgraded on this pistol).

Change in the slide block spring. Gen 1 (top) compared to Gen2.



Gen2 (left) ejector compared to Gen1. Shown is front (top) and back of ejector. (This Gen1

part falls under the 1992 parts upgrade, but has not been upgraded on this pistol).

There are a several minor changes to various parts, which can be

seen in the accompanying photos. Those changes include: firing pin,

extractor, slide lock spring, and the trigger bar.



Barrel markings, Gen2 (top) versus Gen1. Note Austrian proof marks on Gen1, which are

gone in Gen2. Serial numbers are located just to the left on both barrels, but have been

blurred per owner request.

Different firing pins — Gen2 (left) has changed a bit from the Gen1. (This Gen1 part falls

under the 1992 parts upgrade, but has not been upgraded on this pistol).



Gen2 (left), Gen1 (right). Note the change to the frame — the length of ledge just to the

right of the line annotation.



The barrel on the Gen1 (right) has a thicker hood and wider feed ramp.

THIRD GENERATION: 1997-PRESENT

The Gen3 Glock was introduced in 1997 and is still in current

production. This generation had the more changes made from the

previous generations than any other model.

For many, the Gen3, often referred to as the FGR frame (Finger

Groove and Rail), was the first Glock they owned or fired, and they

still prefer it to the Gen4. Good news for those people : Glock has

no current plans to stop production of the Gen3, it will continue to

be made and offered alongside the Gen4. No other generation of

Glock has such a devoted following. With the Gen4 it seems you



either love it or don’t care for it, but everyone loves the Gen3. A lot

of changes were made to arrive at the Gen3, solid changes that

cemented Glock’s position as the foremost innovator in handguns.

As the FGR frame name describes, one of the biggest new

features of the Gen3 is the accessory rail. Glock knew the rail was

becoming the next big thing, so it was wisely incorporated it into the

new frame. At the time of its introduction in 1997, I was still in the

Marine Corps, and the center of my handgun universe was the

Beretta M9, which didn’t have a rail. I did very little civilian

shooting, and had very little exposure to what civilians were

carrying. The result is that I knew very little about what was

happening in handgun design at this time, and knew nothing about

rails. I got out of the Corps in late 2000, and it was around 2002

that I started to get into civilian shooting. Those next few years

would see us enter two wars, and see the evolution of special police

units into high-speed, low-drag terrorist combating teams. As a

result, accessory rails - on rifles as well as handguns - became huge.

Since about 70 percent of US police departments issue Glock

pistols, it is common to see Glock pistols equipped with tactical

lights or lasers. The next five years would see the growth of

accessory rails to the point where hardly any pistols are offered

without them. Even some revolvers and 1911s now offer rails.



Third generation Glock, exploded view.



The Gen3 frame is also known as the FGR Frame. a.k.a. Finger Groove Rail frame. This

one is in Flat Dark Earth.



The Gen3 grip is mostly the same as the Gen2, but with the addition of a thumb rest.



The Gen3 ejection port rear face got a 15-degree angle cut into it.

The other big improvement is the finger groove - the other

component of the FGR frame name. The Gen2 front grip was

straight, but the Gen3 incorporated finger grooves to enhance the

grip. Checkering is found between the grooves. Additionally, the

finger notch at the bottom front of the magazine well went away



with the Gen3. This notch was to assist in grasping the magazine to

pull it out, and dates back to when the magazine wasn’t drop-free.

A third change to the frame came in the form of a thumb recess.

It was primarily done for import reasons, and has little impact on

gripping the handgun or control.

Other important changes were also made, such as the shape of

the extractor. The Gen3 extractor is cut to give it a loaded chamber

indicator, which when in position and with a round in the chamber

protrudes from the slide enough to give tactile confirmation of a

loaded chamber. A third takedown pin was also added, this one the

locking block pin. This was initially added to the G22, but was later

introduced to almost all models. Another change came in the form

of a modification to the ejection port. Previous guns had an ejection

port rear face that was cut at a 90-degree angle to the bore. The

Gen3 had the ejection port rear face cut back at a 15-degree angle.



The “SF” means Short Frame, and designates a smaller grip length (measuring fore to

aft).

Other minor changes include the firing pin, firing pin safety, the

trigger bar, slide-stop lever, slide-lock spring, magazine catch (it was

skeletonized), front sight, spring-loaded bearing, and the locking

block. Another minor change was to the trigger mechanism housing

- a punch hole was added so the connector could be pushed out

without damage.

Something else that you might notice if comparing generations of

Glock; starting with the Gen3 there is a change in the color of some

of the internal components. Most of the parts I’m referring to are

the springs, but it also includes the extractor plunger and firing pin.



These parts went from a darker, blued metal, to more of a metallic

color. The new parts each weigh slightly more on the scale, and

under closer inspection they look more porous. The only answer I

got from Glock is that they don’t make the springs, but I got nothing

from them on the firing pin or plunger.

Also introduced in the Gen3 was a version of large frame pistols

that are labeled with an “SF” on the right side of the frame. These

are short frame Glocks. More on that in subsequent chapters.

FOURTH GENERATION: 2010-PRESENT

Introduced in 2010, this is the current model of Glock. Externally,

one of the first differences most people notice is the grip texture.

Gone is the pebble grip texture, replaced by the new Glock RTF

(Rough Textured Frame) textured grip. The new RTF texture is on

both side grip panels, the backstrap (and the additional modular

straps), and on the front grip between the finger grooves. It is more

aggressive than any previous grip, giving better purchase with

slippery hands or in wet conditions. Some like it, others don’t.

Those who don’t argue that it’s a little too aggressive. I like it a lot,

especially when shooting large calibers like the 10mm out of little

guns like the G29.

However, I will concede that if you’re carrying it and it’s rubbing

against your skin, it does burn after awhile. I’ve found that with the

holster I use, it’s not an issue in most of my daily activities. It

bothers me most when I’m sitting in my car with the seat belt

connector pushing the grip into my side. However, tucking a piece

of my shirt between the grip and my skin easily alleviates this.



Another issue is one made by law enforcement officers who carry a

firearm throughout long shifts – apparently the aggressive grip can

wear a hole through uniform shirts. The grip texture on the front

panel of the trigger guard has changed. Gen3 texture was a raised

step-type pattern, but with the Gen4 it’s now just a series of raised

lines that go left to right.

The next external change is the enlarged magazine catch. It is

bigger, making it easier to thumb, and internally has also been made

reversible for right and left-hand shooters. That’s a great move by

Glock - it was an easy fix, but it can make many shooters much

more efficient. To go along with this change, Glock has configured

the magazine to work with the reversible mag catch. You’ll notice a

notch on both sides now. Along with this change is a change to the

mag catch spring recess in the frame mold. It now resembles a “V”

instead of half of a V. To accommodate the reversible mag catch, the

magazine was also changed. The addition of a notch to the left side

is for when the magazine catch is in the left-hand position.



A Gen4 Glock, exploded view.



The Gen4 magazine (right) now has a notch on the right side to accommodate the

reversible magazine catch. It will still work with previous generations of Glock pistols.



The Gen4 magazine release button has been enlarged (bottom).



The Gen4 magazine release button (right) is larger than the Gen3 — plus it’s reversable.



The Gen4 magazine release button (left) compared to the Gen3.

Despite initial reports, older non-ambidextrous magazines will

still work in Gen4 pistols, as long as the mag catch is in the right-

hand (factory) position (which is on the left side). If you’re a lefty

and have the mag catch in that position, you’re out of luck with old

magazines. Another thing that has been misreported at times; the

new Gen4 mags will also work with previous Glock generations. I’ve

heard more than one gun counter “expert” say that if you have an



older generation Glock and lose the magazines you’re out of luck,

because Glock won’t be making them anymore. While he was

correct in that Glock isn’t making those magazines anymore, no one

is out of luck because Gen4 mags will work in those older Glocks.

Plus, those magazines (especially the 9mm and .40-calibers) were

made in such vast numbers, you can find used ones all over the

Internet.

The bottom of the magazine well, Gen1 through Gen4 (left to right). The original Glocks

didn’t have a drop-free magazine, and you can see the finger notch in the front of the mag

well for gripping the magazine to pull it out. This stayed with the frame until Gen3.



The inside of the mag well, showing the difference in the reversible mag catch notch

between Gen3 (left) and the reversible Gen4 (right).

One of the major external changes made, which might or might

not be as readily apparent just by looking at the pistol, are the Gen4

modular backstraps. In my opinion this is the most important

change, because it allows the user to customize the grip to fit his or

her hand size. Glock was a little late to the game when it comes to

customizable backstraps; all of the major competitors already

offered it. Better late than never.

The backstraps that come in a Gen4 box vary depending on the

model. Some models come with two backstraps (offering three

different grip options), while some come with four backstraps (two

standard and two beavertail, offering five different grip options).



The grips also come with an additional trigger mechanism housing

pin which is longer than the one that comes inserted from the

factory to accommodate the wider backstraps.

Another external difference of note is the guide ring at the muzzle

end of the slide. It’s much larger - almost twice the size - of the

Gen3 guide ring. The larger hole makes for a thinner guide ring hole

wall, which will make the guide ring more prone to damage if the

slide is dropped on it while disassembled from the frame. This is

about the only time the slide can be damaged - when disassembled

from the frame - so just don’t drop it while it’s disassembled and it

won’t be a problem. Still, it’s a small price to pay for the trade-off;

the reason for the bigger guide ring is the more robust, captured

recoil spring/rod.



Gen4 pistols come with backstraps; this one comes with two sizes of standard, and two

sizes of beavertail. A longer trigger housing pin can be seen attached center.



Barrel lug comparison, Gen1 through Gen4 (left to right).

The new Gen4 recoil spring/rod is as I said, more robust - it is

dual spring. It’s also captive, so no more separate parts to get lost or

launch into orbit. There are ten different springs used for the

various Glock models, including a new one for the G42.

The ejector, located on the trigger mechanism housing, is another

change from the Gen3. Previously there were three different

ejectors - one for the 9mm and .380, one for the .40 and .357, and

one for the 10mm, .45 Auto, and .45 GAP. The Gen4 ejectors have

been expanded to four ejectors, splitting the .40 and .357 into two

different parts. The shape of the ejector has also changed; previous

models came to a point, but Gen4 models have more of a squared-

off tip, with the exception of the 10mm/.45/.45 GAP model - it still



has a point. The squared-off tip makes it look more rugged, though I

don’t think that was ever an issue with the ejector.

Until recently there was, on the right side of the frame just

behind the accessory rail, a three letter code, “MBS” (Modular

Backstrap System). However, in the spring of 2014, Glock decided

the marking was unnecessary and discontinued it.

I’ve heard grumblings from some people that they don’t like the

Gen4, or that they’ve heard of someone having problems with one. I

think this is to be expected with any gun on the market - gun

owners are a particular lot, and we can be critical when it comes to

what we’re looking for in a handgun. I think many people who don’t

care for the Gen4 were expecting more changes when it was

released. They were left feeling like, “This is it?”

I’m not really sure what they were expecting, but I’ve also heard

and read more than one quip like, “If the previous generations were

“perfection” then why does Glock keep having to upgrade their

“perfection” with new iterations of “perfection?”



Barrel hood changes, First Generation through Gen4 (left to right).



The grip backstraps through the generations, Gen1 through Gen4 (left to right). Note the

similarity between Gen2 and Gen3.

There’s a simple explanation for that: times change, as do the

tastes of shooters. What’s desirable now might not be as desirable

in ten years, or perhaps some previously unknown innovation

comes along.

A good case in point is the accessory rail, which wasn’t around

when the Gen1 and Gen2 came out. But somewhere between the

release of the Gen2 and the Gen3, they were invented and became

popular, which is why the Gen3 version of “perfection” has them.



Interchangeable backstraps are another example. They weren’t

common when the Gen3 came out. Now, everyone has them. What

was “perfection” in a Gen1, Gen2, or Gen3 suddenly isn’t perfection

unless it has an interchangeable backstrap. You can look at almost

every change made in the Gen4, and see that it wasn’t popular or

even a known quantity when the Gen3 was introduced.

In addition, there are always going to be small improvements

made and incorporated into newer models. That’s a good thing.

For all the people that chuckle about Glock’s next iteration of

“perfection,” the alternative is a company that doesn’t improve upon

their products and has a reputation for stubbornly putting out the

same product without listening to what consumers are demanding.

That’s not a good thing.



The inside of the frame has had some minor changes. Gen1 through Gen4 (left to right).

G17 ALL GENERATIONS SIDE-BY-SIDE

COMPARISON



1. Slide (left side).

1. Slide (top).



1. Slide (right side).

1. Slide (bottom).



2. Barrel (Gen1 through Gen4, left to right).



3. Recoil Spring Assembly.

4. Firing Pin.



5. Spacer Sleeve.

6. Firing Pin Spring.



7. Spring Cups.

8. Firing Pin Safety & 9. Firing Pin Safety Spring.



10. Extractor (Front).



10. Extractor (Back).



11. Extractor Depressor Plunger.



12. Extractor Depressor Plunger Spring.



13. Spring Loaded Bearing.



14. Slide Cover Plate.



15. Rear Sight.

16a Front Sight.



16b Front Sight Screw.

17. Frame (left side).



17. Frame (right side).

18. Magazine Catch Spring.



19. Magazine Catch (Front).

19. Magazine Catch (Back).

20. Slide Lock Spring.



21. Slide Lock.

22. Locking Block (Side).

22. Locking Block (Front).



22. Locking Block (Top).

23. Trigger Mechanism Housing with Ejector (Left Side).



23. Trigger Mechanism Housing with Ejector (Right Side).

24. Connector.



25. Trigger Spring.

26. Trigger with Trigger Bar (Left Side).

26. Trigger with Trigger Bar (Right Side).



27. Slide Stop Lever.

27. Slide Stop Lever (Top).

28. Trigger Pin.



29. Trigger Housing Pin.

30. Locking Block Pin (a.k.a. “First Pin”). Note, my Gen1 and Gen2 Glock pistols do not

have the Locking Block Pin.



30. Four Generations of Mags.

31. Magazine Tube.



32. Follower.

33. Magazine Spring.

34. Magazine Insert.



35. Magazine Floor Plate.



CHAPTER 5:

THE G17

This is the first model Glock brought to market. The original. The

one that started it all. The Glock 17 is the most innovative handgun

design since John M Browning’s 1911, and when you add to that the

way that Glock revolutionized handgun manufacture, the G17 is

probably most innovative handgun ever.

The G17 was developed by Glock for the Austrian Army to replace

their P-38, a gun that had been in use since World War II. Word

quickly got around about this new upstart that beat out established

gunmakers. By 1985 Glock had a contract with the Norwegian Army

and suitors by the dozen vying to import the G17 into the US.

Glock decided to go their own route, however, and Glock USA

opened its doors in 1986. From there, Glock would capture around

70 percent of the US law enforcement market, and become one of

the (if not the) most popular handguns in the US civilian market.

No other handgun brand is as recognizable by shooters and non-

shooters alike. Today Glock is used in an official military or

government capacity in over 42 countries. This does not include

non-national police forces.



A field-stripped G17 Gen4.



A G17 first generation. Incidentally, the two clips on the web belt…those are made by

Glock, too.

In the early days there was confusion and incorrect information

as to why the first model was called the 17. To this day some of the

confusion still exists amongst new Glock owners. Some sources said

the reason was that the Austrian army laid out 17 requirements that

must be met by the potential service pistol to be considered for

adoption. Other sources stated it was due to the 17-round capacity of

the Glock magazine. Both make sense, but neither is correct.

Popular fiction perpetuated these myths.



A G17 is a great handgun for beginners, it’s soft on recoil, and the lack of a manual safety

makes the shooter especially mindful of finger awareness.

In the novel Killing Floor, by Lee Child, the protagonist, one Jack

Reacher, is confronted with a Glock 17. In his mind he goes over

everything he knows about the weapon, which he says he knows

well, with one of those things being, “Seventeen rounds to a

magazine, hence the name.” Reacher got a lot right about the Glock,

but this wasn’t one of them. The true reason the first Glock is

named the 17 is because it was the 17th patent filed by Gaston

Glock.

Still, it’s interesting to watch movies and read articles from that

era and read the various theories as to the origin of the name. The

other thing he got wrong was that Reacher recommended rejection

of the Glock for the US Army, and instead recommended the Beretta

92F. In reality, the G17 was never entered into the official army

trials. The US Department of Defense did receive from Glock four

samples for unofficial testing and evaluation, but when they invited

Glock for an official submission, Glock declined. It would have

required extensive retooling of manufacturing equipment, which

was something Glock wasn’t going to do at that time.



Some would argue that this is the best Glock ever made; the third generation G17.

In another famous and hilarious Hollywood moment that was

indicative of the perception of Glock pistols at the time, in Die Hard

2, John McClane (played by Bruce Willis) said of the Glock, “That

punk pulled a Glock 7 on me. You know what that is? It’s a

porcelain gun made in Germany. Doesn’t show up on your airport

X-ray machines here, and it costs more than you make in a month.”

Sure, this was before the age of the Internet and Wikipedia, but that

is just lazy script writing.

Amazingly, after all these years, the G17 is still Glock’s most

popular model. I’ve gone back and read books and magazine articles

written at the time of the introduction of the .40 S&W G22 and the

.45 ACP G21, and at the time some writers discussed the demise of



the 9mm G17 and G19 because of the introduction of these other

calibers, especially the .45 ACP - we are a .45 ACP nation, after all.

How often have you heard someone say, “if it doesn’t have a ‘4’ in

front of it, it’s not big enough for self-defense.” But the G17 and the

G19 didn’t become obsolete, and they weren’t replaced by the .40

S&W or .45 ACP. In fact, their popularity has only increased right

along with the Glock itself.

There have been spikes in popularity of other models, especially

when they are first introduced, but after the hoopla is over the G17

9mm charges on. This is particularly amazing, given the popularity

of the G22 among law enforcement agencies, and the numbers of

those sold. It’s really quite remarkable how well the G17 still sells,

and is a testament to the handgun.



A field-stripped third generation G17. The Flat Dark Earth frame is a special run that is

made periodically.

I personally think the 9mm cartridge is just starting to come into

its own in America. It’s kind of a curiosity that it took so long, but

over a century after it was introduced, we’re just starting to

appreciate it. I believe we’re in the Golden Age of the 9mm in

America.

A Gen4 G17 is 7.95 inches in length, 5.43 inches in height and 1.18

inches in width. It weighs 25.06 ounces unloaded and 32.13 ounces

loaded. The barrel height is 1.26 inches, which is low, and has a lot

to do with the minimal muzzle flip compared to other handguns.

The lower a barrel sits above the shooter’s hand (bore axis), the less

it will rise as a bullet is fired. The Gen3 is identical in dimension,



with the exception that it is 8.03 inches in length, which is .08

inches longer.

All of the standard-frame, full-size Glocks (G17, G22, G31, and

G37) are nearly identical in dimensions, with one minor exception;

the G37 has a slightly wider slide, and the height is 5.51 inches,

which is .08 inches higher. There is also a difference in weight,

though not significant. Unloaded, the G22 weighs 25.59 ounces, the

G31 weighs 26.12 ounces, and the G37 weighs 28.95 ounces.

For this book I’ve gotten to shoot a lot of Glocks in a lot of

calibers and a lot of sizes. All of them, in fact. The very first two I

fired for the book were the G17 Gen1 and Gen2. Then I shot

everything else, with the very last two pistols I fired being the G17

Gen3 and Gen4. I’ve shot them before, but it’s been awhile.

After shooting everything else, I forgot how nicely the G17 shoots.

The recoil is handled very well - much more so than 9mm guns

from competitors, and it shoots as smooth as butter. It’s just a great

gun, one of the all-time classics. I got to fire some American Eagle

115-grain FJM, as well as American Eagle 124-grain non-toxic

primer TMJ (Total Metal Jacket). Then I finished it off with some

Federal Premium 124-grain Hydra-Shok JHP.



The culmination of nearly 30 years of Glock design: The G17 Gen4.

As I explained in the chapter discussing the four different Glock

generations, when I was first assigned this book, it became

important for me to get my hands on all four generations, and

preferably to shoot them. With Gen3 and Gen4 models, it’s simple

to get them - they are both on the shelf of almost every gun store

you walk into. The first two generations were not so easy - none of

my friends or acquaintances had them, and it’s not like you can

check them out on loan. I knew my only course of action would be

to track them down and buy them. With a lot of research and a little

work, I did just that.

Those two Glocks - which are both becoming very collectable - are

still just as good as they were when they were released. They could

be placed against any competitor’s guns on the market and still fare



well. They are timeless designs, and built to be a workhorse. I have

since decided to collect the G17 generations, since this is the only

model that spans all four generations.

G17L

The G17L was designed for one thing: competition. It was the third

Glock model released to the civilian market, after the G17 and G19,

and began rolling off the line in April of 1988. It would be produced

in small quantities, and on and off until the last ones were made in

April of 1999.

The final dagger that killed it off was the very thing it was

designed for: competition. More specifically, the International

Practical Shooting Confederation (IPSC) decided to limit the size of

the pistols used in competition, so they designed a box with internal

dimensions of 225x150x45 millimeters. The competitor must place

his or her handgun into the box, and it must fit wholly in the box.

The G17L does not fit in the box, so Glock changed the size of the

G17L so that it would fit in the box, and called it the G34.



A third generation G17 with FDE frame, being fired at THE RANGE, a new shooting

facility in Richfield, Wisconsin. Notice the state-of-the-art computerized target controls.

After the introduction of the G34 in January of 1998, the G17L

just wasn’t selling, and really wasn’t needed.

There are only five models of Glock that I have not shot – this

being one. The others are the G24, G25, G28 and G18. There are still

G17L handguns on the market, and I even found one source that has

them new in box. As with a lot of firearms that were once popular

and are now not as common, I’m sure someday this will be a

collectable.

The G17L shipped with a standard trigger pull of 3.5 pounds,

which is two pounds lighter than most other Glock triggers. The

overall length is 8.85 inches (0.7 inches longer than the G34), which

gives it a sight radius of 8.07 inches. The barrel is 6.02 inches long.

The front quarter of the slide has been machined open on top to



reveal the barrel beneath. Glock did this to keep the weight down a

lot of additional weight would affect the cycling of the slide, and

thus make it less reliable. In all other aspects it’s the same as the

G17. It even uses the same frame.

The G17L was an early attempt by Glock to name a variant of one

of their models, but shortly after that they went a different route

and started to name every variant with a different model number,

like the .40 long slide version of the G17L was named G24, not

G22L.

Because everything else since then has been named something

completely different, the G17L is an oddball in Glock naming

convention. It throws off the entire Glockiverse. I wonder if Gaston

had to do it all over again, would he have named this the G20? Then

all subsequent models would have moved up a model number (the

10mm would now be the G21, the .45 the G22).



CHAPTER 6:

THE OTHER 9MM GLOCKS

It’s been over 100 years since it was introduced, but in case you

haven’t noticed, the 9x19 (9mm Luger) has been taking the US by

storm in the last decade. No other handgun round is as popular

right now as the 9mm. I love just about every cartridge, even the

ridiculous ones, and I frequently carry other cartridges such as the

10mm and the .40 S&W.

But my go-to guns - the ones I keep in my safe, at the ready - are

all 9mm. You can get dropped anywhere in America - or anywhere in

the world - and the ammo you’re most likely to find is 9mm.

While Glock handguns perform well with all cartridges in which

they are chambered, they really shine in 9mm. It is, after all, what

the design was intended for. Along with the G17, the Glock models

you find in this chapter are the best of the best.

G19

The G19 was the second Glock pistol released to the civilian market,

with production beginning in March,1988 (It beat the G17L by one

month). The G19 is one of the two pistols that have been around for

all four generations, though first generation G19 Glocks were only



prototype, so they are extremely rare. After all these years the G19 is

still the second most popular Glock model, after the G17

This compact 9mm Glock is just a G17 that has been made 0.67

inches shorter in length and 0.56 inches shorter in the grip. It’s

about 1.4 ounces lighter. It is an excellent compromise between the

full size and the sub-compact. The definition of a “compact” pistol

can sometimes get a little murky, because if you look at the G19 it

looks like a full-size handgun. The designation is relative, and

realdiffers from company to company. What one company calls a

full-size, another calls a compact. This is especially true for

companies like Glock, which manufactures combat/duty pistols that

are often larger than other pistols.

The difference in length between a G17 and G19 is nearly 0.7 inches. It doesn’t sound like

much, but when carrying it’s a lot.



The popularity of the 9mm is at an all-time high in the US. So when advancements are

made in handgun cartridge design, it’s going to hit the 9mm first.

The Glock pistol sizes can be summarized by how they are used

within police departments - the full size pistols (G17, G22, etc.) are

generally issued to uniformed police officers who open carry. The

compact pistols (G19, G23, etc.) are generally issued to plainclothes

officers, where concealment is not necessary, but being discreet is.

The sub-compact pistols (G26, G27, etc.) are generally issued to

undercover officers, where concealment is needed. Of course this is

a generalization and not always the case; some departments just

issue the compact pistol to everyone.

If I could only own one handgun, which is thankfully not the case

- God bless America - it would be this one. It’s big enough that it

handles and shoots much like a full-size handgun, yet compact

enough that it can be concealed with a jacket, vest, or even a

properly designed shirt. It’s roughly the size of a 1911 Commander,



though a little bit smaller and lighter. It makes for an excellent “go

to” handgun.

The 9x19 cartridge is the most common cartridge in America, and

aside from the popularity among civilians, it is the US military

standard cartridge, the NATO standard cartridge, and the choice of

many police departments. Plus, since it also uses G17 magazines,

with the sheer number of G19s and G17s in America, magazines will

always be plentiful.

Whether real or perceived - and I’m going to refrain from entering

into politics here - the threat to “high capacity” magazines (or what

we in the gun community call standard capacity) has led to a boom

in sales of these magazines, with boom being an understatement. So

there are a lot of them out there.

Glock engineers have always been excellent at stuffing the

maximum number of rounds into their magazines. Evidence of this

is found when you compare the same-class offerings of other

manufacturers. Compare the Ruger SR9c, Smith & Wesson M&P9c,

and Springfield Armory XD(M) 3.8 Compact. To compare magazine

capacity one must consider height, which is determined primarily by

grip height, and this, along with grip width, is one of the biggest

determinants of magazine capacity.



The G19 is still one of Glock’s top sellers.

Of the compact models, the G19 has a 15-round capacity, with a

4.9-inch height and 1.18 inchwidth. It has a slightly longer grip than

the other three, but that extra grip gives you the highest magazine

round count at 15. The XD(M) 3.8 Compact is 4.75 inches in height

with a magazine capacity of 13 rounds, so it’s only .15 inches shorter

than the G19, but loses two rounds. The Smith & Wesson is 4.3

inches in height with a 12-round capacity. It’s 0.6 inches shorter

than the G19, and it loses three rounds. It’s not a terrible trade-off,

three rounds for just over half an inch - better than losing two

rounds for only a .15 shorter grip.



A G19 barrel and spring (the top barrel and the top spring) compared to a G17 barrel and

spring.

A field stripped G19.

The Ruger falls somewhere in the middle, with a 4.61-inch grip

height, but loses out in capacity with a ten-round magazine - five

rounds less than the G19. That’s only two-thirds the capacity. I’m a

fan of Ruger, but in this case it looks like they chose lawyers and

economics over consumer desire for higher magazine capacity.

Everyone has to make a ten-round magazine for states like

California, but Ruger chose to make all of its SR9c magazines ten-

round capacity. I guess that saves money because they only have to

have one type of magazine made for them, and only half the models



in inventory (other companies have two of each model, one regular-

capacity model, and one ten-round magazine model for states that

have magazine maximum capacity laws - effectively making two

models for what would only be one model).

I don’t like it when lawyers drive design, and I also don’t like it

when companies go strictly off the bottom line. I realize that a

company needs to be profitable, and it’s their choice to only offer a

ten-round magazine, but I think in the long run it hurts their

market share.

G26

The G26 and G27 were introduced at the same time in July, 1995.

They were the first of the subcompact Glocks, often affectionately

called “Baby Glocks.” The G26 is chambered in 9x19 and the G27 is

chambered in .40 S&W. It was only natural to go with these two

calibers for the first of the subcompacts, for two reasons. First,

these are the two most popular calibers in total Glock sales. Second,

these are the two most popular issue calibers for police

departments.

As with all standard-frame Glocks, the beauty is in the universal

controls. It doesn’t matter if you’re handling the long slide G34, the

G17 or G19, the G26 or G27, the .45 GAP pistols, .357 pistols, or any

other standard-frame pistols, the controls are in the same location.

The only Glocks that are different are the large-frame Glocks (like

the G20), and the slimline Glocks (like the G42). Even those have

the controls located in the same relative place on the frame, the



only difference being that the differing thicknesses of the respective

frame changes how your thumb interacts with those controls.

The G26 is my current everyday carry (EDC) pistol. Wisconsin is

pretty new to concealed carry, and being a writer I’ve had the luxury

of testing out many different concealed carry pistols. I started with

wanting the smallest pistol I could find, which ended up being a

little .380. Then I wanted something with more horsepower, which

landed me a compact .45. Except that it wasn’t that compact, and I

tired of trying to prevent it from printing. That’s about the time all

the micro-nines hit the market, and I’ve tried most of them. My

initial carry 9mm was a nice little pistol, and reliable. But some of

the parts on it seemed to wear out fast. The second one I tried is one

of the fanciest on the market, but is the least reliable pistol I’ve ever

owned. One failure per magazine is terrible, and this wasn’t just

mine, but a widespread problem. I tried a couple of other micro-

nines, and found one that is really great, except I don’t care for the

trigger.

About that time rumors were swirling about the new Glock G42

coming out, which everyone thought would be a single-stack 9mm.

If it was, it would be exactly what I was looking for. If you know one

Glock, you pretty much know them all, and I like what I know about

Glock pistols. But when it was released, it wasn’t a 9mm. So I

turned to the G26, and I love it. I can’t picture carrying anything

else for my EDC. It’s not quite as thin as I would like, but in

exchange, it holds ten rounds in a standard mag, with the ability to

use full-size G17 magazines (and will also work with G19

magazines). So I carry the ten-round magazine loaded, with a 17-

round magazine on my belt.



The G26 is 6.41 inches in length, and 4.17 inches in height. That

puts it at 0.9 inches shorter than the G19, and about 1.5 inches

shorter than the G17. In height it’s about 0.8 inches shorter than

the G19 and almost 1.3 inches shorter than the G17. At 21.17 ounces,

it’s approximately two ounces lighter than the G19, and almost 3.5

ounces lighter than the G17. Given the difference in size, that’s not a

lot of weight difference.

The G26 field stripped.

For the most part, though, there’s not going to be a lot of weight

difference, and there shouldn’t be. There are three parts to the

Glock that are reduced to make for the compact and sub-compact

models: the frame (the bottom of the mag well and the front of the

dust cover), the slide, and the barrel. The only part that can be

shortened with impunity is the frame, but that’s only half an inch of

polymer shell in two different places. The weight difference between

the three frames is ⁄  of an ounce each.3
8



The G26 with ten-round magazine. Two fingers fit on grip, but the third dangles. This is

the case with all sub-compact pistols unless there is an extended grip.

The thing is, the 9mm cartridge creates basically the same recoil

when fired, whether it’s from a G26, G19 or G17, which means you

still need the same force to counter the force of recoil. The barrel

and the frame comprise one of the two ways to counter the force of

recoil, the other being the slide spring. You can’t have a significant

reduction of weight in the slide and barrel, because you still need

that counter weight.

Each model has a specific slide weight that it needs to cycle

properly, and to achieve that a portion of the slide wall is reduced so

that it is thinner. The G17 reduces the slide wall about three-fourths

of an inch from the front of the ejection port. The G19 doesn’t

reduce it until after an inch and a half. The G26 doesn’t reduce it

until as far forward as possible, which actually ends up being at the

same place as the G19. To make up for the extra mass it needs, it

uses the slide spring.

Unlike the compact and standard-frame Glock models, the G26

and other sub-compact models do not have an accessory rail on the

dustcover. This means that you won’t be able to mount a flashlight

on it, and if you’re looking to add a laser it will have to be mounted



in a different manor, such as on the grip or the slide spring. The

front of the slide is also beveled, which I think makes it look nice,

and not so boxy. The lack of a rail (and thus accessories) and the

beveled slide front make for a really smooth, easy slide into a carry

holster.

(Top to bottom): G26, G19 and G17 slides. Notice where the wall thickness reduction starts

on each model.

(Top to bottom): G26, G19, and G17. The difference in frames is a reduction off the bottom

of the mag well and a little off the front dustcover. Not a lot of weight removed.



(Top to bottom): G26, G19, and G17. The difference in barrel length is a reduction in the

hollow barrel, which is once again, not a lot of weight reduction.

(Top to bottom): G26, G19, and G17. The difference in weight of the three different slide

springs isn’t a lot, either.

G34

The G34 was introduced in 1998, as a long-slide variant to the G17,

and a replacement for the G17L. It was designed specifically to fit in

the IPSC box that made the G17L obsolete. Glock made sure to

make the G34 as long as possible so as to maximize sight radius, yet

still fit in the box. It was introduced as a third generation Glock, but

is now also offered in Gen4. The barrel length is listed as 5.31

inches, which is .83 inches longer than the G17. The slide length

comes out to just over eight inches, which gives it a sight radius of

7.55 inches.



Gotta love the magazine flexibility of Glock pistols. Here is the G26 with a G19 15-round

magazine (top left), with a G17 17-round magazine (bottom left), and for maximum

pleasure, with a 33-round magazine (right).

Not to point out the obvious, but the G17 was designed to fire a

9mm projectile, which it does quite well. If Glock were to change

the weight of the G17 slide, it would change the dynamics of slide

operation and wouldn’t function properly. The G34 is a long slide

sitting atop a G17 frame, and thus the question becomes; how does

one make a long slide weigh the same as the standard length slide?

There are different answers to this, as I will discuss later in the

chapter discussing the G41, but for the G34, Glock went with the

simple solution of machining out an opening on top of the slide (it

resembles the sun roof of an automobile). I like how it looks, some

people don’t, but either way it’s a simple solution that works.



I purchased my G34 as part of the GSSF purchase program, so

mine is a blue box model (if you don’t know what that means,

please refer to the GSSF Chapter). Mine came with the extended

slide catch lever and a 5.5-pound trigger (standard trigger comes

with the 3.5-pound connector, designated with a minus symbol)

that averaged about 4.9 pounds on my Lyman digital trigger scale.

The 3.5 connector-equipped Glock is actually a very nice trigger,

one preferred by a lot of competitive shooters. My G34 did not come

with the adjustable sights, like other G34s, but instead came with

the non-adjustable polymer sights.

The G34 is a competition animal, but as you would guess, it’s not

a very good concealed carry gun. I’ve carried mine in open carry

situations and it’s fine, but for concealed carry it doesn’t work as

well. Carried inside the waistband, the long slide is going to pry

against the upper part of your leg, dig into the bone, and generally

not be very comfortable, especially when sitting. I found it to be the

opposite of comfortable. Carried outside the waistband, it’s going to

be too long and will stick out from under the bottom of the shirt.

The G34: It was designed for competition, but has practical/tactical use.

There is a place for it in the tactical world, whether in military

special operating forces, or special police units. Some of these units

have no issues with carrying a pistol the size of a 1911, and if you



factor in the 1911 grip safety, the G34 is just a bit shorter than the

1911, except it has a longer sight radius. Of course if a unit wants a

.45, the best choice is the G41, but for something in a 9mm, the G34

would make an outstanding choice.

Glock machined out the slide to keep the weight the same as the G17. A change of more or

less weight will affect the cycle speed, which decreases reliability.

When it comes to 9mm, compared to other popular duty 9mm

handguns, the G34 is shorter than most, despite the long slide,

especially when you start to factor in the added length of the

beavertails that most hammer-fired guns have. Factoring that, the

Beretta M9 is about a half-inch longer, however, the sight radius of

the G34 is over one inch longer. Another favorite 9mm, the CZ-75b,

is also longer.

The extended slide stop lever.



The G34 uses standard G17 magazines and extended 9mm

magazines, but just like the G17 it cannot use G19 compact or G26

sub-compact magazines.



CHAPTER 7:

THE G20 AND G29 10MM

THE G20

My first Glock was a G20C, and it’s still my favorite. There’s a lot of

power in the 10mm cartridge, making the G20 a very effective

handgun. A weakened 10mm load, dubbed the “FBI load,” handicaps

it to .40 S&W power, but there are a few manufacturers that make

the full-power load. If your intent is to shoot the “FBI load,” you’re

better off saving the extra girth of the G20, and grab a G22 in .40

S&W. Ammunition is cheaper and generally easier to find. I say

generally, because during the last ammunition shortage, often the

only ammunition I could find on store shelves were chamberings

that not many other people shoot, and I could always find 10mm.



Four of Glock’s 10mm lineup (bottom to top): G29 Gen4, G29SF, G20C, and the G20SF.

If you’re not familiar with the 10mm, you should reconsider - it’s

essentially a .40 Magnum. The 10mm produces 775 foot-pounds of

energy, which means that power-wise, it’s not quite at the .41

magnum level, but it does edge out the .357 Magnum in all but the

hottest loads. With 15 rounds in a Glock G20 magazine, that’s the

firepower equivalent to carrying three magnum-power revolvers

with you. With the three magazines that comes with it, it’s 45

rounds of grizzly-be-good.

It’s the 10mm cartridge that is responsible for turning me into a

Glock guy. It started during a weekend hunt on the Ted Nugent

ranch. Ted and I were discussing the 10mm, which he carries. I had

read a lot about it, and was intrigued. After talking with him, I

searched around the Internet for guns chambered in 10mm. I saw a

few, but the Glock’s reputation of reliability, ability to handle the

powerful round, and the price, all had me leaning in that direction.

So I contacted Glock and had them send me one for testing and

evaluation. I also contacted Buffalo Bore for some of their full-

power loads. I shot some off-the-shelf loads first, and was



impressed, but when I shot that Buffalo Bore 180-grain JHC (1350

feet per second) and 200-grain FMJ-RN (1200 feet per second), I

fell in love. It’s wicked, to say the least, and I love wicked.

My feelings for the Glock 20 ran parallel to the 10mm cartridge. It

always worked, without any problems, it could handle abuse, plus it

was easy to take care of. I thought “this will be the only Glock I ever

need.” Right. How naive we can be.

Here is how I measured the girth of the grip, where your hand encircles it.

Interestingly enough, the G20 was not released before the G22.

During the 1980s, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) was

looking to replace their antiquated revolvers with something more

powerful, and in semi-auto. They designated the 10mm as the

caliber they wanted, and gun makers scrambled to develop

handguns in that chambering. Eyeing an opportunity to arm one of

the leading law enforcement agencies in the world with their

handguns, Glock was one of those makers.

The problem, however, was the G17 didn’t have a big enough

frame to handle the magnum round, so Glock had to increase the

size of the handgun proportional to the round it would shoot. Glock

engineers went to work, and soon the G20 was born. Just as it was



set for production, the FBI switched gears and decided to go with an

even newer round, the .40 S&W. Glock then scrambled to get that to

the FBI - fortunately, this one could use the G17 frame - so they

focused all their efforts on developing and producing the G22,

which delayed the G20. The G20 was released in late 1990 (along

with the G21), two months after the G22 and G23 (the compact .40

version of the G19).

The G20 Gen3 is 8.22 inches long with a height of 5.47 inches.

The barrel length is 4.6 inches long and it has a bore axis of 1.26

inches. It’s 1.27 inches wide and weights 30.89 ounces. The G20

Gen4 and SF are 8.03 inches long - all other measurements are the

same as the Gen3. They both weigh 30.71 ounces.

G20SF (SHORT FRAME)

The G20 SF is the short-frame version of the Gen3. Glock started

production in 2007 of SF variants of all four large frame pistols; the

G20, G21, G29, and G30. The difference in girth between a short

frame G20 and full frame G20 is just over .25 inches. The length of

the grip is shortened by about .13 inches, fore to aft. This is

accomplished by slimming down the trigger mechanism housing

and reducing the amount of space in the empty backstrap channel. I

took the measurements around the portion of the grip that’s the

biggest determinant of how you grip the pistol - starting with your

thumb, wrapping around with the web of your hand and continuing

around where the second finger comes around under the trigger

guard. This seemed like the best place to measure, since this is

where the most pressure is applied while gripping the handgun. The



girth of the G20 is six inches, and the grip is 2.22 inches long, while

the G20SF is 5.75 inches, and the grip is 2.09 inches long.

On paper, it doesn’t look like there’s much of a difference, and if

you look at it, the difference is barely noticeable, but when you hold

it, you can feel the difference. I’m right at the borderline of holding

a standard Gen3 pistol and not needing to twist the pistol to put my

thumb on the magazine release - I can do it, but just barely, and I

have to stretch my thumb. With the G20SF, I don’t have to stretch

my thumb at all, it’s right there. I’ve always found it interesting how

in the world of firearms, one-eighth of an inch can make such a big

difference.

The grip of a Glock G20 SF (left), compared to the standard frame grip of the G20C.



Internally, there really isn’t much difference between a SF and a

standard frame, because the only difference is the length of the grip

fore to aft. The one part that this has a direct affect on is the trigger

mechanism housing, which, as I said earlier, had to be trimmed

down so that it would fit in the narrower grip.

The trigger mechanism housing has been trimmed in the SF (left) so that it can fit into the

narrower grip. A standard trigger mechanism is on the right.

One thing you’ll notice is that the G20SF is only offered in Gen3;

there is no Gen4 SF. That’s because the Gen4 is an SF. In order to

make the Gen4 fit a broader range of hand sizes, they first made the

frame shorter for those with the smallest of hands, then offered

various backstraps to make it as hand-filling as the shooter wants it.

The Gen4 made the SF obsolete and only available in Gen3 Glocks..



Marking of a short frame compared to the lack of marking a standard frame.

Where the road ends and the wilderness begins, is where you’ll truly appreciate the G20.

There is an elite Danish naval unit called the Slædepatruljen

Sirius (Sirius Sledge Patrol), whose mission is to protect Danish

sovereignty in the arctic wilderness of northeast Greenland. The

entire unit consists of 14 men (the unit is open to women, but none

have ever applied), and they’re stationed among four outposts

scattered along the coastline of the Danish-controlled region.

Throughout the year, they conduct long-range recon patrols in sled

teams of two men and 11 to 15 dogs. Their patrols are approximately

four to six weeks long in autumn and up to four months long in

spring. During these patrols - and I stress, they are up to four

months long - the only contact an individual has with another

person is with his one teammate. They have limited supplies, with

about 750 pounds carried and the sled, and additional supplies



provided by air and boat located in 50 huts scattered throughout the

patrol area, which is approximately 375,00 square miles (that’s

about one-tenth of the United States). Each member is a trained

expert in survival, shooting, demolition, engine repair,

reconnaissance, firefighting, communications, first aid, sewing, and

truck driving. The average high temperature for the year is 7.7

degrees Fahrenheit, (December through March it never gets above

-10) and the average low is -0.7 (January through March it averages

-26, -26 and -27, respectively). Polar bear sightings are frequent.

These are rough men doing a rough job. These men are issued the

G20. The G20 is the sidearm of choice with men who could

potentially need to put down a polar bear. It’s the sidearm of choice

for men that are alone for four months, and must fix their own

injuries, must repair their own gear, and must be self-reliant.

There are but a handful of police departments across the United

States that issue or authorize the use of the G20, but most of the

users belong to units such as Special Weapons and Tactics teams

and the FBI Hostage Rescue Team.

THE G29 (G29 GEN3, G29 SF, G29

GEN4)

To quote fellow writer Patrick Sweeney, “And for those who simply

must have the loudest of anything, we have the G29.” (Gun Digest

Book of the Glock, 2nd Edition). The G29 is not for the faint at

heart, to say the least. To one-up the old adage, “Speak softly and

carry a big stick,” the G29 is like carrying a little stick with a

Claymore strapped to the end of it. Mr. Roosevelt would be proud.



Hold on tight to that G29, she’s got a little bit of recoil.

The G29 has some rather stiff recoil. Not that it’s not

unmanageable, because it’s not. In fact, with the way the Glock

polymer frame flexes, it’s nowhere near what some people have

made it out to be. The Glock is a modern pistol, with modern

properties, and it is efficient at minimizing recoil.

Picture a Shelby 427 Cobra. It packs a lot of engine into a small

package. When you press the gas pedal to the floorboard, you best

hold on tight. The G29 is a lot like that; it packs a lot of power into a

small package. For some shooters, a full-power 10mm in the full-

size G20 is too much gun to shoot comfortably. That same full-

power 10mm loading in a sub-compact Glock is something many

aren’t willing to try. Not only is the shooter slinging lead out of a

package that’s about seven ounces lighter when loaded, it has less

weight in the 1.2-inch shorter slide, thus giving it more muzzle rise.

The shooter has to hold on to the package because it’s one inch

shorter in height, meaning that your pinky is going to dangle.

In my estimation, most G29 owners are people like me, who own

and love the G20, and want a 10mm in a concealed carry gun. For as

much as I love my G20 - and it’s an awesome open-carry woods gun

- it’s just too big for concealed carry, unless you have on a jacket.



While the G29 is still thick - it measures 1.27 inches wide - it’s the

smallest 10mm handgun on the market.

The G29: Glock in “Beast Mode.”



The trigger bar cruciform leg is where it attaches to the trigger mechanism housing, via

the trigger spring. In the left picture, the G29 Gen4 is on top, the G29 SF is on the bottom.

In the right picture, the G29 SF is on the left/bottom - the one with a notch in the tip of the

leg.

Both the Gen3 Short Frame and the Gen4 use the same trimmed trigger mechanism

housing.



The Gen3 10mm ejector.

Introduced in 1996, the G29 is 6.88 inches long, 2.15 inches

shorter than the G20. In height, it measures 4.45 inches, which is

about one inch shorter than the 5.47 inches the G20 is listed at. The

width is the same, though it is about 3.9 ounces lighter, at 26.83

ounces. When shopping for a new G29, there are three variants to

choose from: The G29, G29SF, and G29 Gen4. The G29 is what

most of us call a Gen3, but Glock is using it as a “standard” model.

When comparing the grip measurements between the three models,

it’s going to be the same as the comparable G20 model

measurements, the G20, G20SF and G20 Gen4. Internally, the

differences between the G29SF and G29 Gen4 are minimal. It looks

like the parts in the G29SF, at least in the late model that I tested,

carried over to the G29 Gen4.

It’s easy to see that the short-frame models had influence in the

design of the Gen4. The G29 Gen4 is the culmination of everything

that’s great about the different Gen3 models. It’s hard to justify

buying one of the two Gen3 models when the Gen4 includes

everything they do, plus more. Unless, of course, you just don’t like

the aggressive Gen4 grip texture. The Gen4 gives you the option of

different backstraps, so you can go short frame, medium frame, or



you can use the backstrap that is the equivalent to a standard Gen3

grip. It also has a third magazine, which I like. Two magazines is the

bare-bones minimum that should come with a handgun, but three

or more is even better.

AMMO: FEED THE BEAST

There are several companies out there making quality full-power

loads. For me, the tried and true that I have used and tested the

most is the Buffalo Bore 180-grain and 200-grain loads that I

mentioned above. I have used these loads since I got my G20, and

I’ve never had any issues. Since I’ve fired it the most and trust it,

this is what I use when I carry my G20. I’ve also heard great things

about Underwood Ammo, though I’ve never fired any. I’m told

Winchester also makes some pretty good stuff in a Super-X 175-

grain Silvertip HP. The muzzle velocity is a very respectable 1290

feet per second with 649 foot-pounds of energy.

Another company that’s been making some excellent full-power

loads is Double Tap. I recently fired some, and it’s an excellent

round. They market under three different lines - the DT Hunter, DT

Defense, and DT Tactical. The DT Hunter is a 200-grain controlled

expansion JHP that leaves the barrel at 1250 feet per second. You

wouldn’t be wrong in using this one for self-defense, too. The DT

Defense is a 190-grain Equalizer moving at 1210 feet per second.

The Equalizer consists of two bullets in one, a 135-grain JHP in

front of a 55-grain hard-cast solid that is designed to leave two

wound channels, increasing your odds of neutralizing the threat.



The DT Defense chambering is a 125-grain Barnes TAC-XP bullet

fired at an impressive 1600 feet per second. Ouch, that’s got to hurt.

A sampling of some great full-power 10mm loads: Federal, Buffalo Bore, and Double Tap.

All are excellent - I’ve never had any malfunctions with any of them.

For a long time this was it when it came to full power loads. The

other two big dogs — Federal and Remington - made 10mm FBI

loads, but not full-power loads. In the last few years, more

companies have begin making full-power loads, including Atomic,

Grizzly, HPR, and Cor-Bon.

Where there’s a market, companies will respond by filling the

void, and it’s exciting to see more companies producing the full-

power loads. The most exciting thing, however, is news that the top

dog in ammo manufacture has recently jumped into the fray.

Federal has made an FBI load for quite some time now, but they



just started producing a full-power 10mm load that pushes their

180-grain Trophy Bonded JSP at 1275 feet per second.

Some have suggested that the 10mm is dying, and perhaps for a

while it was struggling. I’m not sure why, because it’s an

outstanding cartridge (perhaps it would have had better reception

had it been called the .40 Auto Magnum, instead of the European-

sounding 10 millimeter). However, when you have big companies

like Federal investing in the development of new loads, it doesn’t

support claims of the 10mm’s demise. I predict in the next few years

there will be a resurgence of interest in the 10mm.

In addition to these companies making full-power loads, there are

no less than seven other companies that now make 10mm loads, but

generally in the weaker FBI loads. However, even the weaker loads

are equal or slightly better than the .40 S&W.



CHAPTER 8:

THE G21 AND G21SF

Ahhhh…the mighty .45 ACP. It is as American as apple pie and

baseball. When it comes to modern-day combat rifle cartridges from

1900 to the present, America rules with several different classics,

from the 30-06 Springfield and 7.62x51 NATO (.308 Winchester) to

the 5.56x45 NATO (.223 Remington). However, when it comes to

pistol cartridges, there’s only one: the .45 ACP. For decades, when it

came to semi-automatic pistols, the .45 ACP received all the

affections from American shooters. There were other calibers, but

none as adored as the .45.

It’s not as easy today for the .45, which now has competition from

fans of the 9mm, .40 S&W, and to a lesser extent the 10mm Auto.

Yet the .45 is still going strong and is still incredibly popular, as

demonstrated by the sticker one of my neighbors has stuck to the

back window of his truck. It reads “.45 ACP: Because shooting twice

is just silly!”

The G21 started life as the G20 10mm. As I discussed in the

chapter about the G20, the FBI wanted a 10mm, so Glock put all of

its efforts into making what would become the G20. Just like a .357

Magnum revolver can handle any .38 Special load, if the G20 could

handle a 10mm load, the .45 ACP would be child’s play.



With this in mind, Glock was set to launch the G20 and G21 at

the same time, just as the FBI changed its mind and decided to go

with the popular new kid on the block, the .40 S&W. So the G22 and

G23 were introduced first, and the G20 and G21 would have to wait.

Within law enforcement circles, the 10mm and .45 have been

playing second fiddle to the .40 ever since. In truth, according to

sales of the .40 and the 9mm, the .45 has been playing third fiddle.

The G21 has the same dimensions as its large-frame G20 brother,

at 8.03 inches long and 5.47 inches in height. It has a width of 1.27

inches, 0.1 inches wider than the standard-frame Glock models.

Despite having a larger frame, the G21 has the same bore axis as the

smaller, standard frame models, at 1.26 inches. The sight radius is

6.77 inches and the barrel is 4.6 inches long. Unloaded, it weighs 1.5

ounces less than the G20, at 29.3 ounces. In regard to the trigger, it

has the same pull weight and length of travel as all other Glock

pistols with the standard connector, at 5.5 pounds and .49 inches,

respectively. The magazine capacity is 13 rounds of glorious hate

and discontent.

The 10mm Auto has a SAAMI maximum pressure of 37,000 PSI.

Full power loads, such as the Double Tap 200-grain jacketed

hollowpoint speed out of a five-inch barrel at 1250 feet per second.

The .45 is on the opposite side of the pressure spectrum, with the

SAAMI maximum pressure at 21,000 PSI. The bread and butter of

the .45 ACP, the 230-grain bullet, is a subsonic round, with most

maxing out around 830 to 900 feet per second. I’ve seen some 200-

grain +P offerings hit 1080 fps, but it doesn’t get much faster than

that for the .45. The point is: if it can handle a 10mm, the .45 is good

to go.



The G21 doesn’t have to handle the force of the 10mm, so the slide must be machined

thinner (top, at the pointer) to cut down on weight. Compare it to the G20 (bottom), which

has not been machined.

However, when you chamber a less powerful cartridge in a semi-

automatic designed for a more powerful cartridge, it’s not going to

cycle properly. Glock solved the dilemma by taking some mass off

the slide just forward of the ejection port. Not much, but apparently

it doesn’t take much. The G20C that I have access to has a little

more slide taken off than does the standard G20 - there are two

compensated slots taken out of the front, but it weighed one pound,

⁄  ounces. The G21 Gen4 weighed one pound, ⁄  ounce. The G21SF

weighed one pound, ⁄  ounce. I’m unsure why Glock had the G21

Gen4 weigh .25 ounces more. I don’t even know if that is

significant, but there is a larger area milled out of the slide around

the front sight area of the G21SF.
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Giving new meaning to the term “heater”

The thing that has always hindered the G21 - and the same thing

that has always hindered the G20 - is the massive grip. It’s big. It’s

entirely possible for a shooter in the market for a .45 to take a look

at the G21 and like it, but upon feeling how big the grip is end up

looking elsewhere.

The G21 Vs. 1911. The Glock has almost twice the ammo capacity in one magazine. This

particular 1911 is the first handgun that the author ever purchased, back in 1993.

Grip size, however, is a small price to pay for what you get in

return. And what you get is a .45 that shoots flawlessly. If you’re

looking for a .45 for personal protection or home protection, skip

the 1911 and take a look at the G21. I know this is going to make



some 1911 fans mad, but don’t be - I’m a big fan of the 1911. As I said

elsewhere in this book, it was the very first pistol I bought when I

turned 21. It’s what my childhood TV hero, Magnum P.I., carried. It

is the finest pistol ever made, and it has influenced, in one way or

another, almost every pistol that comes off the assembly line today.

However, while the 1911 was reliable in its day, it’s not reliable by

today’s standards. Yes, you can make it reliable, but it will cost you.

To make a 1911 reliable by Glock standards, it’s going to cost at least

$1000 for pistol and customization, and that’s at the low end. Most

likely it will cost at least $1200, but some people pay more than

that.

Glock gives you that out of the box, for about two-thirds to half

the price. My 1911, which I loved, but would never carry, was fraught

with problems. It didn’t like hollow points. Ball ammo worked

decently (but even that wasn’t 100 percent), but hollowpoints were

about a 50/50 proposition whether they would feed correctly. That’s

why I loaded a hollowpoint in the chamber with the rest of the

magazine filled with FMJ. This leads to the other problem with the

1911 - the magazines. Magazines for the 1911 were terrible back

then. At any given time the welding on the baseplate could give out,

sending the rounds shooting out the bottom. Yes, I know I could

have done this, this and this, and could have bought that, that, and

that. But this is exactly my point: You don’t have to do this and that

to an out-of-the-box Glock. I paid $320 for my 1911 at the base

exchange. This was what I had saved up as a Lance Corporal during

my three-plus months in Somalia. I needed an out-of-the-box pistol,

not one that I needed to spend more on to customize. As a lowly

Lance Corporal, paying more wasn’t in the equation, but at the time



I was set on the 1911. In 1993, a Glock G21 would have fetched

around $350 to $400. I could have paid a little more than I did for

the 1911, and not have had all those headaches.

I will say that basic 1911s have improved since 1993. Magazines

are worlds better, and even basic 1911s feed better. Still, they’re not

Glock reliable. You can put absolutely any brand or type of

ammunition (excepting lead cast bullets) into a G21, and it will

function flawlessly. You can’t say that about a 1911.

My favorite ammo combo: American Eagle FMJ for practice, and some Federal Premium

Hydra-Shok JHP for carry.

One firearm accessory that’s hitting the market and becoming

increasingly popular is the suppressor, so much so that I’ve devoted

an entire chapter to it. Sales are through the roof on suppressors,

yet we’re still at the beginning of the trend. It’s this author’s humble

opinion that with the rise in popularity of the suppressor, there will

be a corresponding resurgence in the popularity of the .45. The .45

is a great cartridge for suppression. While other cartridges require

special sub-sonic loads, the .45 ACP does not, as it’s all sub-sonic.



The number of .45 ACP offerings on the market is second only to the 9mm. This offering

from Sellier & Bellot makes an excellent choice for plinking on a budget.

Conduct your own research test — go the store and see how many

boxes of ammo you find marked “sub-sonic” or something to the

affect of “suppressor ready.” Probably not many, if you see any at

all. Now go to the .45 ACP section. Everything that doesn’t have a

+P on the box might as well say “suppressor ready.” That’s a lot of

choices.

G21SF (SHORT FRAME)

Ever since the US military adopted the Beretta 92FS as the M9,

chambered in 9x19mm NATO, there have been critics of the caliber.

It’s a traditional organization, and there are those who don’t like

change, especially when it comes to weaponry. For example, during

World War II some in the military thought troops should still be

only using bolt-action rifles instead of semi-autos. In World War I a

significant portion of higher-ups felt men should only be issued

single-shot rifles. I would be willing to go out on a limb and state

that when the French invented the cased cartridge, some in the US

military probably fought tooth-and-nail to keep the cap-and-ball

muzzleloader. I’m sure even smokeless powder had its detractors. I



can hear the pro-black powder slogan, “if, after a volley of fire you

can still see your enemy, you’re just not shooting effective charges.

Say no to smokeless powder.”

Along with the critics of the 9mm, there are military units that

argue for their specific missions, they need the stopping power of

the .45 ACP. So while the M9 is the official US sidearm, there are

still plenty of .45 ACP pistols being used. Glock knows this, and if

ever the military would go back to a .45 ACP as the official sidearm,

they would love to fill that order with the G21. One of the major

issues preventing the military from adopting the G21 - aside from

the lack of external thumb safety - is the grip size. The 1911

government model has a grip that is five and three-eighths inch

around. This is relatively small for a full size combat handgun, and

it fits the hands of pretty much everyone. Then when the Beretta

92FS was adopted, small to average sized personnel said its five and

five-eighths inch grip was too big. One major thing happened

between the adoption of the 1911 and the M9 - the acceptance of

women into the military, and especially the issuance of weapons to

female military personnel. So the number of people with small

hands went up exponentially in the military, and the M9 could be a

little large in the grip for those people.



The G21 Gen4 grip (bottom) is the same size as the G21 SF (Top), but with an updated RTF

grip texture

The G21 trigger mechanism housing (left) compared to the G21 SF.



The slot in the frame that the trigger mechanism fits in. The G21 (left) trigger mechanism

housing is squared off, and you can see the larger hole. The G21 SF (right) has had the

bottom of the trigger mechanism housing “shaved down” so the bottom is tapered, and

thus smaller. This allows for the back of the frame to be taken in so that the grip is shorter.

If the difference of one-fourth of an inch could make such a big

difference to those with small to average sized hands, the G21 grip

comes in at six inches around - a difference of three-eighths of an

inch between it and the M9, and five-eighths between it and the

1911. So Glock shortened the G21 frame - by shortening the grip

one-fourth of an inch - and in 2007 the G21SF was born. A quarter-

inch doesn’t sound like much, but as we can see from the difference

between a 1911 and M9, it does make a difference that can be felt. To

accomplish the grip reduction, Glock changed the shape of the

trigger mechanism housing, making the bottom tapered, instead of

squared off.



Even with the grip reduction, I suspect that if the M9 grip is a

problem, the even larger G21SF grip will be, too. It would be tough

to envision the US military adopting a Glock .45 handgun for

general issue with the grip as large as it is. Then there is the

external safety issue.

The shooters I previously mentioned who might be put off by the

grip size of the G21 could definitely be brought back to the G21SF if

they were to give it a second chance. It’s still big, and it’s still not for

everyone, but it fits much better into medium sized hands.

If one prefers the Gen3 Glock, the G21SF is still being produced,

with no plans in the immediate future of stopping production. If,

however, one wants the most current model of Glock, the G21 Gen4

really makes the SF Glock obsolete. Out of the box it’s the same size

grip as the SF, with the option of two additional backstraps to make

it a larger grip if one prefers. I think this would be something

someone of Arnold Schwarzenegger stature would prefer. The G21

Gen4 uses the same tapered trigger mechanism housing as does the

SF.

G21 GEN4

Just like the G20, there aren’t many differences between the G21SF

and the G21 Gen4, aside from the standard Gen4 changes. With

other calibers and models, including the G21 standard frame, you

notice a difference in the grip when you pick up a Gen4. A G21SF

feels the same as the G21 Gen4, other than the grip texture. I really

like the G21 in the Gen4 configuration; it handles great, and it feels

great. If a shooter is looking at a .45 Glock for the first time, and the



Gen4 is the first one he or she handles, it’s going to leave a good

impression. You can really sink your mitts into it and get a very

positive grip. If I were on the market for a full-size .45, I would go

the route of the G21 Gen4 over the Gen3 or SF, though I would

most likely go with the G41 Gen4.

The Gen4 RTF (Rough Texture Frame) grip texture gives you a very secure grip on your

Glock.

I’m able to get a good, solid grip on the G21 and manipulate all

the controls with my thumb, but just barely. I can reach the

magazine release and the slide catch with my thumb, but I have to

stretch my thumb for all it’s worth. I’m at the borderline. I find that

if I let myself get sloppy, I’ll tilt the pistol in my hand to better reach

the controls. With that said, though, I operate a G21 (and G20) just

fine, the G21SF and Gen4 are a better fit. I feel like I have a little

better control of those manipulations. So if I were to choose

between the three, I would choose the Gen4, then the SF, and last

the Gen3. But that’s me, someone with even larger hands might

choose them in a different order, or perhaps they would still choose

the Gen4 and add a larger backstrap.



Two .45 ACPs: the G21 (front) compared to the G41. Whichever variant of G21 or the G41

you choose, when equipped with night sights and an extended threaded barrel and a

suppressor, it is the ultimate .45 combat handgun.



CHAPTER 9:

THE G22 AND OTHER .40-

CALIBER GLOCKS

G22

I have always been a law and order type of guy. Pro-rules (but not

over-ruled, or nonsense rules). However, I have a little rebel streak.

A bit of a rabble-rouser. If a current is going one way, I’m going to

try to swim against it for a while, just for fun. So when it came to

the .40 S&W, law enforcement and .40 fanboys were making a big

stink about its greatness, so of course I had to resist a little. Some of

it was a bit of that caliber trap that we fall into (if it’s not a .45 it’s

not worthy).

For me it was the 10mm that made me snub my nose at the .40. I

called it the .40 Short and Weak, or the 10mm’s little sister. Some of

it could have even been my black and white personality; for me

there’s no room for gray (It’s either 9mm or .45 ACP, there is no “in

the middle”), and the .40 is the gray to the black and white of the

9mm and .45.

But now that I’ve gotten a chance to get to know the .40, I can see

what all the hoopla is about. It’s a great round. The performance is

very respectable, with external ballistics approaching that of the .45,



yet the magazine capacity is generally only about two rounds short

of a 9mm - that’s 15 rounds in the full-capacity G22 magazine.

The entire family of .40 Glock pistols. The G35, G22, G23 and G27.



9x19mm (left) is great, but the .40 S&W is better. When it comes to power, anyway.

Of all the Glock offerings, the .40 Glock pistols have had the most

growing pains. Back when the FBI made the decision to adopt the

.40, it caught everyone off guard, except for Smith & Wesson, who

was involved with the development of the cartridge. There was a

belief that whatever the FBI filled its holsters with, other law

enforcement agencies would be quick to follow suit. That belief

would turn out to be correct.



To try to beat Smith & Wesson at their own game, Glock

developed the G22 based on a model they already had - the G19. To

be the first to market, Glock was taking a pistol designed to shoot

the 9mm and chambering it for a cartridge that fired a bullet

approximately 50 percent heavier, and at the same 35,000 pounds

per square inch maximum SAAMI chamber pressure.

While other makers took longer to get their .40 pistols to market,

they developed a pistol for that cartridge. Glock took what they had,

and made it work with the .40. However, Glock was forced to face a

very real problem; that pesky Third Law of Motion laid out by Sir

Isaac Newton, paraphrased, “For every action there is always an

equal and opposite reaction.”

Since the .40 is larger than the 9mm, the slide will come back

with more force, which will batter the pistol and give it a very short

service life. So engineers had to find a way to slow the speed of the

slide.



The G22 is a law enforcement favorite. It also found favor with contractors over in the

sand box.

One way is to add more mass to the object subjected to that

opposite reaction - i.e. the slide. On the G22 versus the G17, the

slides weigh 13.5 ounces and 12.6 ounces, respectively - a difference

of less than seven percent.

I’m not an engineer, and I know this is apples to oranges, but it

doesn’t seem like a seven percent difference in the slide will cancel

out the nearly 40 percent gain in bullet weight. There’s not going to

be any help from the weight of the barrel during that initial time

after the primer ignites and the barrel and slide are locked. The G22

barrel is actually .75 ounces lighter, because remember, it’s the

same barrel, but with a larger hole cut through it, leaving less mass.

The easy solution? Add a more robust recoil spring. This creates a

stronger counter force to the heavier bullet. In the Gen4 pistols, the



G22 shares the same spring as the G31, G35, and G37 pistols, and

the G23 shares the same spring as the G32 and G38 (the G38 is still

the Gen3, at the time of this writing).

Another thing Glock did to shore up the pistol with the fast-

moving slide was to add a third pin, the locking block pin. It started

with the G22, but eventually Glock filtered it down to all the

models.

The other issue caused by fitting a .40 into a G17 is feeding. The

cartridge is roughly the same length as the 9mm, yet the .40 is .045

inches larger in diameter. It doesn’t sound like much, but it’s almost

a 13% difference. The .40 is wide for how long it is. To adjust, the

length of the feed ramp needs to be longer than the G17, so the feed

ramp extends further into the chamber, which leaves more of the

case head unsupported. This could potentially lead to case failure,

which isn’t good for the pistol or the shooter. This is entirely

exclusive to reloaded or remanufactured ammunition, and not from

commercially manufactured ammo. Glock shuns reloaded ammo for

all of its calibers, and it can void the warranty, but there is stress

placed on the .40. In fact, most reloading manuals will now warn to

not use reloaded ammo in chambers that leave the case

unsupported, like the Glock.



With a third generation G22, this could have been a problem. Not so with a G22 Gen4 - all

problems with tactical lights were addressed when it was developed.

A third problem the G22 has faced is adding a weapon light to the

accessory rail, which could lead to feed problems in some guns. It

wasn’t all of them, and it wasn’t even all of the time. It was an odd

thing, really. It was an issue that could develop over time in one

handgun, while never occurring at all in another, and it could be a

problem from the start with the one after that. Some of them it

might be with one particular kind of ammo, a different kind of

ammo with another one. Some of the G22s even worked for years

with no problem and one day suddenly start having problems.

Fear not, however, as this has been completely fixed with the

Gen4 G22. In fact, when they were designing it, this was one of the



main areas of focus. So it’s really just an issue with third generation

G22s, since second generation frames don’t have an accessory rail.

I have a Glock GTL22 Light/Laser combo mounted on my G22,

and did a rapid unload on two full magazines with not even the

faintest hint of a glitch. Since then I’ve continued to use a light on

my G22, with no issues whatsoever. Perfect.

Yes, the .40 Glocks have had some growing pains, but Glock saw

the issue, took all of this to task, and came out with the Gen4

models. What I said earlier in this chapter about the G22 being built

on the G17 platform (as well as the other .40 Glocks being built on

9mm Glock models), is no longer the case. Now it’s been reversed,

and the G22 is the base of the platform, and the 9mm line is built

off of it. It’s a smart move by Glock, and one that mirrors the other

handgun manufacturers that didn’t rush a .40 to market. It’s going

to increase the reliability and longevity of the Glock .40s, and cut

down on the number of issues they have with it. Not that those were

big issues - the .40 Glocks are still Glocks. Names and reputations

aren’t built and given without earning them.

With everything that has been said of the Glock .40 issues in the

past, I do think that needs to be put in perspective - right now

between 65 and 70 percent of police departments and other agencies

here in the United States issue Glock handguns.

From the information I have, roughly two-thirds issue a Glock in

.40 caliber. I don’t have numbers on this and Glock doesn’t give

them out, but that’s well over 100,000 handguns, if not much more.

And that’s only what they are carrying now, and doesn’t include the

previous generations that they have purchased.



It’s been over 25 years since the Glock .40 pistols have become

the law enforcement pistol of choice. Given all of this, it’s a

testament to the G22 how few problems it has had. And these

numbers don’t include the numbers of .40 Glocks that have been

sold to private individuals, which is far more.

G23

The G23 is the compact-size Glock chambered in .40 S&W. It’s

nearly identical to the G19 in every regard except the barrel is forged

for .40 instead of .355. There are some parts that are different, such

as a stiffer recoil spring and an ejector with a different angle, but

that’s about it.



The G23 doesn’t have a significant increase in recoil from the G22. Here, a G23 with a G22

magazine gives even more to hold on to.



The G23 loses two rounds from the 9mm G19, but the .40 is a definite power upgrade.

The brilliant thing about the G23 is that it doesn’t lose much

capacity from the G19. The G19 holds 15 rounds, the G23 holds 13.

With the loss of only two rounds, but with a much more powerful

round, that’s a no-brainer. In most situations I’m a big believer in

more rounds are better; however, if the loss in rounds is minimal

and there’s a substantial gain in power, then the tradeoff is worth it.

The tradeoff between the three 9mm pistols to the .40 pistols is

around ten to fifteen percent. To me, that’s worth it. To make an

analogy, which would you rather have as a draft team; a team of 15

donkeys, or a team of 13 mules (with all other considerations such

as food and housing being equal)? If you have some hard work to

do, you would take the mules.



For someone who shoots a G22, shooting a G23 won’t be much

different. I didn’t notice a huge increase in recoil from the G22 full-

size frame. It’s about like comparing the G19 to the G17; it’s

spunkier, but not at all more uncomfortable to shoot. For a shooter

that hasn’t fired a .40 S&W before, the G23 can be a little

intimidating. Like all of the .40s, the G23 has a pretty sharp report,

and it can take some getting used to. My wife is a novice shooter,

and I have her stick primarily to the 9mm. I know shooting a .40

would turn her off shooting.

G27

The .40 version of the G26, dimensionally speaking the G27 is

identical in nearly every aspect, except the size of the bore down the

barrel and the chamber that the cartridge sits in. When I shoot the

G27, I marvel at the brilliance of whoever thought to stick a .40 in

such a small package. It’s impressive.



The G26 9mm (gun is top, cartridge is top) is an outstanding combination, but for the

same exact size handgun and a loss of only one round, the .40 S&W G27 is a no-brainer, if

the shooter is comfortable with the recoil of the .40.

As my friends, and pretty much anyone whom has ever been in a

conversation with me about guns can attest, I often preach of the

virtues of the 10mm. I might have mentioned it a time or two in this

book as well (speaking from the British traditional sense of



understatement). But considering how small the G27 is, this right

here gives the G29 a run for the money.

The G27 has a very impressive round count. A standard G27 sub-

compact magazine holds nine rounds, which is only a loss of one

from the G26. In most people’s book that’s a very acceptable loss -

one I would take any day. The amount of power in the .40 coupled

with the round count in the magazine makes this about the perfect

concealed carry gun, in my estimation.

While there isn’t much difference in recoil between the G22 and

G23, the G27 is a very noticeable increase in recoil. It’s a lot of

power coming out of such a little package, alhough it has more to do

with the grip than anything - I can only fit two fingers on the grip,

the last digit dangles below the magazine. It’s not easy to hold on to,

though it’s manageable. I’ve only fired about a box of ammo

through it, so I’m pretty sure with more range time one would

become accustomed to it. Yes, it can be a bit wicked if you’re used to

shooting the nine mil, but not too terrible. It’s nothing the average

shooter couldn’t learn to shoot effectively.



The G27 only loses one round compared to the G26, but it’s in .40 instead of 9mm. That’s

an acceptable loss.



This G27 was made after the spring of 2014 — the “MBS” is not present.

The sides of the magazine well have been cut away, so the magazine sits as high as

possible, making it shorter and thus easier to conceal.



Either way, it’s worth it to get to know the G27, and to use it as

your carry gun - all things considered, I don’t think there’s a

handgun out there more suited for concealed carry. When you take

into account how small it is, yet it holds so many rounds of such a

powerful cartridge; this is the ultimate concealed carry gun. I don’t

own one yet, but it’s on my shortlist of Glocks I’m buying next.

G35

The G35 was introduced in January, 1998, concurrently with the

G34. It is the .40 equivalent to the G34, and just like the other

models of .40 S&W,, they are nearly identical to the corresponding

9mm model. Both Gen4 models are 5.43 inches in height, 1.18

inches in width, and 8.74 inches long (the third generation models

are both 8.81 inches long). The G35 is about 1.5 ounces heavier than

the G34, coming in at 27.53 ounces. The sight radius is also the

same on both, at 7.55 inches.

The storyline of the G35 parallels the G34; it was designed to fill

the IPSC box with a slide length that is as long as possible. It

replaced a previous model, the G24 (the equivalent of the G17L

9mm) which had been made obsolete by that same IPSC box

because it was too long.

The G35 is a great-shooting gun, and very accurate. It and the G34

have won a lot of championships, and there’s no doubt these two

handguns will win more. Dave Sevigny of Team Glock used the G34

and G35 to win over 15 national titles shooting USPSA and IDPA.

Keep in mind that some of these were done in divisions containing

custom 1911s that cost thousands of dollars, and the G35 (and G34)



cost about $650. It will shoot as accurate as the shooter can make it

shoot.

The G35 is the .40 S&W version of the G34.



The $650 Glock G35 has brought home many national championships.

The G35 would make for an outstanding tactical gun, just like the

G34, and the G41 that I talk about in a later chapter. The problem is

that it’s too long for carry in most other capacities. It’s too long to

be carried concealed OWB - the barrel would stick out from under

the shirt or vest - and if carried IWB, it would dig into the leg every

time the wearer sat down.

As for a law enforcement duty gun, it has the same issue; sitting

in a squad car with this on your belt would get old in about five

minutes. It would be far too uncomfortable.

For the person who has a drop-down thigh holster, however, the

G35 would be a great choice. For the SWAT or SOF team member,

the G35 would reign supreme, especially for all the reasons the G22

would: near-45 ACP power, yet near-9mm magazine capacity. The

only problem would be sorting out logistics for the team overseas -



no one else in the world uses the .40 S&W - but if you get a handle

on that, you would be good to go.

To make the G35 slide light enough to cycle, an opening is cut into it.

The G35 has adjustable sights.



A hole is cut in the bottom of the elongated guide ring, so that the front sight can be

removed.



CHAPTER 10:

THE .45 ACP SUB-

COMPACTS

THE G30

The G30 .45 ACP is the sub-compact version of the G21. The

original G30, released in October 1996, is 6.96 inches long, 4.8

inches in height, and 1.27 inches in width. The sight radius is 5.91

inches, and it has a barrel 3.77 inches in length. It weighs 26.48

ounces unloaded, and 33.89 ounces loaded with the full ten-round

magazine. The barrel height is the same 1.26 inches as most other

Glock pistols, and it has the same 5.5-pound trigger pull found on

all Glock pistols (with standard connector) and the same .49 inches

of trigger travel. It will take the full-capacity G21 magazines, giving

it an optional capacity of 13 rounds.

The G30SF has had the grip shortened by one-fourth inch, just

like the G21SF. In fact, other than being smaller, the G30SF and

G21SF are pretty much identical, and the design method used to

shorten it - a modified trigger mechanism housing - is the same.

The G30SF is slightly shorter in length than the G30, by .08 of an

inch; which is something one would not necessarily notice, much

like the fact that it’s .18 ounces lighter.



The G30 Gen4 is identical in specs to the G30SF, but it will come

with all of the Gen4 updates, including the modular back straps. At

6.88 inches long, it’s nearly an inch shorter than the 1911

Commander-size handgun and half an inch shorter in height, yet

holds three more rounds, for a total of 10. Even better, it uses G21

full-capacity magazines for a total of 13 rounds - almost double that

of a 1911. Despite being smaller than a 1911 Commander-sized

pistol, it shoots better, with less felt recoil. I found it to be pleasant

to shoot, with very manageable recoil and offering fast follow-up

shots.

The G30 Gen4 makes for an outstanding carry gun if one is looking for a sub-compact .45

ACP. Despite it’s compact size, it carries more rounds than a full size 1911.



The G30SF (foreground) has the same dimensions as the G30 Gen4, but without the

upgrades.

G30S

The G30S is a slimline G30, meaning that Glock took a G30 frame

and put a G36 slide on it. The G36 slide is roughly the same width

as a G17 slide, which is 1.005 inches, as is the G30S that I measured.

Due to the decrease in slide mass and grip width from the standard

G30, it does come in lighter at 22.95 ounces empty and 30.36

ounces loaded. The grip is the same, holds the same number of

rounds, and takes the G21 magazine.



The G30S has the same grip as the G30 (and the G21), so it will take 13 round G21

magazines.

The G30S is slightly longer than the G30 - since it has the slide of

the G36, it also shares the same length at 6.96 inches. All the other

measurements are the same as the G30, with a height of 4.80

inches and the same overall width (the grip on all Glocks surpass

the width of the slide, so when you read the specifications, the

width is referring to the overall width, not the slide width). One

difference is the weight - since the G30S uses a slim slide, the

weight has been decreased by 3.6 ounces to 22.95 ounces.

Comparing the G30S to a 1911. More rounds carried, smaller package, plus the option of

using a 13-round magazine from a G21.



It’s a nice carry option; the thinner slide makes it easier to

conceal, with less printing, and also lighter to carry. A few ounces

does not sound like much, but if you carry it all day every day, after

a few years it will make a difference. Some say the slides on the

large-frame Glock pistols are hard to conceal because they’re so

wide, and the solution was to make the slide thinner. Here, it works.

I’m sure that after the Glock engineers tested the G36 with the

narrow slide, it played a big part in the design of the G41, which is

also a slim slide.

The G30S has junk in the trunk — a slim top and a large frame bottom

The entire G30 lineup is incredibly easy to shoot. They’re

comfortable in the hand, despite being a little large, and they all

handle the recoil well. They’re very shootable. In fact, as far as

shootability goes, they’re head-and-shoulders above a Commander-

size 1911, and I would venture to say they even beat out the full-size



1911 Government Model. And I say that with enormous reverence

for the great John Browning design.

G36

Americans love the .45 ACP unequivocally. We invented it. It carried

us through two world wars, Korea, Vietnam, and every other

military action for most of the 20th Century. And although we

adopted the 9mm for military service back in 1985, when push

comes to shove, Marines and many special operations forces (SOF)

love to pull the .45 out of mothballs and put a whoopin’ on

whomever is sending hate and discontent our way. This is why the

1911 is still so popular.



The slide is almost to its most rearward point and the cartridge is about to exit the ejection

port. Hardly any muzzle flip up to this point.

However, the Glock G21 and other polymer, high-capacity .45s

haven’t caught on as well. Don’t get me wrong, Glock sells a lot of

them. But they don’t dominate the market with the .45 the way you

would think they would over the 9mm and .40 Glocks. Especially

given how popular the cartridge is - there is still a good size crowd

that believes any gun with less than a “4” in front of it isn’t worth

owning.

So what gives? The problem is that many high-capacity, double-

stacked .45s - the G21 and G30 included - just have too big a grip for

average-sized hands. Glock released the SF (Short Framed, not



Special Forces as some believe) version in 2007, which I think is a

great idea, but it didn’t catch on as well as many thought it would

(let me qualify that - Glock still sold bucketloads of them, but they

didn’t take over the .45 market). There are still a lot of shooters out

there who like the single-stack, narrow grip of the 1911. It fits in the

hands of pretty much everyone, and is comfortable to shoot. So

Glock responded: and the G36 was born.

When the G36 hit the market, it gave Glock shooters three

different grip size options: the full size G21 for those with big hands

and those who just want a lot of rounds and don’t care how big the

grip is; the G21 SF, which is the same capacity, but with the back of

the grip cut down so it isn’t as long; and of course the G36.

The G36. There’s a lot to like about this compact package.



The G36 isn’t really a single-stack. Yes, it’s touted as a single-

stack, and the observation holes on the back of the magazine line up

in a straight column, but it’s too wide to be single-stack, and if you

look closely the rounds alternate inside the mag. It makes little

difference, however, in grip size, because the grip on the G36 is

thinner than that of a 1911. With my trusty Hornady digital caliper,

the G36 comes in at 1.119 inches in width, and my Government

Model 1911 measures 1.31 inches. It comes down once again to the

difference between a polymer frame and a metal frame. The metal

frame requires grip panels to be affixed to the frame, whereas on a

Glock the polymer is the grip.

The G36 magazine (left) compared to the G29 (which is the 10mm version of the .45 caliber

G30). The G36 magazine numbering makes it look like it’s a single stack, but it’s not quite.



When talking about grip, though, I would be remiss in discussing

grip size, but not mentioning the length of the grip, fore to aft. The

position on the grip where it’s most important is the portion where

the thumb, web of the hand, and middle finger come into contact

with the handgun. This is where you enclose your hand around the

gun. At this point, the G36 measures 2.257 inches fore to aft. It’s

1.918 on the 1911 (with the grip safety engaged, since it’s gripped

with it engaged). So while it is thinner, which is better for concealed

carry, it’s still not as easy to hold onto as the 1911 for someone with

small hands.

The G36 (right) grip is not as much of a handful as the large frame G30 frame.

The Glock 36 holds six rounds, which is one less than the

government size 1911, but the grip is substantially shorter on the

Glock, offering better concealment. With the magazine inserted (the



magazine adds .34 inches to the overall length of the grip) the Glock

36 is .74 inches shorter than the 1911. Compared to the G30, the

G36 is technically shorter in height, but by .04 inches. Unless one

has highly precise calipers for hands, I don’t think the difference

will be noticed. The one downside is that unlike other Glock sub-

compact offerings, the G36, being a slimline pistol, uses completely

different magazines than the other .45 ACP models, the G21 and

G30, so you cannot use the higher capacity magazines.

Comparing grip thickness — the 1911 on the left, G36 on the right.

I found the G36 to be a positive shooting experience - it has

excellent handling qualities. If you’re accustomed to shooting a

Commander-size 1911, you’ll really enjoy this. The first thing you



notice is that felt recoil is less than with a Commander, because the

polymer absorbs some of the felt recoil, whereas the metal frame on

a 1911 transfers all the energy to the shooter. In a full-size 1911, I

think the longer slide and heavier weight absorb some of that recoil,

so it’s mostly a wash. But in the Commander comparison there’s a

difference; the G36 has significantly less muzzle flip. When I

conduct a rapid unload of a 1911, there’s a rhythm to it. You ride the

wave as the muzzle comes down, you acquire the sights, squeeze,

then ride the wave down, again and repeat. With the G36, I can

simply unload the magazine, the muzzle flip is negligible.

The G36 size compared to an HK USP .45 Compact. The size is pretty comparable, but the

HK is a little longer. For that length you get an extra two cartridges. Also note the G36 has

the hand sitting much closer to the bore than does the hammer fired HK.



This is due to the inherent qualities of a striker-fired handgun

compared to one that’s hammer fired. Removing the hammer from

the equation results in a lower bore axis (1.26 inches), which means

the source of recoil is closer to your hand, thus creating less muzzle

flip.

The G36 (top) has a significantly shorter bore axis (the wood dowel is the bore). This

means your hand is closer to the bore, so there is less muzzle flip.

To illustrate the point, conduct a simple experiment using an

extreme example. Hold a bat tightly by the grip, arms straight out in

front of you, with the tip of the bat pointing straight up. Have

someone grab the bat where your hands are, and push gently

towards you (make sure it’s a trusted friend or family member

doing the pushing. Don’t use the neighbor whose window your kids

busted out, playing baseball). The energy should push directly

toward you. Now have them grab just above your hands, but



touching. Most of the energy moves straight toward you, but some

goes into tipping the bat tip toward you. Now have them grab the

end of the bat and push. All the energy goes inti tipping the bat tip

toward you. The farther the energy is from your hand, the more

flipping it does. Though not that extreme, that’s how the bore axis

height works.



From this angle there’s a huge difference in bulk between the HK (left) and the G36.

This is evident when I compare the G36 to my HK USP .45

Compact. Both are polymer guns, so that factor is negated. The HK

is heavier, so that gives it the advantage in felt recoil. But the HK is

hammer fired, and thus has a much higher bore axis. The HK, as a



result, has much more muzzle flip. This makes it harder to control

in rapid fire.

The G36 is one of only three models of Glock that is not offered

in Gen4 (the other two being the G38 and G39). I suspect this is

because it hasn’t sold well enough to make it worthwhile, which is

unfortunate. For someone who would be inclined to carry a

Commander-size 1911, and wants a single-stack .45 but doesn’t

mind fewer rounds in the magazine, the G36 makes an excellent

alternative. This wouldn’t be my choice, however; I would rather

carry a 9mm or a .40 with more rounds.

The G36 is one of only three Glock models that is not offered in the Gen4.

I tested the G30SF, G30 Gen4, and G36 together, along with the

G41, G21 Gen4, and G21SF. Shortly thereafter I tested the G30S. It



was a great time, but that also meant that the ammo had to be split

six ways. I had 200 rounds of American Eagle 230-grain FJM, and

100 rounds of Federal Premium 230-grain Hydra-Shok JHP, along

with 100 rounds of Winchester white box bulk ammo. It wasn’t

enough ammunition for detailed testing, but it was enough to get a

good feel for each pistol. I don’t need to tell you how it shot, you

know how it shot: It’s a Glock. I’ve done testing on other firearms

and had some interesting results, but testing with a Glock is not

that interesting. In fact, it’s downright boring. Conducting the tests

themselves aren’t boring, mind you. It’s a lot of fun to shoot any

firearm. But the results are boring. Simply put, Glock pistols are

boringly reliable. There, I said it. Empty a magazine. Change. Empty

a magazine. Change. Empty a magazine *yawn*. Change. It makes

reporting the results of testing and evaluation, well… a bit boring,

but in the real world, boringly reliable is a great thing.

The Glock compact .45 offerings can be a bit confusing to keep

straight if you’re not familiar with them, so to summarize: the G30,

as I said, is the sub-compact version of the G21, much like the G26

is to the G17 in the 9mm world. There is a Gen3 version, a SF

version (since it’s a large frame Glock), and a Gen4 version. Then

there is the G36. The G36 is the single-stack .45. It has a slimmer

grip and a slimmer slide that is the approximate width of the G19

slide. Lastly we have the G30S, which is a G30 frame with a G36

slide, which gives it a wide grip and slim slide.

Is there a sub-compact .45 in the line-up for me? Nope. I will not

argue the .45 ACP as a round for everyone. In fact, (for now,

anyway) I’m over the .45 as a carry cartridge. It’s a great round, and

I will always think of it as one of the best cartridges of all time.



That’s also not to say that I will never buy another .45, because I’m

sure I will. But I will buy as a collector, rather than one to carry. I’m

all about round capacity. Frankly, if I’m going to carry a large-frame

Glock, it’s going to be a 10mm. The .45 has nothing on it. Otherwise,

I might as well strap on a .40 - it comes in a smaller package and

holds more rounds, and performance-wise there’s not a huge drop

off from the .45 to the .40. If I can’t get the job done with the .40

then I need to spend more time at the range.



CHAPTER 11:

THE .357 GLOCKS

When the revolver ruled in law enforcement, the .357 S&W

Magnum was the law enforcement cartridge of choice since its

inception in 1934 until the 1980s, when law enforcement shifted to

semi-automatics. Not every agency used it, but every officer wanted

to use it. To this day, it’s the Holy Grail in one-shot stops.

That’s always been the dilemma with the semi-auto: it’s hard to

replicate that sort of stopping power with another cartridge, and you

can’t put a .357 Magnum into a semi-auto pistol. It’s a rimmed

cartridge, intended for revolvers, and you can’t stack rimmed

cartridges in a magazine reliably like you can rimless cartridges.

There have been several companies that have produced semi-autos

chambered in .357 Magnum, such as the Desert Eagle from

Magnum Research, but that’s a behemoth and not a practical self-

defense weapon.

This is the concept behind the .357 SIG: Replicate the .357

Magnum, and put it in a semi-auto. For the most part, it’s right

there with the .357 Magnum in velocity. The .357 SIG is screaming

fast, it’s accurate, and it shoots flat, which makes it easy to shoot at

longer distances. It is the first widely produced commercial

cartridge with a shoulder since the 1960s.



Glock 22 .40 S&W next to a Glock 31 .357 SIG.

The .357 Sig is a .40 S&W case necked down to a 9mm (.355),

though if you’re a handloader you cannot make ammo using .40

cases. The .357 Sig case is slightly longer; .865 inches compared to

the .40 S&W at .850 inches in length. Both cases are .424 inches in

diameter, both are rimless and have a rim .055 inches thick with a

.424 inch diameter.



The .357 SIG (center) next to the .40 S&W parent cartridge (left) and the .357 S&W

magnum (right).

A rimless case does have a rim, but by definition it’s called

rimless because the rim is the same diameter as the case. It does

not protrude like the .45 Colt, nor is it rebated like the .45 G.A.P.

From there the case is necked down from .423 to .381 inches and

given a sharp 18-degree shoulder. The shoulder starts at .649 inches

from the bottom of the cartridge, and ends at .715 inches, making it

.066 inches long. The neck is .150 inches long.

This is the only difference between the Glock .357 and .40 - the barrel.

Since the .40 case is used, and the feeding, firing, extraction, and

ejection are all centered on that .40 case, the three Glock pistols

chambered in .357 are the same pistol used for the .40, the only

exception being the cold hammer-forged barrel is for a .355 bullet



instead of a .400 bullet. Every other part is the same, even the

magazine. So if you own a G22, G23 or G27 and want to own a .357

Sig, all you need is to change out the barrel to the equivalent-length

barrel and you now own one. In fact, of all the caliber conversions

you might have read about in publications and online, this is the

only one that Glock authorizes.

More specifically, the only physical difference is the hole through the barrel (.357 SIG on

left, .40 S&W on right).

It is named .357 to draw attention to the round it’s trying to

replicate, however the name is a bit misleading. The .357 S&W

Magnum uses a .357-inch bullet, while the .357 Sig uses the same

bullet as the 9x19 NATO - a .355-inch bullet. I think the marketing

concept behind it was sound; aside from trying to draw a correlation

between it and the .357 Magnum, it was also important to not be

“just another 9mm” among the plethora of 9mm cartridges already

on the market, cartridges such as: 9x18 Ultra, 9mm Kurtz/9mm

Browning (.380 ACP), 9mm Browning Long, 9x19mm

Parabellum/9mm Luger/9mm NATO, 9x21mm, 9mm Largo, 9mm

Steyr, 9mm Bayard/Bergman-Bayard, 9mm Mauser, 9mm Dillon,

9mm Winchester Magnum, 9x23mm Winchester, and the 9mm

Makarov.



This is only a partial list of common 9mm cartridges. If I were a

marketing guy, and set out to name a new cartridge, I would

definitely steer clear of a name involving anything 9mm.

The .357 SIG (left) next to its parent cartridge, the .40 S&W.

The .357 SIG is limited by the magazine size and grip size, as well

as the bullets offered in .355 (9x19mm). Bullets for the .357 SIG

start at 88 grains, with the main bullet being the 124-grain. Recent

loads have increased the bullet size to 147 grains. Contrast that with

the .357 Magnum, which runs the gamut from 110-grain to 180-

grain, with the most common being around 158 grains. Aside from

this limitation, what you get in return is a cartridge with a very flat

trajectory, making it a good long-range pistol. It’s a fast moving

bullet, and has excellent penetration.

Using the Winchester ballistics calculator, a 125-grain JHP with a

25-yard zero will have zero drop out to 35 yards, and at 50 yards

there will be a 0.5 inch drop. Even reaching out to 100 yards, you’re

looking at a drop of only 4.39 inches. Compare that to a 9mm Luger



with a 124-grain bullet: with a 25 yard zero the 9mm will have a

drop of almost twice that of the .357, at 50 yards and at 100 yards.

All .357 SIG models are offered in Gen4 (pictured) as well as Gen3. Top to bottom: G31,

G32, and G33.

Ammunition for the .357 SIG can be hard to find, and most people

will have to purchase online. I happen to live close to one of the

largest sporting goods retailers in the country, and they stock it on

their shelves. Even so, the choice is limited - SIG Sauer Elite

Performance 125-grain JHP. That is it. It’s a good load, accuracy was

decent, as was velocity. I’ve been told Federal puts out a load that’s

most excellent, but I couldn’t track any down. It’s fitting that these

two ammo makers offer cartridges in .357 SIG: the .357 SIG was

developed jointly between SIG Sauer and Federal.



On its website, Glock says production of the G31, G32 and G33

began in 1998, although serial numbers show they actually began

rolling out in August 1996 for the G31 and November 1996 for the

G32 and G33. All three of these models are currently available in

Gen3 and Gen4.

G31

The G31 is Glock’s full-size .357 Sig, and was introduced in 1996. It

is essentially a clone of the G22, the only difference being the hole

going through the barrel. It even weighs the same and has the same

dimensions. It’s like back in the day on a GM pick-up truck

assembly line: One truck gets stamped “Chevrolet” the next one gets

stamped “GMC.” Here, one gets a .40 barrel, the next gets a .357

barrel and stamped. I don’t know if that’s really how Glock does it,

but it makes for a good mental image.



.357 SIG has excellent penetration. Just as it hits the Clear Ballistics FBI Block (top), and

then it comes to rest (bottom).

(left to right): unfired bullet, bullet fired from G31, fired from G32, and fired from G33.



The G31 holds 15 rounds of ammo, only two short of the 9mm

G17, which gives the G31 a whole lot of mini rockets. I would love to

see Glock make an extended-capacity magazine for the .40 like the

33-round 9mm magazine. If they did it could be used with this

pistol.

Right to Left: G31, G32, and G33.

Of the three models, it is the easiest to shoot. The recoil is milder

than the .40, but it has a little more snap to it, if that makes sense.

You’re sending off a smaller projectile, but you’re sending it off at a

faster rate. There is also a little more bark to the bite, as in muzzle

blast. I enjoyed shooting it, and really liked the snappiness it had.



I tested the penetration on a Clear Ballistics 10 percent FBI Block,

firing a Sig Sauer Elite Performance V-Crown 125-grain JHP. It hit

the block fast and penetrated 11 ⁄  inches.

G32

This one is a shortened G31, and is the same pistol as the G23,

except for the barrel. It’s the same compact category as the G19,

with the same frame, which makes it a very handy size for a pistol.

For someone looking for a .357 SIG pistol, this the best choice for

a one-pistol solution. It’s small enough to conceal with a jacket or

vest, yet almost a full-size pistol. It comes with a 13-round

magazine, but can also use the 15-round G31 magazine. It uses all

the same parts as the G23, and accepts the same accessories.

With the half-inch shorter barrel, a slight increase in recoil and

report is discernible, though nothing significant or to the point that

the average shooter will be bothered. If you can handle the G23 .40

S&W, you can easily handle this.

It weighs in at an even 24 ounces unloaded, and is 7.28 inches in

length and 4.99 inches in height. Out of the four-inch barrel the .357

penetrated 11 inches.

G33

The baby of the group, it’s the sub-compact cousin of the G27. It’s

6.41 inches long and 4.18 inches in height. It uses a nine-round

magazine, one less than the 9mm G26, but will accept mags from

the G31, G32, and of course the .40 Glocks.

3
4



A look down a Glock .357 SIG barrel. Note the polygonal rifling.

I’ve read other writers who say it’s uncomfortable to shoot, and

not fun, but I didn’t think it was bad at all. It was controllable, and

with the minimal muzzle rise it was fast to reacquire the target for

subsequent shots. The recoil on my Walther PPK in .380 is far

worse as far as comfort goes. Glock does a great job of handling the

.357 Sig in this small package. Remember, the .357 Sig was designed

to replicate the stopping power of a .357 Magnum, and I stress the

word Magnum. This is a magnum cartridge being fired from a

handgun that’s much smaller than what the .357 Magnum was

designed for.

When Smith & Wesson released the .357 Magnum cartridge to the

public in 1935, the pistol they released with it was also called the

“S&W .357 Magnum.” It weighed a little over 40 ounces, or about



2.5 pounds. The G33 weights just under 21.89 ounces - about half

the weight of the revolver. Despite that, recoil is very manageable.

A .357 Magnum in a comparable size is the Ruger LCR, which has

a capacity of five rounds - just over half that of the G33, except the

G33 can be loaded with 13 and 15-round magazines. Plus, even with

the nine-round magazine, reloading for the Glock takes one to two

seconds, while even with a speed loader the revolver takes three to

five seconds. The G33 is also going to handle much nicer than any

revolver of comparable size.

Still, if one chooses to carry a G33 everyday, it will require

practice to ensure the shooter is proficient enough to deploy it if

need be. The G33 is not for inexperienced shooters. The .357 left the

3.42-inch barrel like it was on fire and penetrated the FBI block to a

depth of 11 ⁄  inches.3
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CHAPTER 12:

THE .45 GAP GLOCKS

America loves the .45. We invented it, we used it through two world

wars, Korea, Vietnam, and who knows how many other hostilities.

We love it so much that it’s still being used by some entities inside

the military. With over 100 years of loyal service, the .45 ACP is just

hard to beat.

I enlisted in the Marine Corps in 1990, just after the Beretta M9

was phased in, so I never served with the .45, even though all of the

manuals we were issued in boot camp still referred to the 1911. The

.45 ACP is so intertwined with American culture, and with the 1911,

that when I call the issued weapon a “.45” everyone knew the gun I

was talking about, even though it’s actually called a 1911. The 1911 is

the .45, and the .45 is the 1911.

Things change, however, including the requirements and tastes in

fighting guns. As I mentioned previously when I discussed the G21,

seven or eight-round capacity isn’t what the military or law

enforcement is looking for, and it’s not the preference of many

civilians, either. In order to increase the carry capacity of .45s,

makers have had to increase the size of the handgun, and that’s an

issue engineers have had to contend with - balancing carry capacity

with handgun size.



A great example of this is the Heckler & Koch Mark 23 - the

predecessor to their USP. It carries 12 rounds, but it’s a monster. It

weighs 2.5 pounds empty (about one-third the weight of an M4

Carbine) and is 9.85 inches long by 5.9 inches tall by 1.54 inches

wide. That’s big, but that’s what you get for an extra five rounds of

.45. The Glock G21 manages to stuff one more round into a smaller

package than the Mark 23, shaving off almost two inches off the

length, one-half inch off the height, and almost .3 inches off the

width (8.03 by 5.47 by 1.27 inches). Leave it to Glock engineers to

squeak one more round out of something smaller. That’s

significantly smaller, but for the shooter with average-sized hands,

it’s still a big package.

(L to R) G39, G38, G37. The Glock .45 GAP lineup.



The .45 GAP (left) compared to the .45 ACP. Both are 230 grains.

Though the G21 and G30 sold well, sales of the large-frame .45

ACPs didn’t approach the standard-frame models, the G17 and G22.

The short-frame versions helped, but it was still a large grip. The

trick would be to shrink the .45 to fit in a standard frame like the

9mm. It was done with the 10mm when it was shortened to the .40

S&W, so why not the .45?

This time it would be a little different- the intent was not a less

powerful cartridge in a smaller case like the .40 S&W. Instead, the

goal was a cartridge that was equal in power, but in a shorter case.

Enter, again, the engineers. Speer/CCI engineer Ernest Durham

designed the cartridge in collaboration with Glock.

What he came up with is the .45 Glock Action Pistol (G.A.P.)

pronounced as “gap.” It is basically a .45 ACP bullet in a cartridge

that is approximately the same length as a 9x19mm NATO (.760

inches verses .754 inches of the 9x19). They were able to equal the

power of the .45 ACP due largely to the increased performance of

modern powders, which weren’t as efficient when John Browning



invented the .45 ACP. Initially the .45 GAP was available in 185

grains and 200 grains, not the 230-grain bullet that is the meat and

potatoes of the .45, but this would eventually change.

To attain the performance of a 230-grain .45 ACP in a 185-grain

.45 GAP, velocity had to be ramped up, which was done by

increasing the chamber pressure. A standard .45 ACP has a chamber

pressure of 21,000 pounds per square inch (psi), while the .45 GAP

is set at 23,000 psi - the same as .45 ACP +P.

One thing to bear in mind, particularly if handloading the .45

GAP, is that although the GAP is a shortened .45 ACP in stature, the

case is not an actual .45 ACP case, there are some differences. The

big difference between the two is that the GAP uses a small pistol

primer, whereas the ACP uses a large pistol primer. According to

Speer (Reloading Manual #14), using a cut-down ACP case can lead

to excessive pressure. The GAP also differs in its internal taper and

the height of the web, as well as having a slightly rebated rim.

A little background on rims is in order. All cartridges must have a

rim in order to be extracted from the chamber. Back in the revolver

era, cases were rimmed - the rim is larger in diameter of the case -

so that revolver extractors had something to hold on to in order to

get the cases out of the chamber. When the self-loaders came about,

rimmed cartridges could not be stacked in the magazine, so rims

were scaled back to be the same diameter as the case, and were thus

named “rimless.”



This shows just how controllable the Glock G37 is - right in the height of the recoil, as the

slide is a blur from motion, there is very little motion in the author’s hand and arms.

This wasn’t an issue with rifles of the era, because rimmed

cartridges can be stacked in a rifle magazine - the curvature of a rifle

magazine has no bearing on the operation of the rifle, since the

rifleman doesn’t hold onto the magazine to fire it. Not the case with

handguns, where the magazine must be straight in order to fit into

the grip.



Ouch! These will leave a mark. Fired into FBI 10 percent block. Results from the G37 (left),

G38 (middle), and G39 (right) are remarkably uniform.

Next in the evolution of rims is the rebated rim, where the rim is

smaller in diameter than the case. This is most commonly found

when you have a firearm platform with a particular cartridge, and

designers want to chamber a larger cartridge in that platform,

without changing the breechblock (in a handgun) or the bolt face

(in a rifle). This is the case with the .45 GAP, where they wanted to

load a .45-caliber case into the chamber of a handgun that uses the

same breechblock used for 9mm and .40 S&W case diameters.

Fortunately, the result isn’t a drastic difference between case and

rim - I have a Speer case which measures .472 inches just above the

extractor groove, and the rim measures .469 inches, a difference of

only .003 inches.

Probably the most extreme instances of rimless cartridges are the

various large-bore cartridges designed for the AR15 platform, such

as the .458 SOCOM, the .450 Bushmaster, and the .50 Beowulf.

Designers stuck .45 to .50-caliber cartridges in a rifle designed for a

.223-caliber bullet.



The result is a massive case with rims so small it looks a bit silly.

It’s like taking the upper body of the Terminator-era Arnold

Schwarzenegger and sticking it on the lower body of PeeWee

Herman. I have a Hornady .450 Bushmaster case, which measures

.499 inches just above the extractor groove, and the rim measures

.466 inches. That’s a difference of .033 inches. Now contrast that

with the .45 GAP, which is .003 inches.

Rimless cartridges can pose problems for the feed systems of a

platform if that system is not designed properly. To put it simply,

the rebated rim is a smaller target for the feed rails to pick up. The

number one priority for Glock is always reliability, and if they can’t

accomplish that, they wouldn’t offer the model. For the .45 GAP,

this meant a new extractor, ejector, recoil spring, and magazine, as

well as a heavier slide.



The G37 (left) has the same slide as the G20 (right) or G21 (not shown), but on a G19-sized

frame.



Glock introduced the complete .45 GAP line, the G37, G38, and

G39 at the 2003 SHOT Show, with the G37 being the standard size

pistol, the G38 the compact, and the G39 the sub-compact.

The overall dimensions of the three .45 GAP pistols are nearly

identical to their 9mm cousins; however - and this is a big however -

the slide width of the .45 GAP pistols are slightly wider at about 1.14

inches (the G17 slide measures 1.005 inches). In fact, the .45 GAP

slides are the same width as the large frame .45 ACP and 10mm

lines. This doesn’t change the overall width of 1.18 inches - that’s

still the same as the G17 - but it’s a big enough difference that the

.45 GAP won’t fit in holsters that are made for the G17 and other

standard-frame Glocks.

Loading the .45 into a frame the same size as a 9mm does have a

tradeoff, and that is lower capacity. The full size G37 holds only ten

rounds, while the full size G21 holds 13. That’s one area I hear as

the biggest criticism of the Glock .45 GAP Pistols - capacity isn’t that

great. One thing that is important to remember, however, is that the

.45 GAP was intended to reduce the circumferance of the handgun

grip, not to increase capacity. The cartridge was shortened, but the

diameter remains the same. The shorter cartridge results in a

shorter grip length, but since the diameter is the same, the stagger

of the rounds has to be lessened, resulting in fewer rounds. If the

capacity were to remain the same as the G21, then the grip would be

just as wide.

Shooting the .45 GAP pistols is not any harsher than shooting the

various other .45 ACP pistols on the market, despite the reduction

in mass. If you’ve shot a .45 in any other pistol, then shooting the

Glock .45 GAP will be mostly as you expect. I have a fair amount of



experience with the .45 - the first pistol I purchased when I turned

21 was a Government Model 1911. I’ve fired full-size 1911s,

Commander size 1911s, the XD, the XDS, the HK USP and Compact,

as well as every model of .45 ACP that Glock offers (Gen3 and

Gen4).

The Glock G37, G38, and G39 all shoot as well if not better than

all their comparably sized counterparts. Due to the lower bore axis,

muzzle flip is less with the Glock than the 1911s I’ve fired. I was able

to control it better, which led to faster and more accurate rapid fire.



The G37 (left) compared to the G20 (The same size as the G21 .45 ACP). A standard size

Glock grip has a width of 1.209 inches, while the large frame Glock, such as the G21, has a

grip width of 1.295. The difference in grip size is visually subtle, but not so subtle in the

hand.

The shorter and narrower grip makes the .45 GAP pistols easier to

control than the full size G21. I have pretty big mitts, and the large-

size frames of the G21 and G20 fill my hands up pretty much to the

max. I own the G20 and have more experience with it than the G21,

and I don’t have any problems manipulating the controls or



controlling it during firing. However, the G37’s smaller grip does

allow me to wrap my mitts even tighter, so it does afford more

control.

I have never been one to shy away from trying new or different

calibers, and some of my favorites aren’t your garden variety. I love

trying exotic and unique cartridges. But I can lump my various

cartridges into two different categories: practical/useful, and

novelty. My 10mm is useful, due to its sheer power. My 7.62 Nagant

is fun to shoot, but a .30-caliber revolver is a novelty. My 9.3x62, is

useful as a big game hunting rifle and as a “the threat stops where it

stands” rifle. My 7.62x45 Czech in my CZ Vz.52 rifle would be

useful, and as a cartridge is superior to the 7.62x39 Soviet, but

scarcity and high price make it a novelty.

Ammo pickings were slim. I couldn’t find any ammo on shelves. I bought these three boxes

from a buddy who had them sitting around.



Even the sub-compact G39 is very controllable; two cases in the air and already back on

target.

So where does the .45 GAP fit into all of this? I think it has, or at

least had, the potential to be a very useful and excellent cartridge.

The concept is great - stick a .45 into a smaller frame - and the

follow through with the caliber is even better. Not many shorter, or

compact, or revised cartridges meet or exceed the original. Think

about the .308 Winchester. It almost replicates the ballistics of the

.30-06, but not quite. We say, yeah, but it’s a smaller package, so a

slight drop-off is OK. Think about the .357 SIG: It nearly meets the

.357 Magnum in the light-grain bullets, but not quite, and it can’t

quite fit the heavier-grain bullets that the original .357 can. But the

.45 GAP is right there with the ACP; it meets the performance.



For some people this is enough ammo in their magazine — as long as it’s a .45.

The problem is that most of us who carry for self-defense, as well

as law enforcement, want more rounds in the magazine. For most

people today, ten rounds are what the poor saps in magazine-

capacity restricted states carry, and not by choice. Which is why for

a lot of people the .40 is so popular: the performance isn’t a big

drop-off from the .45, yet it holds nearly as many rounds as a 9mm.

I think the worst enemy of the G37, G38, and G39 is the success

of the Glock .40s - the G22, G23, and G27. I own a G22, and it’s the

best .40 on the market. It’s unfortunate, because I think the GAP is

a wonderful round, but if given the choice between a caliber that

only a few companies offer and is expensive and hard to find, and a

caliber that everyone makes and is all over the place, like the .40,

most people will go with the .40.



I would love to see the .45 GAP catch on, and I have hopes for it

in the future. I think it’s a good cartridge.

At the time of this writing, the G37 is the only one of the .45 GAP

pistols that comes in Gen4. The G38 and G39 join the G36 as the

only models that Glock has not caught up with a Gen4 offering. This

would lead one to believe that sales have been lackluster on these

models, so Glock has not made the investment to upgrade them yet.

We’ll see what happens

G37

If you’re looking for a full-size handgun in .45, but you don’t want

the full size grip of the G21, then the G37 should be a strong

contender. At ten rounds the magazine holds three more cartridges

than does a standard 1911 magazine. I’m always a fan of more. It’s a

great concept for a pistol; unfortunately it has a G21-width slide on

it so it won’t fit in the holster of your other standard-frame Glocks,

like the G17. I know there is much more pressure in the .45 GAP

than the .45 ACP, but it would have been nice if the engineers could

have gotten a standard G17-size slide to work. However, Glock

engineers are some of the best in the business, and I’m sure they

tried. So if they couldn’t do it, it probably can’t be done at this time.

Spec-wise it has the same dimensions as a G17, except for the

wider slide, and it’s .08 inches taller in height and about 4 ounces

heavier (due to the heavier slide). That comes out to 7.95 inches in

length, 5.51 inches in height, and 28.95 ounces unloaded. The

overall width is the same at 1.18 inches since the widest part of both

handguns is wider than the G37 slide.



The G37 is a really sweet shooter. If you haven’t shot one, you owe it to yourself.

G38

The compact version is still a nice handful and will net you eight

rounds in the magazine - still one more than a standard 1911

magazine. Plus, with the G38 you have the option of loading a G37

ten-round magazine. It’s .08 inches longer in length (7.36 inches)

than its G19 cousin, the same height (4.99 inches), and about three

ounces heavier. The width on both is the same at 1.18 inches.



The G38 is a great compact carry choice if you’re looking for a small grip .45.

G39

The G39 is a lot of power in a little package, and it’s a great choice

if you’re looking for a sub-compact .45 that’s got a smaller grip than

the G30. This is really where I lose interest in the .45 GAP, though. I

can’t bring myself to carry only six rounds of any caliber, unless

perhaps it’s a 10mm. It’s just not my cup of tea. Some people are

perfectly fine with it, but here’s where start looking at other options.

I will admit, however, that carrying the ten-round G37 magazine as

a spare does ease that pain. It’s .08 inches shorter in length (6.49

inches) than the G26 and comes in at just over 2 ounces heavier

(24.19 ounces). The height on both is 4.17 inches.

Like other Glock sub-compacts, the G39 has no accessory rail on its dustcover.



Like other Glock sub-compacts, the G39 has no accessory rail on its dustcover.



CHAPTER 13:

THE G41

The G41 is a long-slide .45 ACP that follows in the footsteps of the

G34 and G35, but in a large frame.

It is a long-slide version of the G21, but built in the spirit of the

G30S, which takes a large frame sub-compact grip and mounts a

G36 slimline slide on it. The narrower slide makes it lighter than

the G21. Despite the slimmer slide, the G41 is the same width as the

G21 at 1.28 inches (actually the G21 is listed as 1.27 inches) because

the grip on both is thinner than the actual slide. The G41 is .9 inches

longer, at 8.9 inches, and the same height of 5.47 inches. The sight

radius is 0.8 inches longer, and the whole package weighs 27 ounces

- 2.3 ounces lighter than the G21.

Just like the other long-slide pistols, Glock has dubbed the the

G41 as “practical/tactical.” What they mean by that is, even though

it has been designed for competitive shooting, it will also serve well

in a practical role - as a carry or home defense gun - or a tactical role

- S.W.A.T. (Special Weapons and Tactics) teams, S.O.F. (Special

Operating Force), etc. In fact, for SWAT and SOF units who are

looking for a .45 ACP, I don’t think there is a better choice.



The G41 is built on the same premise as the G30S: Take a slimline G36 slide and mount it

on a large frame bottom, except the G41 is much bigger than the G30S.



Some people just like their pistols to read, “.45.”



A G21 frame resting on top of a G41. It’s nearly identical.



A G21 slide assembly resting on top of a G41.

The benefit to the practical/tactical user is twofold: the longer

sight radius allows the shooter to more accurately place rounds

inside the intended target, and second, the longer slide makes the

weapon more balanced so there isn’t as much muzzle-flip. This

allows the shooter to get their sights back on target faster after a

shot. Equipping it with a flashlight on the rail makes it even better

in this regard.

The lighter weight is great, but the downside to the slimmer slide

is that it won’t use the same holster as other large-frame Glock

pistols. Normally, for example, if you have an open bottom holster,

it will most likely work with all standard large frames - G20 and

G21.

Some holsters even work with the sub-compact models as well.

This is always a huge benefit to the Glock, one that can’t be stressed



enough. Someone could be in the woods with his or her G20 or G21

as a woods gun, and need to run to town, so he or she can swap out

to the G30 or G29; without having to undo the belt and thread on a

different holster. But unfortunately, the narrow slide of the G41

won’t work with holsters made specifically for the slide width of the

other large-frame Glock pistols.

Though the G41 slide looks abnormally long compared to other

Glocks and other polymer pistols, it’s the same approximate size as

a 1911 Government model pistol, which was the US sidearm for over

70 years. The overall length of the G41 is .65 inches longer, but if

you hold them grip-to-grip, it’s only about a quarter-inch longer.

As expected, I found the G41 to be an excellent shooter. It

handled well, with much lighter recoil than my G20. I didn’t notice

much difference between how it handled recoil compared to the

G21, despite the longer slide. This is most likely due to the slimline

slide. The increase in barrel size will show an increase in velocity,

though not much. With standard .45 ACP ammunition, the increase

will most likely be around 75 feet per second, depending on ammo.

The extra slide length does give you about an extra 0.8 inches of

sight radius, which improves accuracy.

Let’s go back to that slide: When I first picked up the G41, it

didn’t occur to me right away that the slide was a slimline slide like

the G36, and it’s not something that is mentioned on the G41 data

page. So aside from the thinner slide, something I found interesting

about the G41 is that it is actually lighter than the G21, even though

it’s close to an inch longer .The G20C slide weights one pound, ⁄

ounce, the G21 slide is one pound, ⁄  ounce, and the G41 is 14 and ⁄
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ounce. This is only one ounce heavier than the G34. So I pulled out

my calipers and scale and did some investigating.

.45 ACP perfection. The G41 is the ultimate in a combat handgun.

I used as my baseline the G20; the frame that the .45 Glocks are

built off of. The slide thickness on my G20C is .236, forward of

breech, and it’s uniform from breech to the muzzle end of the slide.

The slide thickness of the G21 starts off at breech being the same

thickness as the G20C, but about three-quarters of an inch forward

of the ejection port, the wall narrows to .171 inches. This is done

because the .45 ACP isn’t as powerful as the 10mm, so the slide had

to be made lighter so the .45 could still cycle the slide.

The G41 takes this a step farther: At about 1.5 inches forward of

the ejection port, the G41 has the slide thickness cut to .111 inches,

which is the same thickness as the 9mm G34. I found this to be



interesting, though not entirely shocking - it’s not a high-stress area

of the slide. In fact on the G34 the top portion of the slide at this

position has actually been removed, forming a large port, like a

sunroof on a car. But here’s what I found to be really interesting;

the thickest portion of the slide, from breech to the area 1.5 inches

forward of the ejection port, is only .186 inches. This means that at

its thickest point, the entire slide wall of the .45 G41 is thinner than

the 9mm G34, which is .197 at its thickest point.

When I look at the G41, I see a shift in how Glock is positioning

their .45 lineup. With advancements in metals and design, Glock is

now able to chamber .45 ACP in slides with the same width as the

G17 9mm, which is how wide the G41 and G36 are. With that, it will

be interesting to see if, when Glock someday releases the Gen5,

they move their entire .45 ACP lineup in that direction. The G21 and

G30 will be that much better with a slimline slide - primarily better

for carry. It’s completely possible, and seems like it would be the

next logical step.



CHAPTER 14:

THE G42

Prior to its release, speculation on the G42 abounded across the

Internet - the anticipation of a slim, single-stack Glock in 9mm was

almost too much to bear for Glock-o-philes. January 6, 2014 came

and we all learned that it was a 9mm Kurtz (or as we Yanks call it,

.380 ACP), not a 9mm Luger. Disappointed Glocksters swore they

wouldn’t buy the “useless .380.” However, I’ve watched as, one by

one, many of them have. In fact, Glock still can’t keep them on store

shelves, they sell out as soon as they come in. Many stores even

have waiting lists. The truth is that despite what the critics said,

Americans have wanted a .380 Glock for a long time. People want

something they can’t have, and for some time that was the G25 and

G28, the .380 ACP Glocks. Except those were only available in

markets other than the US. Due to import restrictions, Glock would

never be able to import the G25 or G28 for civilian use. Glock users

wanted a .380, and they’ve been asking for one for years. Glock

finally delivered.



The G42: It just feels nice in the hand.

The G42 symbolizes something much larger than just being the

smallest Glock made. It’s the very first Glock to be made in the USA.

Other Glock pistols are assembled here, but the G42 is made here.

It’s the first one to say, “Made in USA.” The implications for this are

huge, much more so than just finally having a .380 Glock. Glock

now has production in the US. This means that Glock can now offer

pistols in the US market that they otherwise wouldn’t have been

able to offer here due to restrictions, guns like the aforementioned

G25 and G28. It would also be nice to see a .22 caliber Glock. There

are conversion kits, but people want the real thing, a genuine .22

Glock. Only time will tell if Glock will deliver.

At first I didn’t really want a G42. I have a micro-.380 that a

European could conceal in his bikini briefs at the beach, and I



figured I would just hold out until Glock finally released a single-

stack 9mm. Then I held one, and I have to admit, it felt nice in the

hand. It didn’t take much convincing before I was sure I wanted

one. It’s bigger than other micro-.380s on the market; in fact it’s

about the size of the micro nines, except it’s a Glock. That means it

just feels right in your hand. It feels like you could pick it up and

shoot 1000 rounds without a failure. It feels like it will last a

lifetime. I can’t say that about the other .380s I’ve held. Plus, if your

primary carry gun is a Glock, you’ll be familiar with the controls,

and there is much to be said about the importance of that.

I’m not one who believes that you must pick one carry gun, and

only one, and never use anything else. Nor am I one who believes

that if you carry Brand-X, you must only carry Brand-X with those

same exact controls and trigger pull. With that said, there is an

advantage in carrying guns that have similar controls. For example,

if your primary carry gun has a manual thumb trigger, you should

probably stick to that for the other guns you carry. If your primary

carry gun does not have a manual thumb safety, it’s probably best to

stick with guns that don’t have a manual safety. The reason is

simple: if in the face of danger you draw your weapon thinking it

has no safety but in fact it does, you’ve just cost yourself seconds.

Seconds can cost you your life in a dangerous situation. The inverse

is also true if you think you have a safety but don’t.

Some people take it a step further and believe any alternate carry

gun that you use should be the same exact thing as your primary

carry gun. That’s easy with a Glock pistol, because it is exactly the

same from the front of the trigger guard and back. Draw a mental

image and extend the front edge of the trigger guard up, dissecting



the slide; everything behind that is the same, with the obvious

exception of the length of the grip in the compact and sub-compact

models. Every model has the same controls and the same trigger,

whether you have a G22, a G34 or a G26. The G42 continues that

“same exact control” feature down to an ultra-compact .380. It’s

true, as I said before, there are smaller .380 pistols out there, and

even smaller 9mm pistols, but if you’re looking for that familiarity

with the rest of your Glocks, then the G42 is the way to go.

Glock pistols come in various sizes, and for the most part they are

scaled-down (or up) versions of each other, with minor tweaks. That

is, until the G42. Upon its release, many people thought it was just a

miniature version of a Glock, but it’s not, it has been redesigned

from the ground up. The essential design is still the same, but holes

and slots have been moved, and some of the parts that go into those

holes and slots have changed.

The G42 is different enough that when I went through the

Armorer’s Course in July 2014 - approximately six months after it

was released - the recommendation for armorers was that if a G42

was brought to us for repair or maintenance, we not work on it

ourselves, but instead send it in to Glock. For the time being, there

just wouldn’t be spare parts in the supply chain - all parts that are

made are going towards building new pistols to meet the demand

for it. This is a big departure from the premise of Glock that I

outlined in my “Parts is Parts” chapter.

As I said earlier, a Glock from the breech back is essentially the

same. The only exception to this is the G36 and G30S - the two

slimline pistols. Now the G42 can be added to that list. All other

Glocks decreased their size by trimming the front of the slide and



the bottom of the grip (not physically trimming, but in the design

process). The slimline models are different, because they use slides

that are not as wide as standard Glocks, so it’s not just a matter of

trimming the front of the slide when designing it. The case of the

G42 is completely unique, it’s just an all-around smaller slide.

While many .380 designs are blowback operated, especially older

designs like the Walther PP series, the G42 is a locked-breech

design. While blowback relies on the mass of the slide and spring

resistance, a locked-breech pistol keeps the breech locked, or closed,

just long enough so that pressure is reduced to a safe level. Once

that pressure is safe, then the slide operates. Since a locked-breech

design doesn’t rely on slide mass, it can be designed smaller, and

since it doesn’t rely on spring tension, it is easier to rack the slide.

The smaller size is the reason for the resurgence of the .380, in

pistols such as the G42, Ruger LCP, Kel-Tec P3AT, and Smith &

Wesson Bodyguard. Yes, locked-breech designs chambered in .380

have been around for years, in pistols such as the Colt Mustang, but

modern polymer designs allow for the smaller and lighter pistols

being offered today.



The G42 (left) grip is .33 thinner than the G26. Also note the good sights.

DIMENSIONS

The G42 is listed as 5.94 inches long, by 4.13 inches in height, by

.94 inches wide (the grip width is .87 inches) and weighs 13.76

ounces loaded, 17.29 ounces unloaded. It has a sight radius of 4.92

inches and a 3.25-inch long barrel. It comes with two six-round

magazines, though I’m sure it won’t be long before extended

magazines are offered. One thing to make a mental note of when

comparing the thickness of the G42 to other pistols on the market;



most companies list the thickness of their slides, not the overall

thickness. Glock lists the overall thickness, and it would appear that

the .94 inches is thicker than some sub-compact pistols from other

companies. But to compare the slide thickness I measured the G42

to be .826 inches thick, which is quite a bit thinner than other

pistols I have found.

G42 laid on top of a G26



G42 (bottom) beside a G26

To compare it to another popular Glock carry model, the G26

Gen4 is .47 inches longer, .04 inches taller, .24 inches wider, (grip

thickness is .33 inches wider) and 7.95 ounces heavier. Just like on

the G26, I can only get two fingers on the G42 grip to hold it, but it

doesn’t matter with the light recoil of the gun.

The G19 is 1.34 inches longer, .86 inches taller, and 9.89 ounces

heavier. The G17 is 2.01 inches longer, 1.3 inches taller, and 11.3

ounces heavier. All are .24 inches thicker at the thickest part of the

handgun. In real-world relation to each other, each smaller model of

Glock is approximately one-half to three-fourths of an inch smaller

than the next largest model category. The G42 carries on this trend,

as it’s roughly half an inch shorter in length than the G26. However,

it does not continue the trend in height, because there is only an .04

inch difference between it and the G26, because to make it any

shorter Glock would have us holding it with one finger.



The G42 trigger spring (left) resembles a mini-fire extinguisher. Standard G26 trigger

spring on right.

Internally, there are some differences that you mostly won’t see

unless you’re a Glock armorer, the first one being the trigger spring.

It’s unlike any other Glock trigger springs, including the New York

triggers. It almost resembles a miniature fire extinguisher. It

disassembles into three parts; the bearing, spring, and rod.

Another internal difference is the slide stop lever. Rather than the

lever with the round hole in the front and the flat spring, it has a C-

shape to the front with a compression spring clamped into the C.

The firing pin safety is also shaped completely different, and

instead of being round and fitting into the hole any old way (round

is round, there is no “correct way” to insert a round object into a

round hole), it only fits one way.



G42 firing pin safety (left in both pictures) next to a G22 firing pin safety.

The extractor is unique to the G42, but it still resembles the other

model extractors, it’s just not as wide.

The G42 is unique in that it is not really a Gen4 or a Gen3, it is its

own entity. The grip texture resembles the RTF (Rough Texture

Frame) texture of a Gen4, but not as aggressive.

The mag catch release is also Gen4, as is the is the fact that it’s

ambidextrous. The guide ring on the slide is a Gen4, as is the recoil

spring assembly. The magazine is also ambidextrous like a Gen4

magazine. The lack of finger grooves on the front grip strap,

however, is not Gen4. It also has no accessory rail, which is just like

all Glock sub-compact models. It has only two takedown pins,

whereas all Gen4 pistols have three. Stress-wise, there’s really no

need for that third pin, and size-wise, there’s not a lot of extra space

for things that aren’t necessary.



G42 extractor (top), G26 extractor (bottom).



The texture of the G42 (right) is not as aggressive as the standard RTF of a Gen4 (left).



G26 frame with holes for three pins (left), G42 with two pins (right).



The bottom of the magazine well is not as beveled as other Glock pistols, so the magazine

base plate sits flush. It also lacks the finger grooves on the front grip strap of a Gen4,

alhough the mag catch release is Gen4.

A couple of minor differences include a narrower thumb rest and

a completely different raised groove around the slide catch. This has

absolutely no bearing on function. Another difference is the

appearance of the bottom of the grip. It’s still beveled on the inside,

though only slightly, and it’s not as pronounced on the outside of

the grip bottom as it is in other models. So all around the

circumference of the grip bottom, it sits flush with the magazine

base plate - with the exception of the rear, which extends about

three-fourths of the way down the magazine base plate.



Lets compare the dimensions of the G42 to two other popular

.380 pistols currently on the market; the Ruger LCP and the Smith

& Wesson Bodyguard 380. In length, the G42 is .78 inches longer

than the LCP, and .69 inches longer than the Bodyguard 380. It’s

approximately half an inch taller than the LCP, and one-third inch

taller than the Bodyguard .380. The slide is essentially the same

width, with the G42 being .076 inches thicker than both. Overall

thickness has the G42 at approximately one-tenth of an inch thicker

than both. All hold six rounds plus one.

Now that’s all fine and dandy, except I don’t think that’s exactly

what Glock is going for. I believe a better comparison for the G42 is

the Ruger LC380. These two are nearly identical in size, but with

the LC380 being slightly heavier, taller, and holding one more

round. The difference between these two and the LCP and

Bodyguard 380 are subtle, but you notice it at the range.

I think Glock went through a lot of effort to make this a nice-

shooting .380, and in doing so sacrificed some size. I’m good with

that. The bikini-brief .380 that I mentioned before, the LCP, is tiny.

But let’s be honest, it can be wicked to shoot. I know a lot of .357

guys out there who would never admit that a little .380 can be harsh

to shoot, but I will. I have large hands and that little pistol is hard to

hold on to. And I love big-bore guns, so it’s not like I can’t handle

recoil. It’s not as harsh as a .454 Casull, but I can shoot my big

Ruger GP100 in .357 all day. I can shoot my Glock 20 10mm all day.

But a tiny .380 can be not so fun to shoot. That’s why Ruger took

their LC9 and chambered it in .380, and called it the LC380. There’s

a consumer desire for it, and that’s why the G42 is here. Many

people want a more shootable .380.



SHOOTING THE G42

I’ve shot a few small-caliber defensive pistols here and there. I’ve

fired most of the models that are the current trend in .380s, as well

as some European military surplus pistols, and the G42 shoots

better than all of them.

Being a little bigger than the other modern .380s really helps it in

the shootability department. I can barely hold on to the tiniest .380s

with my big meat hooks. And as for older .380s, most of them are

blowback operated, which means the barrel is fixed, which doesn’t

do as much to cut down on recoil as the Glock. When I shoot a

couple boxes through my Walther PPK, the web of my hand hurts.

Not so with the G42. I can literally shoot this all day. I’m not

exaggerating; it’s that comfortable to shoot.

I’ve read more than one article from reputable online sources

that, out of the gate, the G42 was having some feed issues. The

issues were specific to the high power (+P) and light loads (under

90 grains), and it involved failure to feed (FTF), failure to eject

(FTE) and stove pipes. I’ve got confirmation from Glock that some

changes have been made to the G42, but I could not get

confirmation as to what was changed. Comparing my G42 made in

summer 2014 to a first release G42, I see noticeable change to the

slide lock lever, magazine, and trigger mechanism housing. It’s

possible other changes could have been made. Either way, mine

shot perfectly.



The G42 is the best shooting .380 pistol I’ve ever fired.

I’m lucky to find any .380 ammo right now, so I didn’t get a

choice on what to shoot. Federal was generous enough to send me

200 rounds of American Eagle 95-grain FMJ, which the G42

thanked me for. I also had on hand 100 rounds of Remington UMC

88-grain JHP, and around 50 Blazer 95-grain FMJ steel-case

rounds. Out of 350 rounds I had not one issue; the G42 shot

perfectly without skipping a beat, just as a Glock should.

Another thing to like about the G42 is that it has actual sights. In

contrast to many of the tiny .380s on the market that give you a tiny

sliver of a sight that makes it hard to shoot accurately, the G42 has

standard Glock sights with the U rear sight. No sight will ever make



everyone happy, but these sights are leagues better than the other

stuff I’ve seen on the market. Hopefully, Glock will soon offer night

sights as well.

So, why would one buy a G42 in .380 ACP, when there are other

companies making 9mm pistols that are smaller? That’s a good

question. First, there will be a segment of people who pick it up and

say, “wow, this is nice. I want one.” When the G42 was released I

had zero interest in buying another .380, especially one this big.

Then I held it in my hands, and as I said earlier, I wanted one. I had

to sit back and tell myself “it’s only a .380, I don’t need it.” It’s a

very appealing pistol.

Second, there will be a segment of people who carry a Glock,

either for duty or personal carry, and want a small backup that’s

also a Glock. That makes sense to me. Third, this gun’s shootability.

Rarely does one find a pistol this small - in any caliber - that shoots

this comfortably. In regard to my first point, and as a testament to

my third, it took me one trip to the range to know that I would buy

one. After the second trip to the range I knew I would buy one that

day, and I did. That doesn’t happen to me often, but it did when I

shot the G42.

But the best reason to carry a G42, if you already carry and train

with a Glock, is the trigger. When comparing the G42 trigger to

other Glock models, it’s exact. It has the same trigger manipulation

as other Glocks, despite the size differences between the pistols.

When you pull the trigger it takes 5.5 pounds of pressure to move it

.49 inches until it breaks. It has the same take-up, the same break,

and it feels the same. I’m a gun writer, so I shoot many different

pistols and pull countless different triggers. But for many, the Glock



is it. That’s all they train with, and all they shoot. For them, the G42

is exactly what they need for a sub-compact carry or backup gun.

Also, the other controls compared with other Glock models are

nearly identical in spatial relation to each other. The distance

between the slide catch and magazine catch are nearly identical. The

control group has been pushed rearward about five-eights of an

inch, so it’s closer for your thumb to get to, but your thumb travels

the same distance to get from one to the other. This allows for

muscle memory to do its work.

MARKINGS

The G42 has a new marking never before seen on a Glock. Since it’s

made in the USA - Smyrna, Georgia to be specific - it has the

Georgia state outline around a letter “P” stamped onto it. There has

been discussion about what the letter “P” stands for, but by itself it

doesn’t really stand for anything per se, the Georgia outline and the

letter P are all one symbol, and it stands for the Georgia Proof. It’s

stamped at three locations; the frame, slide and barrel. On the slide

it’s located on the right side, above the trigger guard, forward of the

slide lock. On the frame it’s located behind the ejector. On the barrel

the marking is located on the barrel hood, after the Glock symbol

and the “US.” That US marking is also new, since it’s the first and

only Glock made entirely in the United States, as of the time of this

writing. Another marking along the right side of the frame, above

the grip and behind the takedown pin, usually reads, “MADE IN

AUSTRIA” on the top line and “GLOCK, INC., SMYRNA, GA.” on the



bottom line. On the G42, the top line is marked, “MADE IN USA.”

This is the first time for this as well.

Markings on barrel. The pentagon with the dot is the barrel proof. The “US” is made in the

US. The Georgia state outline with the “P” in the center is the Georgia proof mark.

Marking on the frame. The Georgia state outline with a “P” in the center.



Slide marking. Made in Smyrna, Georgia.

DETAILED DISASSEMBLY/ASSEMBLY

Detailed disassembly is nearly identical to all other Glock models

and if you follow the same steps you’ll have the same result. There

are a couple differences which I will note as I go through the steps.

First field strip just like any other Glock pistol, then grab the

frame. Frame disassembly starts off differently from the current

Glock models, which are all three-pin. The G42 is a two-pin, like

earlier models. Remove the trigger pin left to right using constant,

but not excessive, pressure. It has a groove that engages with the

slide stop lever through which it sits, and it can be a little difficult to

get out, especially on new models.



You’ll need to work the pin through the lever, and the best way to

do so is to press down on the lever at the junction where the pin sits

in it, or by grasping the lever and moving it back and forth until the

pin moves. Once the pin is out, remove the trigger housing pin, left

to right. Now use your armorer’s tool to pry out the locking block

and then lift out the slide stop lever.

Next pull straight up on the extractor, lifting the trigger

mechanism housing assembly out of the frame, just as you would

any other Glock model.

Holding the trigger mechanism housing in your left hand, and

grasping the trigger bar in the right, rotate the trigger bar counter-

clockwise and the cruciform will rotate out of the drop safety slot.

G42 trigger mechanism housing (left) versus G26. Note the difference in the ejector.



Unlike other Glock models, the trigger bar is not connected to the

trigger spring, and will come right out. The trigger spring is one of

the main differences between the G42 and other models, and its

removal is completely different. The trigger spring is actually an

assembly, comprised of a bearing, spring, and rod.

Once the trigger bar has been separated from the housing, remove

the connector by pressing the armorer’s tool punch through the

hole on the opposite side, and push it out. Never remove the

connector by grasping it and pulling it out - it can be bent, and

damage the housing. To remove the trigger spring, first take a look

at the front of the housing. You’ll notice a slot that resembles a

barbell. Inside the bottom groove, you’ll see the end of the trigger

spring rod. The objective is to push the notches on the trigger spring

rod through the front of the housing, then slide it up the “bar” slot

and out the top groove.

Slide-stop lever of a G42 (top) compared to conventional Glock slide-stop lever.



The G42 trigger bar (top) compared to a G26. Note the difference in the cruciform. On a

G42 the drop-down leg isn’t necessary due to the difference in the trigger spring.

The trigger spring rod is in its seated position. To remove, press

on the trigger spring rod (from the opposite end) until the rod clears

the seat, push it up the slot, and out through the top notch. To

reassemble, do the opposite.



The “barbell” shaped slot in the trigger housing.

Though it’s not necessary to do so, here is a disassembled G42 trigger spring assembly.

Do so by pressing down on the trigger spring bearing with the

armorer’s tool, then use your other thumb to push the end of the

rod up the slot and through the top groove (keeping in mind that

there is spring tension, which always has the potential for

something being launched). Once the trigger spring is out, though

not necessary to do so, you can disassemble it by pressing the rod

and spring while twisting the rod so the end can be pulled out of the

slot in the bearing. Then the rod can be pulled out of the spring.



Slide lock removal is the same, though the spring is a coil type,

not a flat spring, as found in other Glock pistols.

When sliding out the slide lock, be careful to not damage the coil

spring, or to allow it to launch. I like to leave my thumb over the

spring when removing the slide lock, so if it does launch it doesn’t

go anywhere.

Magazine catch removal is done in the same manner as other

ambidextrous models.

G42 slide lock (top) with coil spring, compared to the G26 slide lock with flat spring.



The frame completely disassembled, except for trigger spring, which counts as one part.



The G26 (left) EDP channel will be almost entirely covered by the slide plate cover when it’s

installed. With the G42, most of the channel is left uncovered by the slide plate cover.



Slide completely disassembled.

To disassemble the slide, use the same procedures as you would a

standard Glock slide, it’s an identical process. This doesn’t have any

bearing on disassembly, but one thing you’ll notice is the extractor

depressor plunger assembly (EDP) channel. It is positioned just a

little differently than in the other Glock models due to the reduced

size of the slide. With other Glock pistols the slide cover plate

almost entirely covers the EDP channel. Only a sliver is exposed. On

the G42 the slide plate cover leaves approximately seventy percent

of the EDP channel uncovered.

To assemble, you’ll note special attention at the same places

noted during disassembly. When reinstalling the slide-lock lever

(with the groove facing up and to the rear as with all other models),



insert it through the right side of the frame, pointed up at an angle

so as to go up and over the coil spring. Use your thumb to press

down on the lever, which presses down on the spring, and slide it

through the left side of the frame. Next insert the connector into the

trigger mechanism housing. Make sure it’s fully seated, and be

careful to only press at the point where the connector inserts into

the housing, otherwise you can bend the connector.

The angle of the spring rod top and bearing should be approximately the same angle

(top). The bottom shows one improperly installed.

Grasp the trigger spring assembly, with the bearing oriented up,

and insert it through the top “barbell” slot, and slide it down until it

snaps into place.

When assembling the trigger spring assembly, the first thing to

note is the end of the rod that fits through the bearing (it resembles

a digging spade). If you lay it on a table, it has a flat side and an



angled side. After you insert it through the bearing and turn it, the

flat side should be opposite the bearing. Once assembled, the spade

end of the rod should have an angle that runs approximately parallel

to the angle of the bearing.

Next, with the housing in your left hand and the trigger bar in

your right, hook the front part of the cruciform into the upper lip of

the trigger spring bearing, and twist the left part into the drop safety

slot. Pull up gently and slightly on the trigger bar until the end of

the trigger bar snaps under the lip of the connector. To reinstall the

trigger assembly, insert the housing straight down into its proper

position in the frame, while at the same time, guiding the trigger

into its slot. Make sure both are fully seated.



Slide the trigger spring bar end through the top slot (left), then down along slot and into

seated position (right).

Insert the slide stop lever, coil forward, into its slot, then insert

the locking block into position. To insert the trigger pin, everything

is going to need to line up by pressing down on the slide stop and

possibly the trigger bar. I found the best way to do this is to look

through the trigger pin hole, from the left side. Insert the trigger pin

on the right side, going left. Once inserted, take the square end of

the armorer’s tool, and use one of the corners to press on the pin to

center it in the frame. Insert the trigger housing pin into the grip

hole, from left to right, and center it using the same armorer’s tool

method.



Slide assembly doesn’t differ much from a standard slide, with

one difference. First, insert the firing pin safety into the hole spring

end down, making sure it is aligned correctly. This is the only

difference. On a standard slide, the firing pin safety is cylindrical in

shape going into a round hole, so you can insert it any which way,

there is no right or wrong (as long as the spring end is down). This

has more of an oblong shape, and must be seated correctly, with the

rounded side pointed towards the stripper/feed rail, and the flat side

towards the slide rail, running parallel.

It’s like putting shapes into holes when you were a kid — the firing pin safety only goes in

one way. This is the wrong way.



G42 magazine follower, G26 magazine follower

Next press down on the firing pin safety while inserting the

ejector — it should pop into place and not come out. Assemble the

extractor depressor plunger assembly (EDP) as you would on any

other Glock, and insert it into the EDP channel, metal end first

(metal on metal, polymer on polymer). Assemble the firing pin

assembly as you would a standard Glock, and insert it into the firing

pin channel. Press down on it as far as you can while sliding the

slide plate cover into place and over the firing pin, until it stops at

the EDP. Using your armorer’s tool, press down on the EDP, while



sliding the slide plate cover over it, and into position. It should snap

in place.

Finish assembling the Glock slide to the frame. Do a function

check and you’re finished.



CHAPTER 15:

NEW GLOCKS

The G40 MOS is going to make a lot of 10mm fans really, really happy.

G40 MOS



Back around September of 2014 I was deeply submerged in all

things Glock as I was writing this book, and was contemplating why

there was no G40. There are a lot of different theories online - some

say it’s because a G40 would have been too confusing since the G22

is a .40-caliber. Some say the G40 was going to be a .22 LR - so the

G22 is a .40, and the G40 is a .22.

I didn’t buy any of those explanations. I ran it past my contact at

Glock, and she said they just randomly skipped it, no big deal. Since

Glock has never skipped a number before, not only did I not believe

that, it started me thinking. Then it dawned on me - the G20 10mm

was released at the same time as the G21 .45. In 2014 Glock

released the G41, a long-slide .45, but where was the 10mm long-

slide? That was it - I knew the G40 was supposed to be a 10mm. It

made sense, G40 (10mm) and G41 (.45); and G20 (10mm) and G21

(.45). It’s a great idea - Glock markets the 10mm as a hunting

handgun, and what would be better than a long-slide 10mm? I knew

I would be first in line if they offered it.

As it turns out I was correct. In December of 2014 pictures leaked

onto the Internet of the G40, and it was indeed a 10mm longslide. If

you’re a fan of the 10mm, the G40 is what dreams are made of.

The G40 is being released as part of the new M.O.S. (Modular

Optic System) line of handguns, and won’t be released in a non-

MOS configuration, at least according to current plans.

It’s designed to be used for hunting, duty, and self-defense, but

not for competition. Yes, you could use it at GSSF competitions, but

for IPSC it won’t fit in the box. It’s designed in the spirit of the

G17L, with the extra long barrel, not like the G34, G35, and G41,

which are designed to fit in the box.



This is a smart move. Since no one is going to use the G40 for

serious competition - it’s not conducive to a lot of practice time; the

cheapest ammo you can find is $30 per box and there’s not a lot of

companies out there making cheap ammo - why not make the slide

and barrel as long as possible? The other three competition Glocks

cover everything that needs to be covered in competition, and

practice ammo is much cheaper.

The G40 has a 6-inch barrel - about a half-inch longer than the

G34, G35, and G41, and approximately 1.5 inches longer than the

G20, with an 8.19-inch sight radius when using the open sights.

That’s right: two-thirds of a foot. That’s a long sight radius. Aside

from that, MOS gives you the option of mounting a reflex sight for

even more accurate shooting. With the optics added, the G40 will

really reach out with that 10mm.

The overall length is 9.49 inches — about 0.6 inches longer than

the G41 and .75 inches longer than the G34 and G35. To put the

length in perspective, the difference between the different Glock

categories (sub-compact, compact, standard, competition) is

generally between 0.6 to 0.8 inches. So the difference in length

between the G40 long slide and the competition-length G41 is about

the same difference in length between the G17 and the G19, and

between the G19 and G26. So it’s not just a little bit longer, it’s in a

new category of length. If the G17L were still in production, it would

be in this category, as the G40 is the large-frame version of it.

The weight of an unloaded G40 with plate is 28.15 ounces,

roughly 2.5 ounces lighter than the G20 and 1.15 ounces heavier

than the G41. Just like all the other long-slide Glocks, the G40 is

just a longer slide fitted on top of a standard-category Glock frame,



in this case the large-framed G20. Since it is the same frame, it also

has the same 5.47-inch height as the G20 and G41.

On the Glock website, they have added a new category of “Long

Slide” to their offerings, in which the G40 is the only model. The

G34, G35 and G41 are listed in the Competition category. As of right

now, the G40 is a Gen4, and only offered in MOS, which will

probably stay that way. I can’t envision a substantial public outcry

for a non-MOS version.

Another cool thing about the G40 - something that I didn’t think

Glock would be able to do with the 10mm - is that it’s a slim slide. It

has a standard large-frame grip, so the overall width is still 1.28

inches, like the G20, but the slide is the same width as the standard-

frame Glock like the G17. As I pointed out in previous chapters, the

standard frame configuration (such as the G20) of any given caliber

is designed to function with that caliber bullet, and any time Glock

designers deviate from that and go compact, subcompact, or long

slide, the force opposing the recoil forces of the round must be

adjusted.

In the G34 the slide had an opening machined from the top of the

slide so that the weight is the same as a standard G19 slide. With

the G41 they went with a slim slide. With the G40, Glock engineers

went the way of the G41 and chose a slim slide.

I watched the product release from Glock, and one of the things

stated by the PR gentlemen is that the longer slide is going to cut

down on recoil from the G20. I’m not sure about the accuracy of

this, but there are a couple factors I look at: True, a longer barrel

and slide does put more weight out in front, so in general there will

be less muzzle rise. With some calibers, muzzle rise is the bulk of



what the recoil is. Like in a 9mm, if you cut down on muzzle rise,

there’s not a whole lot of recoil beyond that when shooting full size

handguns.

So of course the G34 with its long slide will reduce felt recoil, at

least a little. However, the 10mm has a whole lot going on in the

recoil department besides muzzle rise. At .40-caliber, it’s a relatively

large bullet, and it’s moving at a screaming pace (1300-plus feet per

second, some approaching 1400 feet per second). So if you get more

weight forward with the long slide, the muzzle flip might be reduced

slightly, but then the recoil just refocuses more of the effort straight

back. Further, the longer barrel is going to give at least some

amount of increased velocity to the 10mm, which will also increase

recoil slightly.

Unfortunately, I wasn’t able to get my hands on a G40 to test all

of this. My deadline was the week after SHOT Show, and Glock

wouldn’t be able to get me one until three weeks after deadline.

As a fan of the 10mm, I appreciate Glock’s dedication to the

cartridge. Judging from the 2015 SHOT Show, that loyalty will pay

off, because it appears the 10mm is making a comeback. There were

several companies that introduced brand new handguns in 10mm,

including SIG Sauer.

MOS

No, it’s not Military Occupational Specialty, it’s Modular Optic

System. Competition shooters have been having their slides

machined for optics for some time now, and it’s definitely an added

expense and hassle. Now Glock is offering these optic-ready slides



from the factory, in the form of the MOS line, and I predict that they

are going to sell a lot of them.

It comes with one plate for when no optic is mounted and only

the open sights are used, and four additional plates that work with

seven of the most popular red-dot models, including Eotech,

Leuopold, Trijicon, Meopta, Insight, Doctor, and C-More. With the

MOS configuration, there is the option of adding tall iron sights,

which can be co-witnessed with the optical sight.

This is a nice option for those who rely on their Glock to always

be able to hit the intended target. If your optical sight fails, you

always have a backup ready to go. This is also important when using

optical sights that don’t always function effectively in every

circumstance. For example, Trijicon sights are outstanding sights,

however they have a reputation for not working well when the

shooter is inside a dark environment, and your target is outside in

glaring sunlight. No worries with a co-witnessed open sight. With

the co-witness, both sight and optic are always on target, so there’s

no switch over.

When the MOS line was introduced, the first question I had was

how Glock will maintain reliability. When engineers design a slide,

they work their engineer magic and come up with an optimal weight

at which the slide will cycle reliably. But with the G40, they cut a

section of that slide out. For stock, open sights they include a plate

(Glock calls it a plug) that will get that slide back to the optimal

weight - it’s the same weight as the part they machined out.

The reliability issue comes into play, though, when you start

factoring in the different weights of the other potential optics that

could be mounted on the slide. Glock is factoring this in, and



they’ve designed the four optics plates to be half the weight of the

plug that fills the space for open sights. The optic plate plus the

optic itself will weigh just slightly more than what was removed for

it. Glock says this will fit within the parameters and the slide will

still cycle reliably.

The G41 MOS is the same G41 Gen4 Glock, except with the slide machined out for optical

sights.

The G40 will be a little different than the other MOS models, in

this regard. Because of the wide range of loads that the 10mm has -

from the weak FBI load to the full-power hunting loads - Glock



wants to ensure the slide will cycle properly with all loads. For this

reason, even though Glock has introduced the G40 at the 2015

SHOT Show, it will be a month or so before it’s production ready.

Unfortunately, once again I wasn’t able to get my hands on a

Glock MOS in time for this book, and I would prefer to do all my

shooting, measuring, and weighing first hand. It would have been

nice to throw each plate on a scale and see what comes up. It goes

against my nature to write about a gun that I haven’t physically

touched, but in this instance there’s not a lot that could be done

about it.

As of now, the plan moving forward is that the G34 and G35 will

be offered in three variants; the Gen3, Gen4, and Gen4 MOS. The

G41, since it was introduced post-Gen3, will be offered in two

variants; the Gen4 and Gen4 MOS. As I said earlier in the chapter,

the G40 will only be offered in the Gen4 MOS. These are the plans

for now, but as all things business, it’s driven by sales. Which

means that all plans could change in the future. As for the here and

now, the G40 and MOS variants are going to be big sellers.



CHAPTER 16:

SPECIALTY GLOCKS &

GLOCKS YOU CAN’T HAVE

SPECIALTY GLOCKS

Throughout its history, Glock has manufactured several models of

specialty Glocks; some offered to consumers, and some offered only

to specific entities. Some specialty models are still available, while

others have been discontinued. Some have been offered, then

discontinued, then offered, then discontinued once again. It’s an

important thing to note - if an item has been discontinued, that

doesn’t mean it will never be produced again. If the numbers are

right, Glock will most likely gladly oblige. For example, if a new

government entity stood up tomorrow, such as the Office of Zombie

Affairs (yes, that’s very 2012 — I promise I won’t bring up zombies

again) and wanted to place an order of 10,000 G20s in lime-green

polymer with compensators - guess what? Glock is making

compensated Glocks again.

COMPENSATED GLOCK

The compensated Glock has a ported barrel and slide, and is

designated by a “C” after the name. For many manufacturers, a “C”

after the name of a pistol indicated it was a compact model, which



led to some confusion when looking through the Glock catalog and

in stores.

The purpose of a compensated pistol is to redirect gasses up,

which helps keep the muzzle down. This improves the speed and

accuracy of follow up shots, as it keeps your sights closer to the

target during recoil. There is debate as to how effective this is in a

handgun, but what isn’t debatable are the cool pictures that can be

found online of V-shaped flames shooting out the ports of a

compensated Glock. My first Glock pistol was a 20C.

Compensated Glock barrel (bottom) next to a standard barrel.

All standard and compact models through the G32 have come

with a compensator at one point or another. The long slide,

compensated, and slimline models have not. According to Glock,

compensated models have been offered in G17C, G19C, G20C, G21C,

G22C, G23C, G31C and G32C. Glock has since discontinued the

compensated models, though you never know when another run

could pop up.

PRACTICE MODEL



Practice models come in models designated 17P, 22P, 19P, 23P, and

26P, where the number coincides with the number used in the “G”

models. It’s designated with a red frame. Practice models are

identical to their live fire cousins in weight, dimensions, feel, and

handling. As it should be - it’s a real complete Glock, with a few

modifications. For one, the barrel and bore is not drilled out, it’s one

solid piece.

So there’s no way to load a round into it even if you wanted. Then

Glock went and drilled through the barrel, perpendicular to the bore

axis. When you pull back on the slide, you’ll see the holes on the

side - they look like a compensator has been machined into it. Then

when the action is closed a hole has been drilled through the top of

where the bore should be, showing that this is not an operational

barrel. To further make sure it’s safe the firing pin hole hasn’t been

drilled through the breech face, and the firing pin lacks the tip, even

if there was a hole to go through.

So what is it for? You can practice dry firing, load a magazine,

sight alignment, trigger squeeze - everything you can with a regular

Glock, except load a cartridge into it. It’s perfect, because you can

use it for training and not worry that there could accidentally be a

live round.

It’s great for classroom work where someone might need to point

a gun at someone else, it’s great for instructors to use and not worry

about where it’s being pointed. Officers can use it to practice

weapons handling during arrests, covering suspects, etc. The

applications are limitless. Well, not quite limitless - applications can

only involve police departments or military units, civilians can’t



have one. Glock keeps tighter control on these than they do their

regular handguns. Available to law enforcement only.

RESET MODEL

Comes in models 17R and 19R. It automatically resets the trigger

without charging the slide (repeat strike), making it perfect for use

with shooting simulators. The laser impulse generator can be

mounted on the accessory rail or integrated in the barrel. When the

trigger is pulled, the firing pin strikes as it would in a regular Glock,

triggering the impulse. Designated with a light red frame. Available

to law enforcement only.

TRAINING MODEL

Models available include 17T FX, 17T UTM, 19T FX, 19T UTM, and

26T FX. It comes with a blue frame. These models are designed for

force-on-force training - think paintball gun. It comes in two

different cartridges, each with a paint variant and a plastic projectile

variant. On the inside it’s mostly the same as other Glocks, except

it’s blowback operated, like a .22 pistol. They have the same look

and feel, and the same weight. The controls are the same, and even

the magazines load and operate the same way.

Force-on-force training is a very effective tool, because one side is

going against a living, breathing, thinking opponent that is also

trying to beat the other team. That kind of training can’t be beat. I

would have loved this kind of training gun in the Marines. For us it

was in imagined rifle lifted up in imaginary fire as we yelled, “bang,

bang, bang.” The best we had were blanks with a red BFA (Blank

Firing Adaptor) attached to the end of our M16A2s. That just

equates to people putting dozens of imagined rounds into each



other. It looks more like a Hollywood shootout where the bad guys

shoot full mags right at the hero and he doesn’t get hit. But to have

a paint-marking gun like this would have been most excellent.

Visually it shows everyone who got hit, and it also serves as a

physical reminder - these little things leave welts.

The plastic projectile ammunition isn’t for force-on-force

training, but for training in locations where live ammo cannot be

used. Situations such as air marshals training on real airplanes, or a

hostage rescue teams training in a real office building. The training

can be done without worrying about a stray bullet going through a

wall and killing someone in the next building over, or doing damage

to property (such as the airplane).

The 9FX cartridge is just like a standard cartridge, with a primer

and propellant that sends the paint-filled plastic pellet on its way.

The UTM uses compressed air in a self-contained cartridge to propel

the paint. For paint marking or plastic projectiles. Available to law

enforcement only.



You can’t confuse this one with a standard Glock.

CUTAWAY MODEL

The Cutaway is available in the G17, G17 Gen4, G19, G20, G21, G22,

G23. These are often found at trade shows, presentations and Glock

training courses. Openings are cut strategically throughout the

pistol to show all working parts. I first handled one at the Glock

armorer’s course, and it’s a great reference to see the Glock in ways

you would never otherwise get to see. Plus it’s really cool to look at.

For this book Glock shipped me a G17, and without the watchful

eye of an armorer’s course instructor, I was able to look at it a lot

closer, and actually get to take it apart and study it. I’ve even been

able to show it to some novice shooters in my family who were

unclear on how exactly how a Glock works, how the safeties



function, and now they understand. It’s very useful. Available to law

enforcement only.

GLOCKS YOU CAN’T HAVE

G18

Introduced in 1987. You might have noticed that after the G17 I

skipped a model number and went right to the G19. A newcomer to

the Glock might question why I did this, but those familiar with the

Glock know why. Glock aficionados have drooled over this one

every since it was first heard of - it’s the fully automatic G18.

The cutaway Glock gives you a full view of all the internal operations, including the safety

features. It’s as cool as it sounds.



The G18 has attained an almost mythical status among the Glock

faithful. Picture in your mind the Glock 17: maybe you own one,

maybe you don’t, but now imagine it could rattle off 1200 rounds

per minute. It takes one round .05 seconds to fire. That is a rate of

20 rounds per second (keep in mind there are only 33 rounds in a

Glock extended magazine). Wow.

While the G18 is based on the G17, there are eight unique parts,

plus a different frame. Gaston knows human nature, and he knows

the nature of the gun owner. He knew that if he made the G18 an

exact copy of the G17 plus the go-faster part or parts, then parts

would be swapped and/or replicated. So he made it in such a

manner that even if you had G18 parts, you couldn’t just add them

to a G17 - it wouldn’t fit.

The G18 shoots at a cyclic rate of 1200-1400 rounds per minute.

That’s fast. I think back to my Marine days when my issued weapon

was an M249 Squad Automatic Weapon (SAW). It had two settings:

fast and faster. At the fast setting it fired 800 rounds per minute. On

faster it fired 1000 rounds per minute. That’s really fast, and we

were taught to only set it at that high rate of fire when it became

gunked up and sluggish at the standard setting. I have fired it at the

1000-rounds-per-minute setting, and I can tell you, it’s ripping fast.

Almost like a chainsaw, which makes the name fitting. It’s hard to

imagine holding something in your hand that shoots faster than

that, and is way smaller and lighter. I haven’t fired one, but with my

experience with full-auto weapons, I can’t picture the G18 being

something you could control, at least not without a lot of training

and hands-on time.



The G18 is the handgun on everyone’s gun bucket list. A fully automatic 9mm handgun.

One of the issues found in the development of the G18 is that at a

cyclic rate of fire that high, there is a lot of friction that generates a

lot of heat. Adjustments were made to the frame to allow for cooling

as the slide cycles. When looking at a G18, it looks like Glock just

took a G17, machined in a space for the selector lever, then

reassembled the now-modified G17. This isn’t the case, and there

are a few key differences, of which Glock is hush-hush about. But

the end result is that you can’t simply take a G18 slide and mount it

to a G17 frame, it won’t fit.



Another popular topic is the Drop In Auto Sear, commonly

referred to as a DIAS. The DIAS replaces the slide plate, and comes

in a full-auto version and a select fire version. With this there is still

the requirement of all the appropriate NFA paperwork, licensing,

stamps, etc, but it is far cheaper than purchasing the rare G18 for

transfer.

So if this is something you can legally get, the next question to be

answered is, should you? That is an easy one. No. Sure, full auto is

fun, but this is one that should be passed up. A G17 frame is just not

made for full auto, and running one at 1200 rounds per minute is

going to cause a lot of heat, and that’s a problem.

A G18 has raised slide rails to allow for a larger gap between the

frame and the slide, which allows for heat dissipation. If you put a

DIAS (or other full-auto replicating device) on a non-G18 Glock, the

heat created will compromise the polymer frame. At the least it will

lead to sporadic operation and function failures, and at the worst

could lead to a catastrophic failure. It’s just not worth it.



The G24 is the predecessor to the G35. This one is a compensated model.

G24

The G24 is the .40 equivalent to the G17L. It was introduced six

years after the G17L, in 1994, had a great run in competitive

shooting, then died off two months after the G17L in June of 1999.

It suffered the same fate as the G17L — the IPSC Box — and was

replaced by the G35, which is the .40 version of the G34. The G24

was never very popular, and was a victim of terrible timing on the

part of Glock. It was introduced just as the competition world

became obsessed with the .38 Super and 25-round magazines, so it



wasn’t met with much fanfare. Then just as the competition world

was moving back to the likes of the G24, out came the IPSC box. So

Glock introduced the G35, and the G24 went out with a whimper.

Not a lot of them were sold. The G35, on the other hand, is quite

popular.

The G28 is a sub-compact .380 — but you’ll never see it on this side of the pond — unless

you’re Law Enforcement.

G25 and G28

Not a lot of information can be found on the G25 and G28, because

they aren’t imported into the United States. Both are blowback

operated and chambered in .380 ACP. The G25 is the compact size



equivalent to the G19 (which is big for a .380), and the G28 is the

sub-compact equivalent to the G26.

The Glock website says these are law enforcement only, and

supposedly it is something law enforcement agencies can get their

hands on. However, I cannot picture these being hot sellers inside

the US, when we have access to all of the other calibers that Glock

has, but in smaller packages. Who would issue their officers a G19

size handgun in a .380? I hope no one. Since it’s blowback operated,

it doesn’t meet the minimum point requirement for import into the

US, for civilians.

The G25 and G28 are offered because some countries do not

allow arms of military calibers. So the 9mm is off limits, and

apparently the .45 ACP and .40 S&W are more for American tastes.

One would think the .357 SIG would be offered in these countries as

a viable option. Nope, they want a .380.

Now that Glock production facilities have been set up inside the

US, it’s entirely possible that these two models could be made here

and offered to the civilian populace. It would be extremely

surprising if that ever happened, especially now with the G42 model

being available.



CHAPTER 17:

MAGAZINES AND

ACCESSORIES

Cheap plastic crap. That’s what we would have called it thirty years

ago. And for the most part, thirty years ago stuff made out of plastic

was pretty much crap. Much has changed in thirty years, most

notably the strength of plastic, as well as our opinion on plastic. In

the gun world, Glock is the reason why our opinion on plastic has

changed. Glock is the godfather of polymer pistols, and is still the

best at it. There are other companies that do a great job of making

polymer and have made great progress, but none have yet to catch

Glock.

But Glock isn’t just about polymer handguns, they make other

polymer products equally well. The Glock line of accessories all are

based on the same driving principles as their handguns. Simple.

Tough. Works well. Priced right (Note: I didn’t say “cheap,” I said

“priced right.” They are at a reasonable price, and for the quality you

get, it’s a very good deal).

It’s a bit ironic, but in most books about gun companies, the

chapter about accessories isn’t as important as the chapters about

the actual firearms, like they’re almost an afterthought. With Glock,

however, when you’re talking about accessories, you’re talking

about how the company got started. When Gaston founded the



Glock company in 1963, it wasn’t to produce firearms. Some of the

things he made were a knife/bayonet for the Austrian army, the

Feldmesser 78; an entrenching tool (feldspaten); and grenade

casings (the plastic shell that the fragments and explosives are

housed in). He also made plastic and metal items for the civilian

market, such as shower rods.

Glock magazines are about as fine as you can get. They’re extremely tough and reliable.

MAGAZINES

One thing I commonly hear or read is that Glock magazines aren’t

forward compatible, specifically that previous generation magazines

won’t work in Gen4 Glocks. This isn’t entirely accurate; in fact it’s

only the case approximately ten percent of the time, because ten

percent of people are left handed, and therefore will switch the



Glock magazine catch to the right side (the side for left-handed

shooters). Of course, I don’t know what percentage of left-handed

shooters are right eye dominant and won’t switch the mag catch, or

how what additional percentage of right handed shooters are left

eye dominant and will switch. The gist, however, is that the old

magazines are only affected when the ambidextrous magazine catch

is switched.



Glock magazines have changed over the years. Left to right is Gen1 through Gen4. All will

work in all generations of that same caliber, with the exception that Gen1 through Gen3

mags won’t work with a Gen4 handgun that has had the magazine catch reversed to the

left-handed side.



The three standard sizes of Glock magazine, left to right: Standard (G17), Compact (G19),

and Sub-Compact (G26).



The large frame Glock magazines like this one for the G20 (left) are larger than the

standard frame Glocks, like this G17 magazine.



The G42 magazine is its own entity, no other Glock magazine is like it.

If you have an older Glock there are no worries if you do lose or

break a magazine, because new magazines will work. When you

have a rock-solid workhorse like a Glock, the last thing you want is

to have it phased out due to not being able to feed it ammunition

thanks to magazine incompatibility.

You won’t be in that situation with an old Glock. My G17 Gen1

and Gen2 work just as well as my Gen3 and Gen4, and thanks to

backward compatible magazines I can keep using them. If those

magazines break or get lost, I’ll always be able to buy new ones that

will work in it. On the flip side, I can grab those old magazines and

they’ll work in my new Gen4 G17, as long as I don’t flip the

magazine release.

There are essentially three sizes of magazines, plus some

additional sizes that could be classified as oddball. First, there are



the standard-size magazines. They come with the standard-frame

models, such as the G17, G22, and G34, and also come in a large

frame size for the large-frame handguns like the G20 and G21. The

standard-size magazines also work in the compact and sub-compact

pistols of the same caliber.

Second are the compact-size magazines. They are for the compact-

frame handguns, such as the G19 and G23, and work with the sub-

compact framed pistols of the same caliber, but not the standard

frame pistols. There is no large frame compact pistol equivalent.

The third size is the sub-compact magazines, which are for the

sub-compact handguns like the G26 and G27. The large-frame

handguns do have a sub-compact version, such as the G29 and G30.

These do not work in any of the compact or standard-frame models

of the same caliber.

Next are the oddballs. First is the high capacity magazine that

holds 33 rounds, and only comes in 9mm. It works in all of the

9mm pistols, and looks especially lethal in the G26 (tongue in

cheek). The next one, which is mostly forgotten in most states, is

the infamous 10-round magazine. These were brought on by the

1994 Assault Weapons Ban, which restricted magazine capacity to

ten rounds. This ban expired in 2004, and gone were the 10-round

magazines, except in states which kept the ban, such as

Massachusetts and California. Those states still use the 10-round

magazine. The rest of us can find them online; they do make great

magazines for GSSF competitions. The last oddball magazines go to

the three oddball Glock pistols, the G36 with the slimline frame, the

G43, and the G42 with the micro-frame.

MAGAZINE CHANGES:



GEN1

The first magazine was not fully metal lined, and didn’t have a

disassembly hole in the floor plate. The shoulder had a prominent

ledge, which would disappear by the third generation. The very first

magazines did not drop free, which is something European makers

prefer - you had to press the mag catch button and pull the

magazine out with the other hand. The premise is that since the

shooter already has his or her hand on the magazine, he or she

might as well keep it and stow it away.

However, American shooters prefer the mag to drop free and get

out of the way. As the first mag is dropping, the shooter already has

the next magazine ready for reload. I’ve seen videos of some

shooters who have the next magazine loaded before the first one

even has time to hit the ground. To answer the call, Glock stopped

making drop-free mags.



The Gen1 magazine was rounded at the top where the slide picks up the cartridge, and the

follower had two legs with a hole on the right side for the magazine spring to rest in. The

floor plate had no hole for disassembly.

GEN2

The Glock armorer’s book doesn’t break out a second generation of

magazine, but enough changes have been made that it should. At

the least, you should know it’s out there. For one, the floor plate

now has a hole to assist in disassembly. It’s still not easy, but it’s

better than it was. To go with the hole, an insert was added to that

had a nub that locked into the hole. The shoulder ledge on the left



side of the magazine now also has an angle added to it, toward the

rear of the side. The follower also changed and now has a hole that

goes through the whole follower base, where the magazine spring

connects with it. This magazine was also not fully lined.

The shoulder of a first generation magazine had a prominent ledge.



The Gen2 magazine still has the prominent ledge for a shoulder. The floor plate now has a

hole for ease of disassembly and the follower now has a hole on the right side for the

magazine spring to connect to.



The shoulder on the left side of a Gen2 magazine has an added angle that the Gen1

magazine did not have.

GEN3

Just like in the Gen3 handguns, the Gen3 magazines have had the

most changes since the previous generation. The magazine went

through a pretty major overhaul. First, the magazine sleeve went

through some changes, most noticeable a notch added to the front

of the magazine, just above the magazine catch notch, exposing the

metal liner. It also had the shoulder near the top smoothed out, so

it’s no longer a ledge.



The Gen3 magazine has had the shoulder smoothed out so there is no ledge.

The Gen3 magazine has larger cartridge view holes, a caliber marking at the top, and the

exposed metal at the cartridge feed slot is now squared off instead of round.



The Gen3 mag follower is completely different, and there is now a notch above the mag

catch notch.

On the back of the magazine sleeve, at the top where the cartridge

is picked up out of the magazine, the exposed metal liner is squared

off instead of rounded. Also, the cartridge view holes are larger, with

more metal liner exposed. The caliber is now marked prominently at

the top back of the magazine. Internally, the magazine spring has

changed, as has the insert. The follower also went through a big

change, and is completely different. It is also now fully lined.

GEN4

There’s one major difference between the Gen3 and Gen4 magazine,

and that is the mag catch slot cut on right side of mag, for left hand

shooters. This makes the magazine ambidextrous. It’s a big step



forward, and it’s good to see Glock make the step. Aside from that,

there’s no other difference between magazines.

The Gen4 magazine sleeve is now ambidextrous.

ACCESSORIES

The Glock E-Tool folds into a nice little package. Turn the knob to open, turn it again to

close.



Though it’s not a substitute for an actual branch saw, it works well for in the field or

clearing lanes of fire. It’s a great addition to have in the E-Tool.

The E-Tool fully extended with the saw.

GLOCK ENTRENCHING TOOL

Known in the Austrian army as Feldspaten, the E-Tool is a very

different design than the one issued to me while I was in the

Marines, and for that matter I haven’t seen anything like it issued to



any other country. The handle telescopes out in two sections that

you twist to lock. Fold open the shovel and twist the handle to lock

it into the spade position, or a 90 degree angle for hacking stuff. The

polymer handle fills your hand nicely.

I’ve dug, I’ve hacked, I’ve chopped, and this is one tough E-Tool.

I’ve bent a few of the all metal E-Tools issued to us, and I’ve even

broken one. But I haven’t hurt this one yet. I have one attached to

my ATV, and I love it. I’d like to get a couple more, one for my truck

and one for my pack. It’s just a great tool to have around.

We’ve seen this before. The texture looks a little on the familiar side, too.

GLOCK FIELD KNIVES: MODEL 78 AND MODEL

81

There are two models of Field Knives, or Feldmesser in Austria: the

Model 78 and Model 81. Both are available in three colors: olive

drab, black, and sand. They were developed with the direct input of

Austrian Army Rangers. The Model 78 is a standard 6.5-inch field

knife with a clip-point blade made of spring steel with a Rockwell

hardness of 50-55, and a black, non-reflective phosphate treatment.



The blade is ⁄  inch thick, and is solid. It has a non-slip polymer

handle, and is super tough, just like Glock pistols. The guard keeps

your hand away from the blade and doubles as a bottle opener, of

which I can vouch for - it works really well. Just be watchful of what

you do with the blade when you open that bottle, it’s very sharp. The

total length is 11.4 inches.

It’s also balanced for throwing - and I’m a big fan of any knife that

you can throw. Not because I am an 80s movie action hero, but

because I just like throwing stuff. I really like the design of the

kydex sheath - the knife can go in either way, for mounting on your

right or left side, and the lock is simple, yet very secure.

The Model 81 is the same, except with a saw on the back of the

knife, which Glock refers to as a root saw. The saw is an interesting

design; the serrations are crosscut, forming an X, instead of typical

serrations that run perpendicular to the blade. With it, I can saw

through a two-inch sapling in no time at all. This knife would make

an outstanding survival knife.

The edge on a Glock field knife is very good. Out of the box it’s

sharp, and it holds its edge well. It’s not for knife snobs, but a good

working knife. The knife itself is very durable. It’s a slender knife,

made for fighting, but very solid. I used my Model 78 to cut down a

three-inch tree, and did it in no time. For how much this thing costs,

I don’t think you can find a better knife. It’s not as heavy duty as a

K-Bar, but it’s darn close. If a K-Bar is 50/50 fighting-utility knife, I

would say the Glock Knife is 70/30 fighting-utility knife. I’ve done

plenty of hacking of small branches and it’s still as solid as when it

was new in box. The tang is different than the standard one - it runs

through the length of the handle, however the last several inches

3
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open up into a cavity to insert an adaptor that turn it into a bayonet,

which is the issue bayonet for the Austrian Army.

Model 78 (bottom) and Model 81. Both are the same, except the 81 has a saw on the blade

back.

The blade is ⁄  inch and heavy duty. The bottle opener works well, too.
3
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The model 81.

The saw found on the model 81 has unique and effective design. Soft woods will clog it up

though, so keep the teeth clean while cutting.



Remove the cap, insert the bayonet adaptor into the rear cavity, and the Feldmesser 78/81

becomes a bayonet.

Slide the blade into the sheath and the latch locks securely onto the guard. It’s extremely

secure.



The belt attachment is ingenious and very secure.

It’s very solid metal, and you’re not going to get any blade wobble.

When I’m up in my Northwoods cabin, I always have mine with me.

In fact, I bought one and liked it so much that I’ve bought one of

each color. I’ve used it like a hatchet to cut saplings and I’ve used it

like a machete to clear brush. I’d like to say I’ve gutted a deer with

it, but I haven’t been so lucky the last few seasons.

GLOCK TACTICAL LIGHTS: GTL-10 AND GTL-22

I don’t know how many people know this, but Glock makes tactical

weapon lights, too. Two models to be exact, and they are made quite

well, using the ultra-tough Glock polymer. One is a tactical light

only, and one is a light/laser combo. The GTL-10 tactical light uses a

Xenon bulb, has a 70-lumen focusable beam, and weighs three

ounces with batteries. The GTL-22 light/laser combo uses the same

light, but adds a laser. You can zero the laser to your handgun for

accuracy. It can be set to four modes; off, light only, laser only, or

light and laser. The batteries seem to last, I’ve had my GTL-22 for

over six months and I’m still on the same batteries. It can also be

mounted on rifle accessory rails - I will mount mine on my AR on

occasion. Did I mention that it’s tough?



A lot of companies talk of the durability of their products, and

how well they stand up to the elements. I can tell you firsthand how

well the GTL 22 stands up to the elements, and not by my intention.

I mounted my new, hot-out-of-the-box GTL 22 onto my new, hot-

out-of-the-box G34. The problem was it didn’t completely lock into

place, but it felt firm enough. I was up at my cabin, shooting some

gun video for my YouTube channel. I was shooting through my last

magazine, with the GTL 22 mounted, but not turned on - I was

testing how it affected the already minimal recoil. The slide locked

to the rear, so with the gun pointed down range I dropped the

magazine and racked the slide a couple times and peered over the

top into the chamber for a safety check. I placed the Glock in my

range bag, and loaded it in my truck for home. Later that night,

upon taking the G34 out of the range bag, I notice the GTL 22 was

missing. It wasn’t so much a “notice” as it was an, “Oh, crap!”

moment. I frantically felt around the range bag, but nothing.



Did you know that Glock makes tactical lights and a laser?

I pulled out the video camera and watched the clip of the G34.

Sure enough, two rounds before the end of the magazine it rolled off

the front. I noted the spot in the yard in which I was standing.

Unfortunately I knew it would be two weeks before I was up there

again. I was kicking myself, and hoping the light would be OK. My

land sits about two miles from the Wisconsin river, and the part of

the land in which my cabin sits is not much higher than the river

water level, so it stays pretty moist most of the year. 2014 was

wetter than most, due to the melt-off of the unusually large amount

of snow for northern Wisconsin coupled with the unusually wet

spring. Puddles were everywhere and what wasn’t a puddle felt like

a wet, spongy bog. During the period in which the GTL 22 laid there



neglected in the elements, the area was subjected to no less than

three serious thunderstorms and an almost daily shower.

Upon returning to the cabin, the grass was longer and the surface

just as wet. I was concerned I wouldn’t find it. The worry was

unfounded — after less than a minute of searching I retrieved the

GTL 22, half submerged in a puddle of muck. I wiped it off and it

looked no worse for wear. After doing a quick function check, it was

working perfectly. In fact, after wiping it down later that evening, it

looks just like it did when I pulled it from the box.

Some say the 70-lumen light isn’t bright enough, but I found it to

be more than adequate. Is it time for them to upgrade to an LED

light of higher lumens? Sure. But until then, this one still works

great. I really like the adjustable light; I found that having a room-

filling light is great for home defense — better for me than a focused

beam. In that scenario, the light is plenty bright enough for a long

hallway, it doesn’t need to reach out to 50 yards. And since the light

isn’t a focused beam but fills the room, you don’t have to point your

firearm at a person to identify them, which you absolutely do not

want to do when you have family in the house.



A great combo — The G17 Gen4 and a GTL 22.

HOLSTERS

Glock makes two simple yet effective holsters. They aren’t my first

choice in a carry holster, yet they are very serviceable, and are cheap

enough that you can have them around, just in case you might need

a holster. The first is a duty holster, and it covers the entire

handgun except the grip. It also comes with a retention strap to

prevent gun snatchings. It fits all the standard-size Glocks of

standard frame and slide, which are the G17, G22, and G31. It has a

slide-through belt slot and two drain holes in the bottom. It comes

in left or right hand models, and it’s about $21 on the Glock website.



The other model is the sport/combat holster, which Glock sells

for $14. This one covers from about halfway up the magazine catch

button down to just in front of the trigger guard. This one is an

open-bottom holster which gives you the option of holstering the

sub-compact and compact frames, as well as the full-size. It comes

in two models, one for the standard frame models, and one for the

large frame models (which also hold the .45 GAP models). One or

the other holster fits all models of Glock except the G36 and G42. It

has belt slots on both ends of the holster, with cutouts so you can

cut it to fit your belt. It also allows for Outside the Waistband

(OWB) or Inside the Waistband (IWB) carry.



The combat/sport holster. You can carry it IWB, or OWB. For $14, it can’t be beat.



The duty holster. It’s a great, cost effective choice.

MISCELLANEOUS STUFF

Those who love the Glock, really love the Glock. To some the Glock

just looks like a non-descript brick, but to others, it’s the image of

the modern day handgun. Its image is as recognizable as an AK47 or

an AR15. Those who love the Glock, love to collect Glock stuff.

While a few things, such as coffee mugs and patches, can be found

on the Glock website, there’s a lot of fun stuff that can be found on

various auction websites like Ebay.

You can find keychains, pictures, crystal paperweights, press

passes to historic events, and much, much more. Probably one of

my favorite things I’ve seen, is a 1:5 working, non-firing, replica of a

Glock. The slide functions, the magazine comes out, and the trigger

pulls. I haven’t gotten my hands on one yet, but I want one.



You can find all kinds of Glock memorabilia on the Glock website, or on auction sites.



CHAPTER 18:

MAINTENANCE/DISASSEM

BLY

Cleaning and maintenance on my Glock has been one of the things I

have struggled with the most. It’s the simplest weapon maintenance

there is, which is why it has been a hard conversion for me. For the

duration of my entire Marine Corps infantry career, every Friday we

would march ourselves down to the armory and check out our

weapon for maintenance. For the first couple years my issue

weapon was an M16A2. The next few years it was an M249 Squad

Automatic Weapon (SAW) and M9 Beretta. After that it was just an

M9.



Some different products that work great with Glock. You’ll only need about seven drops.

A big part of that was slathering so much CLP in and on the

weapon that trying to hold it was like trying to grab an oiled-up

piglet at a state fair. One weapon got as much CLP as what the

entire Austrian Army uses on all their Glocks. The amount used was

dependent on the unit and the armorer, though. While at Twenty

Nine Palms, CA, (which in case you haven’t been there, is a bone-

dry desert) we didn’t use as much. Sand sticks to CLP. But while in

the sub-tropic of Okinawa, Japan, our Armorer told us if he didn’t

see a puddle of CLP on the floor beneath our rifle when he came in



Monday morning, he would call us back in, and for good reason —

most weapons needed it.

I remember when we went on a short cruise from Okinawa to

South Korea on the USS Dubuque, we slathered on the CLP until it

was dripping off, then loaded the weapons into the conex box. Upon

reaching our destination, we stood in line to receive our weapons.

As the armorer handed each of us our weapons — just about every

surface that wasn’t plastic or alloy, had a faint hint of orange rust on

it. This, despite all the CLP we put on it.

None of that is a concern with Glock pistols, and at first it was

hard for me to grasp that. My tendency was to use a lot of CLP. But I

have learned the error of my ways, and now I clean it properly.

Some people say you should only clean your Glock every thousand

rounds or so. Some people say you shouldn’t clean your Glock until

you notice a degradation in function. I’m not buying into that one,

and probably won’t ever. I have seen police trade-ins for sale that

look like they haven’t been cleaned since being put into service.

DISASSEMBLY

Before maintenance can be done, the pistol must first be

disassembled. Disassembly is so simple, I don’t want to insult

anyone’s intelligence by including it in this book, but I feel it would

be incomplete if I don’t.

First, make safe - remove the magazine, lock the slide to the rear,

and visually and physically check the chamber to ensure it is empty.

Next, point the gun in a safe direction and pull the trigger. Using the

disassembly grip (grasp the pistol so that your four fingers are over



the slide, and the thumb rests behind the grip, where the web of

your hand would be in a firing grip), pull the slide back about ⁄  inch

(the barrel hood will drop out of the ejection port, coming out of

battery), and with your other hand, pull down the slide lock on both

sides.

Grab the slide and pull it forward and off the frame. Push the

recoil spring assembly forward with the thumb, and lift out. Grab

the barrel by the locking cam, push it slightly forward, then lift out.

Be careful to not drop the slide - while it’s as tough as it gets when

fully assembled, there are three points on the slide that can be

damaged when disassembled. If you drop the slide and it lands on

the guide ring it can bend, or if it lands on the rear slide rails, those

can be damaged. Either one will convert your slide into an expensive

paperweight.

Your Glock is now disassembled as far as a non-certified Glock

Armorer can get it. Disassembly past this point will void the

warranty. One other thing to note: in my early days of Glock

ownership, to disassemble I would grasp the slide, pull back on it,

pull down on the slide lock then pull the trigger. The recoil spring is

under slight pressure, and using this method can eject the slide off

the frame, which could cause the slide to hit the floor and

potentially damage it (the guide ring at the front of the slide can get

bent, rendering the slide inoperable). It is best to use the

recommended method, as you will be in control of the slide during

the entire procedure.
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Field disassembled Glock Gen4.



The disassembly grip.

REASSEMBLY

Just as simple as disassembly, but there is one detail to pay

attention to. First, take the barrel by the bottom lug and insert it

into the slide. Place the recoil spring/guide rod assembly small end

into the guide ring, large end seated into the half-moon cut of the

barrel lug. This is the important detail: make sure the large end is

fully seated, and that the guide rod is perfectly centered on the

barrel. If you don’t, you’ll feel resistance putting the slide on the

frame, and once it’s assembled and you pull the slide back, it won’t

go back properly, and the slide will get kind of stuck, and it can be a

little difficult to disassemble. Yes, I’ve done it.



Next, line up the slide grooves with the frame rails and push the

slide onto the frame.

CLEANING

The gear needed for cleaning includes a nylon AP (All Purpose)

brush, bore brush, rod, patches, a rag and a good

cleaner/lubricant/protectant. There are a lot of really good products

out there that can be used for cleaning, lubricating, and protecting.

I’ve seen a lot of tests, using a metal sheet with the various products

applied to it, then sprayed with a salt water solution. Based on this,

the best protectant out there remains Breakfree CLP. Others come

close, but none are better. There are better cleaners, there are better

lubricants, but if you want something that does all three, it’s still

the best. Never use Nitrate-based solvents such as Hoppe’s #9 on a

Glock, it’s not good for nickel plating.



Use a dry nylon brush to scrub all the surfaces. The inside of the slide will need extra

attention, but stay away from solvents as much as possible. You shouldn’t need them

anyway.



Follow the nylon brush with wood cotton swabs until they come out clean.

As for other solvents - you’ll only need them for the bore. Except

in rare situations, you won’t need it for anything else. If you do need

to use solvent, make sure that when you are done you completely

remove the solvent so that the surface is dry, and NEVER get

solvent inside the firing pin channel. To use solvent on the slide,

hold it so that the rear of the slide is pointed up, so that no solvent

drips enters the firing pin channel. Solvent or lubricant attracts dirt

and if dirt builds up inside the firing pin channel it can impeded

proper function of the handgun.



For general maintenance, the best method is to use a dry nylon

brush and go over all the surfaces until all fouling has been

loosened, then wipe it down with a rag to get it off. I finish up with

wood cotton swabs to get in the nooks and crannies. Make sure to

get under the extractor hook and the slide grooves (if your Glock is

new, there will be a reddish-bronze paste in the slide grooves. Don’t

remove this, it’s a high-temperature lubricant that Glock applies at

the factory - it needs to be worked in.

Make sure to punch the bore.

DETAILED MAINTENANCE

BARREL



Punch the bore using the proper bore brush, giving it two to four

passes, depending on how dirty it is. Push patches through until

they come out clean. With the dry nylon brush, clean the feed ramp

until all fouling is gone. Also scrub the lug area. When done, wipe

all surfaces down with the rag, making sure it’s completely dry and

free of all residue.

SLIDE

(Note: there is a copper colored substance that is factory applied to

the inside of the slide. Do not remove; allow it to work its way into

the slide as it naturally wears away). With the nylon AP brush, go

over the entire inside of the slide, until all fouling is loosened. Extra

focus should be given to the breech face, under the extractor hook,

slide grooves, and the ejection port. Wipe it with a rag to pick up the

loosened fouling, and finish up using cotton swabs to get the detail

areas. Makes sure it’s completely dry.

FRAME

With a dry nylon AP brush, start by going over the inside surface of

the frame, looking for fouling as you go. Focus on the metal rails

and the area where the locking block, locking block pin, trigger bar,

and slide stop all converge at the frame. Also make sure to hit the

area to the rear of the trigger assembly where the cruciform and

ejector are located. Pull a rag up through the grip, then use it to

wipe down what you can reach. Use cotton swabs for all of the hard-

to-reach places, and once again make sure it’s completely dry.



When you buy a new Glock, you’ll find a copper colored substance along the inside of the

slide — leave it, it will eventually wear away.

RECOIL SPRING

Scrub between the coils with the Nylon brush, then wipe down with

rag. Inspect the spring and guide rod for any obvious wear. Make

sure it’s…(drum roll)… completely dry.

MAGAZINES

Try to keep your magazines as dry and free from debris as possible.

Unless you notice issues with function, it’s not necessary to

disassemble magazines - in fact Glock recommends that you don’t.

Just wipe it dry with a rag, and clean the follower area with a cotton

swab. Sometimes I’ll push down on the follower with the nylon

brush and give the inside a quick clean with a cotton swab.

If you find it necessary to disassemble the magazine, insert the

Glock armorer’s tool (or a pin punch) into the hole in the floor plate

and push in as far as possible. Never use a wood cotton swab - it’s

not strong enough and will break off. Once it’s broken off inside the

magazine, it is really hard to get out. It can prevent the floor plate



from being pushed in to disassemble the magazine to remove it. I

speak from experience.

Once the armorer’s tool is pushed in as far as it will go, use it to

pry the floor plate slightly forward. Use your thumb to cover the

floor plate and press down to control the compressed magazine

spring. Remove the armorer’s tool, then the floor plate, and ease the

thumb out to release spring tension. Remove the spring, insert, and

follower. A rag should get out all the debris and residue. Stubborn

areas can be scrubbed with the nylon brush. Before you reassemble,

make sure it’s completely dry so as not to attract debris.

LUBRICATION

Unlike other firearms - especially pre-Glock and non-polymer

designs which require a light coating of lubricant/protectant - the

Glock needs very little. Buy a high-quality oil or grease product.

Since so little is used it will last you a long time. For the most part,

specific points are being lubed, so I prefer a syringe-style applicator.

Glock recommends seven drops at specific points, but my instructor

at the armorer’s course uses less than four.



Place one drop of lubricant on each slide groove. I hold that end up and let it run down

through the slide grooves. When you reassemble the pistol, work the action a couple of

times to distribute it along the slide groove and rails.

Place a drop where the barrel hood contacts the slide, and spread it around.

The most important location is a drop placed under the connector

hook (right next to the rear right frame rail). This makes for a



smoother trigger pull and prevents damage to the trigger bar and

connector. Next place one drop on each of the two slide rail grooves

and allow the drops to run the length of the grooves (once

assembled and the action worked, the drops will spread to where

they need to go).

Glock recommends that you place a drop on the inside of the slide

where the barrel hood contacts the slide, but use very little since the

barrel hood also gets a drop. Place one drop each at the barrel lug,

barrel hood, and, using your finger, spread a drop around the

outside of the barrel.

The most important drop is placed under the connector hook. The lubricant will travel

down the connector to where the connector meets the trigger bar. This makes the trigger

pull smoother and prevents damage to these two parts.



Lightly lubricate all around the barrel, barrel hood, and barrel lug. One drop should

cover the whole thing, but you might need an extra one for the barrel lug.

One important point to stress: you never want to leave any

lubrication or solvent in the magazine or firing pin channel, it’s a

magnet for debris. Another serious point, but a rather funny one if

you think about someone actually doing this, concerns the hole on

the underside of the slide, right behind the breech face. This is not

an oil fill port. Don’t inject oil into it until oil is flowing from all

other holes. In the popular vernacular among today’s youth, LOL.

DETAILED DISASSEMBLY/ASSEMBLY

Warning: This if for informational purposes only. Detailed

disassembly/assembly should only be done by certified armorers.

When done by a non-certified person, it can void your warranty by

Glock.

DISASSEMBLY

Start with a field disassembled pistol. To disassemble the slide, hold

the slide muzzle end down, resting on a table or firm, flat surface.



Insert the armorer’s tool punch between the spacer firing pin lug

and the spacer sleeve and push down on the spacer sleeve. Use the

thumb on your opposite hand to cover the slide cover plate, sliding

it out from its position. Make sure to keep your thumb covering the

space vacated by the slide cover plate, as you slide it out - everything

under it is under spring tension.

The slide cover plate on newer pistols can be hard to remove and

may require extra effort. If it still won’t budge, a small flathead

screwdriver can be positioned between the slide and slide cover

plate to lever it off, but do so cautiously so as not to damage the

plate. Pull out the extractor depressor plunger assembly by grasping

the plunger or spring. It’s comprised of three parts; the extractor

depressor plunger, extractor depressor spring, and spring loaded

bearing. Other parts of the armorer’s manual refer to these parts as

“rod, spring, and bearing.” Unless you’re replacing worn parts, it’s

not necessary to disassemble the three parts, although it is done by

simply pulling them apart.

Using the firing pin lug, pull the firing pin assembly out. To

disassemble the firing pin assembly, it’s easiest to use the slide to

assist you in disassembly, so use it as a base - set it on a hard

surface on its end, muzzle down. Take the firing pin assembly, and

insert the firing pin spacer sleeve into the firing pin channel,

making sure the lug is to the side, so that it does not go into the

channel. Pinching the firing pin spring between your thumb and

forefinger, pull down as far as you can, and grab the two spring cup

halves with your other hand (they are small and easily lost).

Gradually ease up on the spring until the tension is released, then

pull it off the firing pin. Remove the firing pin spacer sleeve. It’s not



necessary to disassemble the firing pin assembly unless you’re

replacing parts. Also, if one half of the spring cup is damaged or lost,

it’s important to replace both, since they break in together. It’s

difficult to replace only one anyway, since they come as a pair.

To remove the extractor, turn it down so it is facing your work

surface and press the firing pin safety. The extractor will fall out.

Then turn the slide over and the firing pin safety will fall out. Don’t

intentionally remove the spring from the firing pin safety, but

should it come out, press either end of the spring into position in

the firing pin safety. Compress the spring fully and give it a quarter

turn.

To disassemble the frame, always start with the locking block pin

- or as the instructor at the armorer’s course called it, the first pin.

It’s the first pin out, and the first pin to be inserted back in during

assembly. It’s a steel pin, and like all the other pins, should be

removed left to right, and re-inserted right to left. The pins are not

directional, so it doesn’t matter which way the pin is flipped, it just

needs to be inserted right to left. After the locking block pin is

removed, remove the trigger mechanism housing pin (rear grip pin),

then the trigger pin. You’ll need to wiggle the slide lock to get that

one out. After that pin is out, simply lift the slide stop lever out of

the frame.



The secret to getting out the magazine catch — a dental pick-type tool to move and lift the

spring out of the slot.

Next, place the armorer’s tool pin punch under the locking block

lip and pry out until you can grasp it with your fingers. Then lift

straight up on the ejector and the trigger mechanism housing

assembly will slide out, followed by the trigger bar and trigger. Now,

holding the trigger mechanism housing in your left hand and the

trigger in your right, push the trigger away from you, rotating the

cruciform out of the drop safety slot. The trigger bar will still be

attached to the housing by way of the trigger spring — work the

trigger spring off of the trigger bar. Turn the spring over and take it

off the housing.

To remove the connector, look on the opposite side of the housing

and there is a slot with a round hole in the middle. Insert the

armorer’s tool punch into that hole, and push out the connector. Do

not remove the connector by grabbing it and pulling it out, the



connector can become bent, and once that happens it will need to be

replaced. Older models do not have that hole on the opposite side

for easy connector removal. For those, carefully insert a small flat-

head screwdriver under the connector and slide it towards the part

that goes into the housing. Get as close as possible to that point

before trying to pry, otherwise the connector can once again become

damaged.

To remove the slide lock, lay the frame on its side, and using the

armorer’s tool, press down on the flat slide lock spring. The slide

lock should just fall out, but if it doesn’t, jiggle it. Using the

armorer’s tool or needlenose pliers, remove the slide lock spring,

being careful to not bend it.

To remove the magazine catch, hold the frame so that you can see

into the magazine well. Pinch both sides of the magazine catch to

prevent it from moving. Taking a small screwdriver (or better yet, a

dental pick-type tool), push the magazine catch spring up and

towards the U-shaped cut in the magazine catch. Once out, the

magazine catch will slide out. The magazine catch spring can be

removed with needlenose pliers, but don’t do it. When reinserted it

can easily be pushed through the frame wall, damaging your

firearm.



Make sure the lip of the slide lock is up and pointed to the rear.

ASSEMBLY

To reassemble the Glock pistol, insert the magazine catch, lifting up

on the magazine catch spring so that the catch can slide underneath

it. Using the flathead screwdriver, lift the magazine catch spring

back into the U-shaped notch in the magazine catch. Before you go

any further, it might be a good idea to insert an empty magazine

into the well to confirm that the magazine catch does in fact hold

the magazine in place, then press the catch to make sure it properly

releases it.

Insert the slide lock spring into position, then press down on it

with the armorer’s tool while inserting the slide lock over the spring



and into position. Ensure the slide lock lip is facing up, and to the

rear. If not properly positioned, the slide could disengage from the

frame when the trigger is pulled.

Insert the connector into its slot, using care to press right at the

position of the slot - use the armorer’s tool pin punch to press at

that spot for best results. Pressing higher up on the connector can

cause it to bend, and once it’s damaged it would need to be replaced.

Make sure it’s fully seated in position. To install the coil trigger

spring, hold it in front of you so that the top hook and bottom hook

form an “S” shape.

Hook the top end of the “S” through the hole located on the

bottom arm of the trigger bar, and the bottom end of the “S”

through the hole on the top of the trigger mechanism. Push the

trigger bar away from you so that you can insert the left cruciform

arm into the drop safety slot, then pull the trigger bar toward you,

which twists the cruciform arm into position. Now take the entire

trigger assembly and insert the trigger into its slot in the frame,

while at the same time inserting the trigger mechanism housing

into the frame. It should slide smoothly into place, press to ensure

it’s completely seated.

Slide the locking block into place, then insert the locking block

pin, right to left. Whenever inserting a pin, use one of the corners of

the square end of the armorer’s tool to finish pressing the pin into

place - this will center the pin in the frame. This pin must be

inserted first, because the slide stop lever actually uses the locking

block pin to create tension on its spring.

Next, insert the trigger mechanism housing pin (grip pin) into its

hole and press into place, making sure it’s centered in the frame



using the method mentioned above (Note: The Gen4 comes with

two trigger mechanism housing pins: one short pin for use without

a backstrap, and one long pin for use with a backstrap).

Insert the slide stop lever - spring up and forward - into the left-

most slot. The spring will slip in just under the locking block pin. I

have seen this inserted after the locking block pin, and what will

generally happen is the spring won’t be positioned under the locking

block pin, so it has insufficient tension to keep the slide stop lever

down in position, so it will want to pop up every time the slide is

cycled, causing the slide to lock back. At this point I like to look

through the trigger pin hole from the left to ensure everything is

lined up, as I insert the trigger pin. You will usually have to wiggle

the slide stop lever back and forth to get the pin in place. Once in

place, make sure the pin is centered in the frame.

To reassemble the slide, first place the firing pin safety into its

hole. Next, insert the extractor into its slot, while at the same time

pressing on the firing pin safety — both pieces should lock into

place. Next, insert the extractor depressor plunger assembly into the

slide, metal end first. One important thing to remember when

assembling the Glock pistol is always keep polymer on polymer and

metal on metal. So in the instance of the extractor depressor

plunger assembly, the metal end goes in first and makes contact

with the extractor, also made of metal. The spring-loaded bearing

end, made of polymer goes in last and makes contact with the

polymer slide cover plate.

To reassemble the firing pin assembly, insert the firing pin into

the firing pin spacer sleeve - the firing pin lug should slide all the

way forward in the spacer sleeve slot. Slide the firing pin spring onto



the firing pin. Using the slide as you did during disassembly, slide

the firing pin spacer sleeve into the firing pin channel. Pull the

spring down as far as you can with one hand, then insert the spring

cups narrow end down. Slowly ease up on the spring, allowing the

end of the spring to slip over the narrow end of the spring cup, and

move into its position.

Turn the firing pin assembly around and insert it into the firing

pin channel, so that the lug moves into the slot. Start the slide cover

plate into its slot, and hold it in place while pushing down on the

firing pin spacer sleeve. Push the slide cover plate over the firing pin

spacer sleeve until it rests against the spring-loaded bearing.

Now use the armorer’s tool punch and press down on the spring-

loaded bearing while at the same time pushing the slide plate cover

into position. Ease the punch out as you move the slide cover plate

over the bearing, then push the plate into position until it snaps in

place. The Glock is now in the field stripped state — finish with

assembly and it is complete.

Note: For special instructions on G42 detailed

disassembly/assembly, please refer to the Chapter on the G42.

FIELD INSPECTION

A field inspection is how a Glock armorer can tell if all systems are

working properly. It’s also a great way for a Glock owner to check

the operation of his handgun without paying for a professional to

check it. It can be done every time the pistol is disassembled for

maintenance, but should definitely be done after a full armorer’s



disassembly and/or if parts have been replaced. It is also a great tool

when buying a used Glock.

FULLY ASSEMBLED GLOCK (ENSURE GLOCK IS

UNLOADED FIRST):

1. SLIDE LOCK

Pull down on both sides of the slide lock lever at the same time, it

should not pull down.

Using the disassembly grip, move the slide back approximately ⁄

inch and pull down on both sides of the slide lock lever and release.

It should pull down, then snap back when released

With the slide lock lever engaged (locked into home position),

point the pistol in a safe direction, push forward on the slide with

your thumb and pull the trigger. The slide should stay in place and

not move forward.

2. TRIGGER SAFETY

Rack the slide so the trigger is fully forward and it’s ready to shoot.

Pull back on both sides of the trigger, without touching the trigger

safety. The trigger should only move slightly, you should see the

trigger safety engage, and the firing pin should not fall.

Point the pistol in a safe direction and pull the trigger back,

depressing the trigger safety. The trigger should move freely to the

rear and the firing pin should fall.

3. RECOIL SPRING/GUIDE ROD ASSEMBLY

Point the unloaded pistol up at a 45-degree angle. Pull the trigger

and hold it back. Pull the slide to the rear and slowly ride it forward

(with trigger still held back). The recoil spring should be strong
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enough to push the slide completely forward and into battery.

Glocks are known for their reliability and functioning under non-

ideal conditions. This check confirms that it will chamber a

cartridge despite poor ammunition condition or a dirty pistol.

4. MAGAZINE SPRING

The magazine spring should be strong enough to feed every round,

then lock the slide back. So with an empty magazine inserted, pull

the slide to the rear. It should lock back every time. This check also

verifies condition of the follower and the slide stop lever (and the

attached spring).

5. FIRING PIN SAFETY RELEASE:

When the trigger is pulled it should move the firing pin safety out of

the way so that the firing pin is free to strike the primer. Point the

gun in a safe direction, pull the trigger, and hold it to the rear. Shake

the pistol back and forth (front to rear); you should hear the firing

pin rattle forward and back.

FIELD-STRIPPED GLOCK

SLIDE

1. FIRING PIN/FIRING PIN SAFETY ENGAGEMENT

Pull back on the firing pin lug using your finger, then ease it

forward - it should rest on the firing pin safety but not move

forward of it. Push on the back of the lug and attempt to move it

forward of the firing pin safety; it should not move. Continuing to



press the lug forward, press down on the firing pin safety and it

should move freely forward.

2. FIRING PIN FREE MOVEMENT

Press the firing pin safety and shake the slide back and forth; the

firing pin should rattle as it moves freely.

FRAME

1. SLIDE STOP LEVER TENSION

Pull the slide stop lever up, then release; it should snap down with

force.

2. DROP SAFETY

Pull the trigger forward (or push forward on the vertical extension

of the trigger bar). Press down on the cruciform portion of the

trigger bar, it should not move down, so the drop safety works. Now

press forward on the vertical extension of the trigger bar, and pull

the trigger. The cruciform should move back and down (Note:

pressing the vertical extension forward while pulling the trigger

releases the tension on the trigger safety. If you pull the trigger

without pulling the vertical extension forward, it can create

unnecessary wear on the trigger safety).



The orange half-slide in place, and showing good engagement.

In addition, ensure proper engagement between the firing pin lug

and the face of the rearward-facing leg of the trigger bar cruciform.

First the slide cover must be replaced with an orange half-slide

cover plate, then reassemble the Glock. The engagement can then

be viewed through the missing half of the slide cover plate. A

minimum of two-thirds of the surface area of the previously

mentioned cruciform face must be covered by the firing pin lug.

This isn’t an area of wear, so if there is two-thirds engagement it is

good to go, it won’t get worse.

SCHEDULED REPLACEMENT PARTS



Glocks has a deserved reputation as being as tough as it gets when it

comes to firearms. Glocks have had things done to them that we

wouldn’t do to the weapon of our worst enemies, and they still come

out shooting. A Glock can even have certain key parts break, and if

run properly, still function as if nothing was wrong.

Springs should be replaced when a field inspection (or regular usage) reveals them to be

weak.

Despite that, a Glock is still a machine, and a precision machine

at that. By definition a machine has moving parts, and where there

are moving parts, there is friction. And of course, friction causes

wear. Yes, despite its toughness, a Glock pistol will eventually have

parts wear that will require replacement. If not replaced, those parts

will eventually fail, and break. I’ve seen Glock detractors point to

this as a fault with Glock, as if their brand of choice was impervious

to physics.



Tough doesn’t mean there isn’t going to be maintenance. Most

consider tanks such as an M1 Abrams to be as tough as it gets and

nearly indestructible. Being a former Anti-Tank TOW missile man,

I’ve spent significant time on and around the tank ramp, and you

would be amazed at how much maintenance goes into one of those,

and how often they break down.

Glock pistols used in a service capacity or those used by high

volume shooters (i.e. competitive shooters) should be disassembled

and inspected by a certified Glock armorer at least annually. Most

users that do not fit in either of these categories won’t need

inspections, and can conduct a field inspection that will suffice. If it

passes a field test, it’s not broken. If it’s not broken, don’t fix it.

SPRINGS

The one spring that will need replacing, and one that any owner can

check, is the recoil spring. If it’s an all-metal dual-spring, it needs to

be replaced every 5000 rounds. Any previous polymer single spring

model will need to be replaced every 2500 rounds. This is what

Glock recommends, but if you do a field test and the recoil spring is

still strong, it’s fine. If it’s borderline, replace it.

All springs potentially need to be replaced at some point. These

include (in addition to the recoil spring)

1. Firing pin spring

2. Firing pin safety spring

3. Trigger spring

4. Extractor depressor plunger spring

5. Slide-lock spring

6. Magazine catch spring



7. Slide stop lever spring (integral with slide stop lever - one

part)

8. Magazine spring

FIRING PIN/FIRING PIN SAFETY

There is metal on metal contact between the firing pin and the firing

pin safety, which is an area where wear can occur.

EXTRACTORS

The tip should be checked for wear, and should not be damaged —

check for chips. If feed or extraction problems occur, first check for

dirt and debris underneath the extractor.

MAGAZINES

1. Check for damage to the front or side cut of the magazine.

Damage can cause the magazine catch to malfunction

2. Check for damage to the magazine lips.

3. Make sure the follower is in good condition. Damage can lead

to failure to feed (FTF) and slide stop lever failure.

DIAGNOSTICS

If you’re having an issue with your Glock, and there isn’t an obvious

breakage, it’s time to go into diagnostics mode. There are two main

culprits to any Glock issue, and it’s best to eliminate them first. The

vast majority of “Failure to …”, whether it’s failure to fire, extract,

eject, feed, or failure of the slide to lock back after the last round,

are caused by shooting with an unlocked wrist. Be sure to lock your

wrist. It used to be called “limp-wristing” but some people get



offended by that, so the more politically correct term is “unlocked

wrist.” If you’re having problems telling if you have a wrist problem,

video record yourself shooting. Or hand your Glock to an

experienced shooter and see if he or she has the same “Failure to….”

Keep the wrists locked to ensure proper cycling of the slide. In this picture of the author

shooting the .45 GAP, the pistol is blurry from recoil, yet the hand and wrist did not move.

Once you’ve checked that off the list and you’re sure that your

Glock isn’t being fired with unlocked wrists, the second most

common cause of issues is ammunition. Try different brands or a

different weight of bullet. If you shoot a different brand and the

problem goes away, it was your ammunition. Also, and I know this

will raise some hackles, but I don’t shoot ammo from former Soviet

Bloc countries out of firearms that aren’t from former Soviet Bloc

countries. In other words, if ammo is made in a country that is



former Warsaw Pact, it doesn’t get fired out of my Glock (or any

other of my Western-made firearms).

There are, however, a couple of exceptions to that rule. The

Czechs make good stuff, whether firearms or ammunition. I’ve fired

a lot of Sellier & Bellot (S&B) and have never had any problems -

they’ve been making ammunition for a long time - 2015 marks their

190th year. Another exception is Serbian manufacturer Prvi Partizan

(PPU). I have fired a lot of Prvi Partizan as well, and have never had

any issues with it. I’ve found both the S&B and PPU to be very

reliable, reasonably accurate, and priced well.

If your wrist isn’t the problem and you’re having the same issue

with different types of ammo, it’s time to delve a little deeper.



The most common cause of stovepipes like this one is a wrist that isn’t locked.

FAILURE TO EXTRACT (FTE)

Extractor worn or broken

Dirt under extraction claw

Dirty chamber

Unlocked wrist

Defective ammunition



FAILURE TO EJECT (FTE) OR ERRATIC

EJECTION, INCLUDING STOVE PIPES

Damaged ejector

Dirty chamber

Too little lubrication

Dirty gun

Unlocked wrist

Underpowered ammunition

FAILURE TO FEED (FTF)

Magazine not fully seated

Dirty magazine

Bad magazine spring

Dirty chamber

Tight extractor

Damaged magazine (magazine sides or lips deformed)

Weak recoil spring

Unlocked wrist

FAILURE TO FIRE (FTF, USUALLY DUE TO

SLIDE BEING OUT OF BATTERY)

Deformed cartridge

Weak recoil spring

Damaged recoil spring tube

Excessive dirt where slide, frame and barrel interact.

Obstructed chamber

Unlocked wrist

Underpowered ammunition

SLIDE FAILS TO LOCK OPEN ON LAST ROUND



Magazine follower damaged

Magazine sides damaged

Dirty magazine

Weak magazine spring

Worn slide stop lever notch

Dirty pistol

Too little lubrication

Trigger pin not properly centered

Slide stop lever worn or damaged

Improper grip

Unlocked wrist

Underpowered ammunition

NO PRIMER STRIKE

Broken or worn firing pin tip

Spring cup inverted

Obstructed firing pin channel (check for presence of solvent or

lubricant)

Light, centered primer strike

Hard primer

Obstructed firing pin channel

LIGHT, OFF-CENTER PRIMER STRIKE

Weak recoil spring

Tight extractor

Slide lock reversed or not beveled

Dirty pistol



INCONSISTENT TRIGGER PULL, OR WILL NOT

RELEASE

Connector loose or improperly positioned in housing

Dirty pistol

Trigger bar is damaged

Wrong trigger bar

Connector needs lubrication

TRIGGER SAFETY FAILS TO RETURN TO

ENGAGED (FORWARD) POSITION

Damaged trigger bar

FIRING PIN SAFETY FAILS

Damaged or worn firing pin safety

LOCKS OPEN WHEN NOT SUPPOSED TO

Damaged slide stop lever

Reverse tension on slide stop lever (improperly installed)

Improper hand placement during firing.

GLOCK PARTS

1. Slide



2. Barrel

3. Recoil Spring Assembly

4. Firing Pin Assembly



5. Spacer Sleeve

6. Firing Pin Spring

7. Spring Cups



8. Firing Pin Safety

9. Firing Pin Safety Spring

10. Extractor

11. Extractor Depressor Plunger



12. Extractor Depressor Plunger Spring

13. Spring Loaded Bearing

14. Slide Cover Plate

15. Rear Sight



16. Front Sight and Front Sight Screw

17. Frame

18. Magazine Catch Spring



19. Magazine Catch

20. Slide Lock Spring

21. Slide Lock

22. Locking Block



23. Trigger Mechanism Housing with Ejector

24. Connector

25. Trigger Spring



26. Trigger with Trigger Bar

27. Slide Stop Lever

28. Trigger Pin



29. Trigger Housing Pin

30. Locking Block Pin (a.k.a. “First Pin”)

31. Magazine Tube



32. Follower

33. Magazine Spring

34. Magazine Insert

35. Magazine Floor Plate



CHAPTER 19:

THE GLOCK SHOOTING

SPORTS FOUNDATION

Whether you’re a competition shooter, law enforcement, or just a

Glock enthusiast, if you buy one or more Glocks per year, it really

pays to join the Glock Shooting Sports Foundation. I made the

mistake of thinking you had to shoot matches to get into the GSSF,

and I regret not finding out the facts sooner. The truth is that

anyone can join. When you join you get some swag - a hat, pin,

patch, a quarterly Glock Report subscription, and access to the

Glock Armorer’s Course.



GSSF swag.



Three different Glock Gen4 Labels.

Where the value really comes in, however, is if you join for two

years or more. Do that, and you get sent a coupon for the purchase

of one blue label Glock pistol per year. A blue label Glock is $100 to

$150 off the price of a yellow or white label Glock. A GSSF

membership costs $35, and $25 to renew, which means that the

membership more than pays for itself if you’re going to be buying a

Glock, or multiple Glocks.

Some of you might be wondering about the different Glock labels.

Glocks come in boxes with three different labels, and there is no

difference between the pistols contained within; the only difference

is in what comes with it, or whom it’s for.



The red label Glocks are for commercial sale with full-capacity

magazines. White labels are for commercial sales with 10-round

magazines in states with 10-round limits, such as California, but

also found in pistols where the standard magazine capacity is ten

rounds or fewer, such as sub-compacts like the G26. Blue label

boxes are reserved for those who serve - law enforcement, military,

fire rescue, first responders, and any of those who are retired. Blue

label boxes are also for those employed by state-certified security

companies, judges, correction officers, commercial pilots, etc. That

blue label has also been extended to GSSF members, which is

awesome.

The first thing I did when I got my coupon was purchase a G34.

There are no local police shops that carry Glocks, so I had to order it

over the phone from the next closest police shop and have it

shipped.



The Glock in Competition (Photo by Ryan Wiedenmeier).

All the benefits are great - especially the armorer’s course and the

marked-down pistol - but the basis for the GSSF, and the reason it

was founded, is competition. It’s now time to put that shiny new

Glock to use. Or, go with an old Glock, it doesn’t matter.

Why shoot in a GSSF match? Three reasons: improve your skill

set, learn to perform under stress, and weapon familiarization. All

three are important if you ever need your Glock to defend yourself

or your family. You can, of course, get these three things by going

through the police academy or joining the military. In lieu of that,

however, you can get a solid foundation by shooting GSSF matches.



Even if you are a cop or military, there is still much to be gained

from shooting competitions.

IMPROVE YOUR SKILL SET

The only way to improve anything is through practice. Greats like

Aaron Rodgers and Brett Favre didn’t become great because they

were lucky. Sure, they were born tall with strong arms and big

hands. But they put in many hours to become that great: Hour upon

hour of throwing, strength and agility training, and studying film. If

you put into shooting the amount of focused hours that great

athletes put into training for their sport, I can guarantee you will

win some competitions. Going out and plinking isn’t going to cut it;

you have to have focused training. In order to have focus, you have

to have a goal, and training for a specific GSSF event will give you

that focus.

LEARN TO PERFORM UNDER STRESS.

Cops train to shoot under stress because someday they might need

to draw their weapon and engage a threat. In this situation they

must be able to effectively engage that target even while under

stress. In those moments of stress, everything seems surreal, your

body goes into automatic mode, and you operate based on muscle

memory. Military personnel are trained to operate under the stress

of combat.

While I’ve never been a cop and can’t speak from personal

experience, I can attest that military engagements can be stressful.



Both law enforcement and military can be subjected to life-changing

stress so violent that it’s rightly labeled as traumatic. While no

training can ever replicate that, I do know that the military gives it a

good try. In the Marine Corps we call this stress “drill instructors.”

There’s nothing like trying to hit a twelve-inch target at 500 meters

with a drill instructor yelling as loud as he can from a distance so

close you can see each hair follicle on his face.

In a unit, a lot of the stress is self-imposed. Everyone knows what

is at stake, and what the consequences to you and your comrades

are if you’re not good at what you do. So everyone wants to train

hard and do well when it comes to putting rounds on target. Plus, no

one wants to look like an idiot in front of their comrades and

superiors.

Is the stress at a GSSF competition equivalent to law enforcement

or military training? Not in a million years, but it is not meant to. In

fact, GSSF is meant to be relatively relaxed and low-stress compared

to other competitions, such as IDPA and IPSC. But it does give you

some stress, enough to serve a function.

WEAPON FAMILIARIZATION

This one is a no-brainer; all those hours you spent improving your

skill set (ie. training), you became very familiar with your Glock.

When you put a lot of rounds through it, you confirm what Glock

owners already know - you own one reliable piece of hardware. That

builds trust. Putting a round through the bullseye over and over

again, that builds confidence. All the repetition makes it so that you

could load and manipulate the weapon in your sleep. After all of



this, your Glock becomes an extension of yourself. When something

becomes second nature, you can’t ask for much more.

At a GSSF match you’ll need a holster — not to draw from, but to transport your Glock

around the course.

But the best reason for shooting a GSSF? A chance to win a free

Glock. Do well, and you’ll go home with one.

To compete in a GSSF match, you’ll need a Glock (no other brand

allowed), a minimum of four magazines (but ten is better), factory

ammunition (110 rounds plus extra, just in case), a holster, hearing

protection, shooting glasses, and you must be a GSSF member. It

consists of three courses of fire: Glock’M, Glock the Plates, and 5 to

Glock. The most you’ll shoot in one course of fire is four strings of

fire, so you’ll want at a minimum, four magazines. You will

definitely not want to reload between your strings of fire. You have

a total of ten strings in a match, so with ten magazines you can do

all of your loading first and not have to worry about it.



GLOCK’M

This consists of four NRA D-1 Targets and three steel pepper

poppers. It has three strings of fire, and each string of fire requires

one ten round magazine plus one in the chamber. Shoot two shots

and two shots only, at the four D-1 Targets, in order, and in the

process knock over one pepper popper. The pepper poppers are

center of the setup, with two D-1 targets to the left and two to the

right. Most shooters shoot the pepper popper after engaging the

first two targets, then continue on with the right two targets, which

is a left to right sweep of the setup. I have seen shooters engage the

pepper popper last. If you miss the pepper popper, you can shoot

extra shots until it goes down or you run out of rounds (the most

you’ll have is three shots). There are 27 scored rounds.



An NRA D-1 Target (a.k.a. Bianchi Cup Target). The rings are visible at this distance, but

they won’t be as visible at GSSF distances. Make sure to know where they are on the

target.



The G34 in competition (Photo by Ryan Wiedenmeier)

GLOCK THE PLATES

Glock the Plates consists of six eight-inch steel plates positioned ten

yards away. Load ten plus one in the chamber. Engage them in any

order, through four strings of fire. Of course, the logical method is

in order, left to right. The key is to not move on until the plate falls.

If you miss, it’s faster to keep your sights in place and shoot a

follow-up shot, or even a third, than it is to continue on and have to

bring your sights back on the target that you missed. A plate must

fall to be scored, and a miss adds 10 seconds to your time. Misses

are only counted at the end of the string (it won’t count against you

if you miss one target, move on, then after all the other targets are

down you come back and hit the one you initially missed). There are

24 scored rounds

5 TO GLOCK



“5 to Glock” consists of five NRA D-1 targets positioned in one of

eight different layouts. For this course, you’ll need ten rounds in the

mag, but no “plus one” in the chamber. Fire two shots at each target

through three strings, for a total of ten. Each layout will require its

own tactic, which you’ll have to determine beforehand. Some

layouts will be left to right, some right to left, some close to far,

others far to near. One even staggers the targets, so that you have to

jump from target to target, which doesn’t allow for smooth

transitions going from one target to the next. There are 30 scored

rounds.

SCORING

Scoring is straightforward: You’re scored on the time it takes you to

complete the string, and with paper targets penalties are assessed

the further away you hit from the center. Hits inside the A or B ring

are what you’re looking for without incurring any time penalty. Hits

inside the C ring will cost you +1 second, hits inside the D ring cost

you +3 seconds, and misses will cost you +10 seconds. It’s advisable

to not miss. Even if it takes an extra second or two for you to make a

more accurate shot, those extra seconds are better than the +3 or

+10 seconds you incur for a poor shot. On steel targets it’s hit or

miss - the target is either standing or it’s not. If you hit the target,

but it doesn’t fall, it’s still standing. If it’s standing, you incur a +10

second penalty. Again, best not to miss.

Each string is approached with a maximum of 11 rounds; 10

rounds in the magazine and one in the chamber. This is a good

opportunity to use those 10-round magazines you might have laying

around, and if you don’t have any you might want to consider

buying some. They cost a little less to buy, and it will save wear and



tear on your full-capacity magazines. I’ve found used ones online

for under $20. Of course, you’ll always find the occasional seller

who’s trying to become rich one magazine at a time, and is selling

them for more than a new one.

Any Glock model is welcome at a GSSF shoot. If you bring it you

can shoot it, but not all divisions are open to all Glocks. When you

register, you’ll have to look at what divisions are open to your

model. The biggest limiting factors are the Glocks that come with

magazines of less than ten rounds, such as the G42, G36, G29, and

G39. With the release of the G42, the GSSF started a new, “Pocket

Glock” division exclusively for the G42.

GSSF matches are designed to be a laid-back competition that’s

accessible to anyone, be it a seasoned pro or a newbie at their first

competition. It is, above all, a competition where people go to have

fun and enjoy the sport. All you need is a Glock, and it doesn’t

matter which Glock model you own, there’s a category for all of

them, whether you want to shoot the G26 you carry every day, or

your G34. The fact is, you can bring both and shoot both.

Another great thing about the GSSF competition - you’ll find a

Glock armorer there, and they will repair or replace any worn or

broken part your Glock might have. If you have an older Glock and

want to upgrade the parts, bring it. If you have a Glock with which

you’re having problems, bring it.



Whatever Glock you own, or whichever one you prefer, you can shoot it at a GSSF

competition. Or you can shoot them all.



CHAPTER 20:

GLOCK ARMORER’S BASIC

COURSE

There are two Glock armorer’s courses: the one-day basic course

and the three-day advanced course. Back when it started, anyone

could take the course, then Glock changed that policy to law

enforcement/Glock retailer only. Now, however, Glock has opened

it up to GSSF members, which means anyone who can legally

handle firearms can go through it, as long as you are a paying, card-

holding member of the GSSF. Not all classes given at all locations

are open to everyone - some are restricted to LE or military only -

but most are unrestricted.

The basic armorer’s course costs $195, and is well worth it. I

thought the only thing I would learn was a full, part-by-part

takedown - I thought I knew just about everything there is to know.

Silly me, I should have known better. The complete

disassembly/assembly was only part of what I learned. I also

learned more about the company and the operation of the pistol

than I ever thought I could.

The instructor was outstanding, and even as he went over things I

already knew, his sense of humor and demeanor kept us all paying

attention. It was a great class that dispelled a lot of rumors and

Internet lore. In the morning we learned how to do a complete



disassembly/reassembly, with a step-by-step walk through. We then

did timed drills to put a little pressure on us. It culminated in the

challenge: complete disassembly/reassembly five times in 20

minutes. Good fun. I love stuff like that. After a catered lunch, we

came back and learned about parts commonality between models,

and between Gen4 and previous generations.

Overall the course is a great one - a lot of information was

learned, the test was simple (you’ll be mad if you get one wrong),

and there’s not a better way to spend a day than talking about Glock

pistols and hearing cop stories. Best yet, I can now order parts

directly from Glock.

The Glock Armorer’s Tool. Ninety-nine percent of all disassembly that requires a tool is

done with this. For magazine catch removal you’ll need a flathead screwdriver or dental

pick.



Finish the course and earn this certificate.

They teach you what parts are going to wear out and how often

you should replace them. For example, the part that wears out most

often but gets replaced least often is the recoil spring assembly. On

the current dual springs you’re looking at every 5000 rounds, on the

older springs every 2500 is when you should get it replaced.

We also learned how to troubleshoot the Glock if there are issues.

Some of this information is geared more towards the department

armorer, but is still good information to know in order to keep your

personal Glock running optimally.

We got in-depth discussion of how the three Glock safeties work,

with excellent digital moving graphics showing the whole firing

process, as well as three separate graphics showing each safety up



close. The graphics were really good, and since a lot of people are a

little fuzzy on exactly how the safeties work - especially the drop

safety - it was very helpful. Also helpful was the hands-on time with

the cutaway Glock.

One thing I found particularly helpful - especially for someone

who purchases used Glocks - was the discussions of telltale signs of

customizations and “improvements” made by Bubba’s Basement

Gunsmith Shop, and the problems such modifications can cause.

To be honest, I’m not much into customization. I tend to buy

stuff because I like the way it is when I buy it, otherwise I wouldn’t

buy it. This includes guns. If I didn’t like the way a Glock feels or

performs, I would buy something else. So I am a little biased against

customization, and I tend to agree with Glock on their position

against messing with the gun. Yes, it’s a free country and one can do

whatever one wants with his or her gun, as long as it’s legal.

Armorer’s manuals through the ages. (Left to Right) 1992, 2002, and 2014.

Just keep in mind that by buffing parts, changing parts for non-

OEM, and customizing parts in general, you’re going to change



tolerances, which can affect performance, safety, and reliability. Can

a Glock be modified by a competent gunsmith in order to perform

better? You bet. Can it still be safe and reliable? Sure. However, the

vast majority of Glocks with mechanical problems that are seen by

armorers have gotten that way after being monkeyed with.

Another helpful tool we added to the toolbox of knowledge was

how to conduct field inspections (see chapter 18). Field inspections

are when you test the serviceability of parts and the function of

systems through specific actions without taking the pistol

completely apart. There are certain field inspections you do with the

pistol completely assembled, and there are inspections you do to the

slide and lower receiver by themselves. Field inspections are very

important for department armorers, but they’re also important if

you’re looking over a used Glock you’re thinking about buying.

If you’ve been through the armorer’s course before and want or

need to re-qualify, you’ll be happy to hear the slideshow has been

updated. I’ve heard horror stories of the over 400 slides that had to

be suffered through in years past. Now the slideshow has been cut

to under 150 slides, and all of them are high-quality graphics that

you can clearly see and will enjoy. Some are even moving graphics

to demonstrate a process, such as how the various safeties work.

Also new is the armorer’s manual. Mine was one of the first

courses to get the new, updated 140-page armorer’s manual, printed

in 2014. The previous manual was written in 2002 and had 72 pages,

and the 1992 manual had 41 pages (these manuals included a lot of

empty space and unnecessary full-page graphics so that the manual

could be expanded to a size where it could actually be called a

manual and not a pamphlet). The new 2014 manual has expanded,



thanks to new, high-quality pictures and graphics, as well as the

addition of two separate sections; one for the Gen4, the other for

the G42. Yes, the G42 is different enough to rate its own section - a

departure from all other models. The main section has 94 pages, the

Gen4 section has eight pages, and the G42 section has 33 pages (94

plus 33 plus eight do not equal 140 pages total, but Glock has

dividers they count as pages). Surprisingly, the number of large,

empty space has been reduced, and the number of unnecessary full-

page graphics has been eliminated. So there is actually more info

and quality graphics packed into the manual.



CHAPTER 21:

SUPPRESSORS

The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives (BATFE)

officially calls them silencers, but don’t use that term in front of a

suppressor aficionado. Just call them “cans”. This is one of the

fastest growing sectors of the firearms industry. At the time of this

writing, 38 states allow for suppressor ownership by individuals,

trusts, or corporations (additional states allow for ownership by law

enforcement). Out of those 38 states, 25 now have a law making it

legal to hunt with a suppressor, and one additional state allows for

use when hunting non-game species. While hunting plays a very

minor part in the Glock story, there are three Glock pistol listed on

the website as suitable for hunting; the G42, G20, and G20 SF.

While I have yet to hear of anyone using .45 ACP for hunting, I have

read that a 10mm can be an effective hunting caliber in a pistol.

At the armorer’s course I attended in 2014, they told me that

Glock would now be making threaded barrels, and would soon be

available to consumers. This is big news - several companies make

threaded aftermarket barrels for Glock, but up until now, Glock did

not. I know this didn’t sit well in Smyrna, and no company wants to

see other companies making money off its name while filling a

niche that it has not filled. So Glock will now be filling that niche.

Well, sort of. I found out recently that Glock will not be selling



threaded barrels to consumers as an individual part, at least for the

foreseeable future. That could change, but as of the time of this

writing, threaded barrels will not be available to purchase until at

least 2016. The word from Glock is that they will be selling various

models with a threaded barrel, but only in the Gen3, not in the

Gen4.

A G19 equipped with a SilencerCo Osprey.

As popular as suppressors have become, Glock’s half-hearted

attempt to provide an OEM barrel for consumers is a bit surprising.

You can buy a pistol with one, but if you already own a Glock and

want a genuine Glock threaded barrel, you’re being denied, there is

no barrel for you. Same thing if you want a Gen4 with a threaded

barrel. Denied. You’ll have to look elsewhere for a threaded barrel. I

believe this to be a misstep by Glock.



A G19 with an extended threaded barrel.

G17 with a Lone Wolf extended threaded barrel.

The benefits to using a suppressor with your Glock are numerous,

but in a nutshell, it just makes your entire shooting experience



better. Obviously, it’s going to be a whole lot quieter. Not only does

this save your hearing, it makes it more pleasant for young and new

shooters. While certainly not as quiet as depicted in movies and

television, sub-sonic handgun loads will generally be at or under the

acceptable level without hearing protection (though it’s still not a

bad idea to wear hearing protection). The not-so-obvious reason is

that it mitigates some of the recoil, some say by as much as 30

percent.

PURCHASING A SUPPRESSOR

It requires a lot of waiting and patience - no one ever said

government is fast. To purchase one, you’ll need to live in a state

where suppressors are legal. Next, you’ll need to find a Class 3

dealer in your state, and you’ll also need to fill out a BATFE Form 4

(Form 5320.4). The good news is that because they want your

business and want to make the transaction go as seamlessly as

possible, most Class 3 dealers will fill out and send in the

appropriate forms for you. I’ve purchased suppressors from my

Class 3 dealer and direct from manufacturers online. Here’s how

both transactions went down:

CLASS 3 DEALER

This one is the fastest way to do it. Go to your Class 3 dealer, pick

out the suppressor you want, then pay for it. Give them your

applicable paperwork (more on that in a minute) and a check for

$200 made out to BATFE. They’ll fill out the Form 4 (or assist you

in filling it out), you’ll sign it, then they’ll send everything in to

BATFE. This is if the suppressor you buy is in stock. If not, your



dealer will have to transfer it in, which can take an additional one to

three months.

Then the waiting game begins, which varies. It used to be about

four to six months, but as more people learned you can legally own

a suppressor, they became more popular. Unfortunately, no more

people were allocated to deal with the resulting paperwork, so wait

times grew to nine months, and sometimes even up to a year.

BATFE toyed with E-filing, which took one to three months, but

that went away. Now wait times are all over the place, depending on

which agent gets your paperwork. I purchased one suppressor, then

four months later a second. It took ten months to get the stamp for

suppressor number one, and two weeks after that I got the stamp

for suppressor number two. The paperwork was submitted four

months later, yet came in only two weeks after the first suppressor’s

did. My most recent suppressor took only 3.5 months. If you are

lucky enough that your Class 3 dealer has a range on premises, you

can shoot it during your long wait, you just can’t leave the premises

with it. It is, after all, yours. You just can’t take possession of it.

After your stamp comes in, go pick up your suppressor and take it

home - it’s yours. Be sure to make many copies of the stamp

paperwork, because the BATF won’t send you another if you lose it.

AN ONLINE RESOURCE

This one takes a little longer. The first thing to know is that you’ll

still need a Class 3 dealer in your state. The next thing you do is

purchase the suppressor from the manufacturer or retailer, either

on their website or by phone. Once you do that, your Class 3 dealer

will need to send them all their paperwork, and the source your

purchased your suppressor from will need to submit to the BATFE



the paperwork required to transfer the suppressor to the dealer.

This can take one to three months. Once they get the OK from

BATFE, they will transfer the suppressor to your dealer, and you

will need to go to the dealer and conduct business as if you are

buying from the directly, except you already paid for your

suppressor. There usually will be a transfer fee, usually starting at

$100, though it can on rare occasion be lower - it’s all up to the

dealer. Once you give the dealer your paperwork, you sign the Form

4, they’ll submit it, and you’ll start your wait.



To buy a suppressor, you will have to fill out a NFA Form 4 (Form 5320.4)



Either way you go, it’s a pretty simple process, it just requires a

lot of waiting. In our “immediate gratification” society, this can

sometimes be little much for some people, and they choose to not

purchase. Trust me, it is worth the wait.

THREE WAYS TO FILE:

The paperwork that you need to submit to your dealer for them to

send in to BATFE, depends on how you choose to purchase the

suppressor. There are three ways to do it: as an individual, through

a gun trust, or as a corporation. This could possibly change, but for

now, this is the way it is.

It could change due to a notice published by the ATF back in late

2013. The proposed rule change would require each person listed

under a gun trust or corporation to submit the same photos and

fingerprint forms as an individual, which would negate the benefits

of filing as a trust or corporation. There was such a backlash that

the ATF pushed that date back to June 2014 so the rule change

could be reviewed. Shortly thereafter the ATF announced it would

not be able to respond until 2015.

INDIVIDUAL

This method is the least favorable way, yet if politicians get their

way it will be the only way. It requires the most legwork from you, it

has the biggest potential hurdle, and worst of all, no one else can

shoot the suppressor without you being present. Not your wife, not

your children, and not a sibling. There really aren’t any upsides,

other than it takes the least amount of time to prepare for your

purchase. You’ll need to fill out the Form 4, then get a copy. You’ll

need the signature of the chief law enforcement officer (CLEO) in



your jurisdiction, on both copies. This is the big potential hurdle I

mentioned. It’s all about the luck of the draw - if you happen to live

in a jurisdiction where your police chief isn’t pro-suppressor, he

won’t sign off on it. To me this is unacceptable, because it’s making

law when his or her job is only to enforce the law. Yet, this is the

world in which we live. Fortunately, you do have options. If your

town police chief won’t sign it, go to your county sheriff. Most

places the county sheriff will tend to be more pro-gun and more

pro-suppressor. If this doesn’t work, try your county attorney,

district attorney, or a judge with arresting authority. I’ve also heard

of the head of the state police signing.

If filing as an individual, you’ll need an FBI fingerprint card, Form FD-258.



Two copies of form 5330.20 will need to be filled out and sent in if filing as an individual.

In addition to the CLEO’s signature, you’ll also need to be

fingerprinted by your local law enforcement agency, and you’ll need

FBI finger print cards, Form FD-258. Additionally you will need to

fill out two Form 5330.20 forms, certifying your citizenship. All

forms and fingerprints will need to be brought in to your Class 3

Dealer at the time of purchase, to be sent in to the BATFE. You will

need to do this entire procedure for every suppressor and NFA item

you purchase.

GUN TRUST



This is the most popular method, and for more than one reason.

First, it doesn’t require the signature of a CLEO, nor does it require

fingerprints. Anyone listed in the trust can be in possession of the

suppressor, without you being present. It will still need to be stored

at the address listed on the Form 4, but if someone is named in the

trust, they can take it to the range for the day. Purchasing a

suppressor using a gun trust will of course require you to set up a

gun trust in advance. It’s best to use a local lawyer familiar with

your state laws, but there are online resources as well. Generally the

cost will be around $200-500 to set it up. You will need to bring in

your gun trust paperwork to your Class 3 dealer at the time of

purchase, for them to send in to the BATFE. Once you set up a gun

trust, it’s a “make it and forget it” proposition, with no further work

to maintain the trust.

CORPORATION

This is the method I used. I filed it under an LLC. It has all the

perks of the gun trust, and anyone listed as an officer in your

corporation can be in possession of the suppressor. The only

downside compared to a gun trust, is you must maintain your

corporation in good standing. That’s the primary difference. So

every year, you will need to file your paperwork for your

corporation. Purchasing under a corporation is the best method if

you already own a corporation, but no one really forms a

corporation just to purchase a suppressor or NFA item. It’s much

less work over the long haul to just make a gun trust. When you

purchase your suppressor, you’ll need to present to your Class 3



dealer the articles of organization paperwork for your company, as

well as a certificate of good standing.

SUPPRESSOR

OPERATION/MAINTENANCE

Using a suppressor on a rifle or rimfire is simple: you just attach it

and go, whether it’s direct thread or quick attach. Centerfire pistol

suppressors are a little trickier. Rifle barrels don’t move, and it’s the

same with rimfire - even rimfire pistols have a fixed barrel. A

centerfire pistol has a moving barrel - in fact to cycle the action it’s

required that the barrel move. The barrel moves back a short

distance before it unlocks from the slide. At that point it starts to tilt

up. With the slide locked to the rear, the barrel is tilted up by a few

degrees. If you attach an object to the end of that barrel, such as a

suppressor, it makes the barrel work harder to tilt up. This in turn

makes it harder for the slide to disengage from the barrel, which

makes it difficult for the slide to function. The Nielsen Device

serves like a buffer, and it allows the barrel to tilt up, and the slide

to cycle as it needs to.



SilencerCo uses a piston, like this one, for two of its more popular models. The piston

serves two functions: as an adaptor to thread the suppressor to various pistols, and as

part of a Nielsen Device.

Here the SilencerCo piston is assembled into what serves as a Nielsen Device. It is then

inserted into the suppressor and screwed into position.



For this chapter, a SilencerCo Osprey was used. For the Osprey,

SilencerCo uses a piston, which serves two functions. First, it serves

as part of a Nielsen Device. Second, it is an adaptor - there are

different pistons for different pistol brands and models, and for

different calibers. The piston is assembled into a Nielsen Device

with two other parts, then inserted into the suppressor, which is

then threaded onto the barrel via the piston.

OPERATION

An understanding of what makes noise when you shoot a gun is an

important part of understanding suppressors. Sometimes people

new to suppressors have an unreasonable expectation of what a

suppressor is going to do for them, particularly with centerfire rifle

suppressors. Most of this comes from not understanding where that

noise comes from.

There are three things that make noise when you shoot a

cartridge: The cartridge explosion, the action of the firearm, and the

bullet as it breaks the sound barrier. All of these have to be taken

into consideration.

The explosion when the cartridge is fired is the only part of the

process that the suppressor is actually suppressing. The suppressor

traps the gases as the bullet is leaving the barrel, thus reducing the

noise. This is why revolvers cannot be suppressed, because with a

suppressor at the end of the barrel the gas will follow the path of

least resistance and most of it will go out the front of the cylinder.

There is one exception to this, as far as I know, in the 1895 Nagant

revolver. This revolver uses the cartridge casing to seal the gas so

that it all exits out the front of the barrel.



Second is the action. The suppressor has no control over this, and

the only thing you can do to mitigate this is to shoot out of a non-

semiautomatic firearm. In a rifle such as a bolt action, the action

does not work as the bullet fires, and can be quietly cycled by the

shooter after the bullet is down range. Of course, this does little

good for handguns, as there are no practical pistols that do not come

in semi-automatic.

Third is the bullet as it breaks the sound barrier. The suppressor

also has no bearing on this. When people shoot suppressed

firearms, this is the thing that makes the most noise, and leaves

people with the most disappointment. There is a simple answer for

this: purchase ammunition specifically made with sub-sonic loads.

Unfortunately not all cartridges can be fired with sub-sonic loads.



Rimfire suppressors such as this SilencerCo 22 Sparrow require the most maintenance.

Unfortunately, not all are as easy to disassemble as the Sparrow.

Rimfire cartridges are very effectively suppressed. Even

supersonic loads are relatively quiet compared to other cartridges.

I’ve fired standard .17 HMR and .22 Winchester Magnum cartridges

out of my SilencerCo .22 Sparrow (check with your manufacturer,

not all rimfire suppressors can shoot these cartridges), and they

suppress well. But with .22 Long Rifle sub-sonic loads, there’s

almost no noise, especially with a bolt-action rifle. A staple gun or

BB gun make more noise. I’ve used CCI sub-sonic .22 ammo, and it

is some excellent stuff - quiet, reliable, and pretty clean.

Handguns can also be effectively suppressed. Sub-sonic loads are

pretty easy to find, and more manufacturers are making more sub-

sonic loads. Some cartridges, such as .45 ACP, are all sub-sonic,



unless you’re running +P. Probably the most common cartridge to

find sub-sonic ammo in is 9mm. The most notable thing you’ll hear

is the action of the handgun.

Centerfire rifles are the most difficult to suppress, and leave new

suppressor owners with the greatest disappointment. The

suppressor still does its job, just not as well as in the other two. Lets

look again at the third cause of rifle noise. We already know that the

only part of the process the suppressor has any bearing on is the gas

that leaves the end of the barrel after the explosion that takes place

when the cartridge is fired. And we know that the sound from the

action can only be affected if you’re shooting a bolt-action rifle

instead of a semi-automatic. That third factor is the toughest one to

overcome, because the rifle cartridges used in military rifles, mostly

the 5.56, 6.8SPC, .308, etc., travel at over 2600 feet per second, and

most 5.56 ammo is over 3000 feet per second. Rifle bullets need to

be this fast so that they are effective when they impact on the target,

and so that they can stabilize in flight. Rifles fire relatively small

bullets compared to pistols, and they rely on that high velocity to be

effective on target.



9mm travels at a supersonic speed, you’ll need to purchase sub-sonic loads like this one

from HPR.

An AR15 chambered in 5.56 shooting a sub-sonic load will be no

more effective than shooting a .22 Long Rifle. The other side to this

is bullet stabilization. The .308 Winchester is notoriously difficult

to stabilize in sub-sonic ammunition, and most suppressor

manufacturers have a warning about shooting sub-sonic .308 out of

their suppressors. The danger comes when the bullet fails to

stabilize out of the barrel, which can lead to baffle strikes on the

suppressor. A baffle strike is when the bullet hits a baffle in your

suppressor.

Just think about something traveling at 3000-plus feet per second

hitting a metal object that’s attached to the end of a rifle. Nothing

good comes of that. At the very least you’re out an item that you’ve



invested good money in. The worst-case scenario is property

damage and/or serious injury to people.

MAINTENANCE

Maintenance on suppressors is simple enough, but it can vary

drastically between manufacturers so make sure to check the

instructions for your specific model. Across the board, the biggest

threat to a suppressor is internal moisture. It’s best to remove the

suppressor after firing to allow air to circulate through it to speed

up evaporation. If your suppressor is hot after firing, this will

greatly increase the speed of evaporation. It’s recommended to not

store your suppressor on your firearm, but if you do, store it muzzle

down with the action open to allow airflow.

Rifle suppressors, such as this YHM .30 Cal Can, require almost no maintenance. Most

also can’t be disassembled like rimfire suppressors.

Pistol suppressors are very simple to maintain, they’re a lot like

Glock pistols in that they require vey little. Most manufacturers

recommend taking the piston assembly apart and cleaning that.

Manufacturers vary significantly on what to use for cleaning this, so

once again consult with your manufacturer. The main chamber of

most pistol suppressors are not made for disassembly, and most



manufacturers advise against regular maintenance. Some even tell

you to never clean it. Solutions left inside can, at worst, cause

damage to internal components, or at the least leave behind sludge

that compromises effectiveness. Many manufacturers point out that

flat-out neglect of a suppressor is preferable to improper

maintenance. The best thing to do is just blow it out with

pressurized air to get rid of any loose fouling.

Rifle suppressors are the easiest to maintain, as there is no piston

assembly to disassemble. For most, maintenance should be kept to

a minimum, or avoided altogether (I like the sound of this. Much

like what yard chores should be), depending on manufacturer. Some

will tell you to use a hydrocarbon-based solution, like WD-40 or

Kroil, to clean it every 2000-3000 rounds. Some will tell you to not

clean it at all.

Rimfire suppressors get the dirtiest, so most are made to be

disassembled. Many manufacturers recommend every 200-300

rounds; my .22 Sparrow needs to be cleaned every 1000 rounds or

so. Follow your manufacturer’s disassembly instructions, and

recommendations for cleaning.

THREADED BARREL OPTIONS

As I said before, for the time being you won’t be able to have a

Glock OEM barrel, unless you purchase a Gen3 pistol that comes

out of the box with one. So what do you do, if you already own a

Glock and want a threaded barrel? Of course, with this being a book

about Glock, it would be preferable to purchase a Glock barrel. But

you can’t, so you’ll have to use an aftermarket barrel. Up until



recently there were three primary manufactures of aftermarket

threaded barrels for Glock pistols - Storm Lake, Lone Wolf, and Bar-

Sto. All make good barrels, though the Storm Lake and Bar-Sto are a

little pricey for a barrel. The Lone Wolf falls more in line with the

price of a Glock OEM barrel. With my deadline fast approaching, the

testing I did was limited, but I did get my hands on a Lone Wolf

barrel. Accuracy is good, and I didn’t have any issues with it. Mine

was the forged stainless model for the G17, and runs about $125.

The nice thing about it is that it uses standard land-and-groove

rifling, so you can use lead cast bullets with it. I dropped it in all

four generations of G17, and it fit all of them with no gunsmithing. I

expected as much. As far as workmanship, I didn’t see any

machining marks and it looks good.

The Lone Wolf threaded barrel makes a very good aftermarket choice if you can’t get

your hands on a Glock threaded barrel.

But since beginning this chapter, there’s a new player in the

market. SilencerCo is now making its own line of barrels. If you



can’t buy a barrel from the manufacturer of your gun, then buy one

from the manufacturer of your suppressor. The very first suppressor

I ever fired was a SilencerCo suppressor, and I’ve been a big fan of

the company ever since - I now own two of its models. They work

well, are well designed, and of high quality. I found the same thing

holds true for their barrels. In regard to quality and performance, I

would put the SilencerCo barrels up against any other aftermarket

threaded barrel. It’s outstanding. The workmanship on it is also

excellent, with no machining marks and all precision machining. It

has an MSRP of $220, and comes in models for the G17, G19, and

G21, with the G17L and G34 on the way. You can use these barrels

with any brand of suppressor, if you already own one other than

SilencerCo.

WHICH SUPPRESSOR TO BUY?

An important thing to consider when making your choice of which

suppressor to buy, is what caliber should you get? There is more to

it than just buying a suppressor for the specific caliber you want.

For example, if you want to buy a suppressor for your G17 9mm,

you don’t have to buy a 9mm suppressor. In fact, most companies

make suppressors that are multi-caliber (but you should confirm

the model is multi-caliber before you buy).

If you buy a suppressor made for a .45 ACP, most suppressors will

work with all the calibers underneath it. So the .45 ACP suppressor

would work with .40 S&W and 9mm pistols (and some with .300

Blackout). The same holds true with rifles: If you buy a .30 caliber

can, it will work with 5.56, 6.8 SPC, etc.



SilencerCo’s new line of threaded barrels is a great choice to fill the void left by Glock. It’s

an outstanding barrel.

There are tradeoffs, however, and then there are other factors that

can cancel out that tradeoff, but cause yet another tradeoff. For

example, if you buy a .45 suppressor to use with your 9mm, it gives

you flexibility, because you can use it for more of your handguns.

It’s a better value for your money, because it’s typically the same

price, or just slightly more. But there is a trade off in slightly

decreased decibel reduction, because more gas is allowed to escape.

It’s not a lot, with a .45 hole and a .356 bullet going out of it, you’re

talking .10 of an inch. With a rifle it’s even less, a .30 hole with a

.223 bullet coming out of it is .07 inches. So it’s not a lot of gas

escaping, and unless you’re very experienced with suppressors, you

probably won’t notice a discernible increase in sound.

And here’s that other factor I mentioned: when you use a larger

caliber suppressor for multi-calibers, the can itself is physically

larger, so there’s more room to trap gas. A .45 can is larger than one

for a 9mm, so if you use the .45 can with a 9mm, it has more room

to trap that gas, even though it allows a little bit more of it to

escape. So the physically larger suppressor mitigates the inefficiency

caused by using a .45 can with a 9mm. In the end, the trade off to



using a multi-caliber suppressor is that you have a larger suppressor

than you would if you used one specific to the smaller caliber.

If you’re looking to purchase your first suppressor, unless you

know that you’re only going to be using it with a specific caliber, get

the larger, multi-caliber suppressor. Buy a .30 caliber can for your

rifle and a .45 caliber can for your pistols. This way you have all of

your firearms covered. Then down the road if you have the

inclination and the money, purchase caliber-specific suppressors.

But this is just a recommendation.

One more thing to note: suppressors are rated by cartridge, not

the caliber of the bullet. For example, if you own a .30 caliber rifle

can, and it’s only rated up to .308, you can’t use it with a .30-06 or

anything more powerful (again, check with your maker on which

calibers you can and can’t use). The same holds true with the pistol

suppressors; if you own one made for a .45, you won’t be able to use

it with a .454 Casull or a .44 Magnum Desert Eagle.



For Robb Manning’s review of the new
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